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1. 
INTRODUCTION 
'I'he development of a comprehensive police-press pro-
gram is the problem and task of this thesis. Police admin-
istration needs a positive press program. Most police depart-
ments do not have a press program. In those police depart-
ments that do have some kind of a police-press relation, 
there is little organization, information and knowledge from 
which beneficial results can emanate. Written police-press 
releases and constructive newspaper portrayal of police and 
crime news will give the public information as a basis for 
cooperation with the police. Most police problems can be 
better met with the aid and support of the press. The ben-
efits that can be reaped from sound police-press relations 
depend largely on the ingenuity and skill of the police ad-
ministrator in adapting police-press techniques to his own 
peculiar environment as an instrument of police administration. 
In the development of a police-press program this 
study has investigated newspaper portrayal of crime since it 
is one of the most important phases of police-press relations. 
To elucidate the police and crime news problem, this study 
attempts to show that historical, traditional and contemporary 
practices of the press in their depiction of police and crime 
news, through various techniques, may tend to stimulate and 
develop interest in criminal activity which hamper law en-
forcement and crime prevention. Therefore, an attempt has 
been made to show how information about crime incites potential 
ii. 
delinquents, lowers public mora~, creates fictitious crime 
waves or charges of inefficiency and corruption, educates the 
criminal with technical information, aids the escape of of-
fenders, prevents a return to honest life of criminals, juve-
niles, or those exonerated of crime, establishes public at-
titudes toward the police and the morale of the police depart-
ment, and toward crime. 
Consequently, this thesis attempts to show how police 
administration can enlist the aid of the press as an advan-
tageous instrument when managing all of its functions in ad-
dition to the enforcement and prevention of crime. If there 
is success, it will be rewarding in many ways. The prevention 
of crime can reduce the work involved in the remaining police 
functions. Moreover, the reduction in government expenditures, 
and a lower crime rate that is gratifying to the esteem of the 
community, the well being of its citizens, will all result in 
the promotion of a more wholesome environment. 
Suppression of police and crime news is not advocated 
by this study because freedom of the press is essential to 
a free society. Also, the placing of barriers before the press 
will only arouse indignation and public sympathy and, perhaps, 
the desire to overcome these obstacles. However, the techniques 
and methods of presentati on of police and crime news in the 
past should be completely overhauled. Police and crime news 
publication should, primarily, be conducted through t he joint 
researc~ and efforts of the press and the police. Much of the 
iii. 
burden of preparation of crime news and related police depart-
ment material should rest on police administration. The 
police will not be acting as an official censorship agency 
since the police-press relationship should bear an informal 
affinity. In essence, it is joint cooperation that is inspired 
by public spirit and public welfare. Perhaps, this conceptual 
framework appears too idealistic in the light of the realities, 
but patience, diplomacy, tact, and skillful administration . 
can cement stronger ties than legal obligations. If the news-
papers hesi t ate to print some of the information desired by 
the police, then additional funds should be provided for the 
police department in order that they could purchase column 
space like any advertiser. However, in order that the public 
will not misconstrue police-paid copy as an effort · to build 
personal prestige rather than to improve police service, the 
purchase of space should be limited to infrequent instances. 
Column space may be purchased only when police-press releases 
are so plentiful that it would be demanding on the publisher 
to relinquish much of his paper's space which could be sold to 
his advertising clientele . Since most publishers and editors 
are in t erested in news t hat stimulates the public, some of the 
police releases will not embody these characteristics. Con-
sequently, from time to time, and with t he utmost judicious 
use, police purchase of space will encourage a publisher to 
more willingly cooperate with t he police-press program. 
Chapter I, Historical Development of Police and Crime 
iv. 
News, is included to show the traditional components of mass 
communication that form the reservoir from which we can per-
ceive police and crime news and survey some of the elements 
that engender the police crime problem. An over-all view of 
mass communication in its historical and contemporary setting 
is illustrated. Although concentration is on the American 
colonial press to the present, the chapter also discusses 
earlier attempts at mass communication including European 
environment. Moreover, the development of police and crime 
news has run abreast with the improvements in mass communi-
cation. 
The historical development of police and crime news 
has not grown independently of social, political and economic 
forces. The development, through necessity, embodies many 
ramifications evolving with the history of foreign countries, 
and especially, the history of the United States. America's 
economic growth is reflected in the chapter, and the economy 
shows its superimposition on the cultural and social factors 
of society. Adequate coverage has been written on the history 
of the newspapers . and the rise of the United States government 
from an infant immature nation to a dominant international 
leader. 
The historical development of police and crime news 
has been made possible by the struggle for recognition or 
greater press liberty. The freedom the press enjoys has been 
attained by great effort and sacrifice in the fight against 
v. 
rapine, violence and bloodshed. Legal control of the press 
means limitations or regulations which have arisen through the 
common law or legislation for protective, punitive, and com-
pensatory purposes. In the broadest sense freedom of the 
pres~ means no previous censorship, no prosecutions for free 
expression other than on widely acknowledged principles of the 
accepted general law, and no interference with lawful distri-
bution. In the United States, freedom of the press finds its 
authority in the First Amendment of the Federal Constitution. 
Furthermore, state governments have secured for the people 
freedom of the press. 
Police contact with the press through the years has 
primarily centered around the police blotter, police magistrate 
proceedings or police-court, and police news. Actually, the 
police have, more or less, played the part of a censor from 
time to time in these functions while newspaper reporters 
have traditionally taken the aggressive position in their 
demand for police news. Usually, police news has been provided 
to reporters by the police on an individual and arbitrary 
basis. The historical growth of police and crime news reveals , 
the absence of any organized police-press program. Perhaps, 
the police did not realize that an active and positive alliance 
with the press could be instrumental in the successful ful-
filment of police functions . Police and crime news has fre-
quently been perverted to stimulate public interest and the 
sale of newspapers. Also, the historical development of police 
vi. 
and crime news shows that, generally, the press and the public 
will do little to place into motion a beneficial pattern for 
the depiction of this type of news if left to their own re-
sources and unrestricted. The press whets the public's ap-
petite and taste for police and crime news. The public, in 
turn, by purchasing newspapers, encourages them. Furthermore, 
any additional legal restrictions on the press is an encroach-
ment against its freedom. However, all constructive programs 
in society need not necessarily incur legal barriers. More 
lasting than all the legal barriers is the development of the 
habits, customs, and traditions of a society in order that the 
people think, act, and respond a particular way, so that they 
are able to accept or discourage certain behavior. This, 
therefore, is the job of the police administrator - the work 
for government. 
There is no single all-embracing source of information 
available on the historical development of police and crime 
news. Much of the material has been derived from journalism 
textbooks. However, the reader of journalism texts in order 
to remain objective, frequently must be careful to sift the 
information without being influenced by prejudicial interpre-
tation that predominately upholds traditional and contemporary 
reporting of police and crime news. Frank Luther Mott, author 
of American Journalism, 1950, one of many journalism texts, is 
one of the most comprehens i ve writers in this field. A pub-
lished master's thesis by Virginia Cole, The Newspaper and 
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Crime, 1927, a University of Missouri bulletin, has some help-
ful information. Most newspapers, especially the New York 
Times, regularly publish information on press activities. In 
general, the evaluation in Chapter I is an integration of 
knowledge and information drawn from books, periodicals, 
authorities and my experience in the fields of government, 
history, economics, sociology, psychology, and journalism. 
Because, at present, there is no absolute statistical 
method of arriving at the number of persons who enter criminal 
activity through what they read in the newspapers, the treat-
ment of Chapter II, Content Analyses of Police and Crime News, 
is brief. If, in the future, there is a scientific method of 
arriving at the number of persons who enter criminal activity 
through what they read in the newspapers, then content analysis 
that is correlated with daily crime statistics will, perhaps, 
be the best way. Presently, the many uncontrolled variables 
involved in police and crime news and criminal activity hamper 
successful content analysis. Whenever press content is crit-
ically reviewed, content analysis ~s necessary for scientific 
and objective appraisal. Content analysis is the best method 
for obtaining objective and factual data on newspapers since 
it deals directly with original research under controlled 
conditions. Content analysis is not new, but only recently 
has its social and economic importance been realized. The 
inclusion of Chapter II is necessary to the support, in part, 
of Chapter I and Chapter III. If content analysis, correlated 
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with daily crime statistics, was presently feasible, then ex-
tensive detailed treatment to Chapter I and Chapter III would 
not be necessary. If this was so, this thesis could confine 
to content analysis that would present most of the evidence 
which a positive police-press program could attempt to mitigate. 
Although the many problems, obstacles and barriers for a suc-
cessful content analysis are herein explained, under the light 
of the present scientific trend there is no justification for 
omission of this chapter. Full acknowledgement for the pos-
sibilities and limitations of content analysis must be estab-
lished. The findings that support some of the conclusions in 
Chapter I and Chapter III are arrived at scientifically and 
corroborate the statements of authorities and my evaluation. 
In addition, there are findings that will help to clarify and 
amplify Chapter I and Chapter III. Thus, because of the 
preceding reasons, important historical surveys of content 
analyses and readership interest are included and evaluated. 
Those persons in the future who conduct research on newspapers 
and crime should try to make stringent attempts to overcome 
the limitations hampering successful content analysis. 
The following are some of the problems, barriers and 
difficulties that obstruct successful content analysis of 
newspapers and crime. The methodology emplnyed is of primary 
importancE~ to the study undertaken. Because of this, the 
importance of the findings may be limited to the methods or 
factors uBed in the process of the content analysis. The 
ix. 
objectiYes of a content study must neces sarily be narrowed 
since a broad analysis subordinates itself to the many variables 
that may cast suspicion and doubt on the conclusions. 
In order to justify such an analysis, there must be a 
distinction made between convicted offenders and those only 
arrested. Also, the spread in time, which occurs between 
arrest and conviction, in some cases may be of significance in 
the findings since newspaper t echniques, community opinion, 
and the defendant's attitude may have changed following the 
arrest or culmination of the crime. Furthermore, since there 
are no public records available of statistics on arrests 
classified by the day and week, t his would raise another bar-
rier to the study. In addition, since most content analysis 
researchers select a single or group of newspapers as their 
sample, the findings need not be applicable to remaining pub-
lications. A task of content analysis of most newspapers in 
the country would be staggering. Nevertheless, assuming such 
a project was accomplished, under the light of present 
methodology, it would only make an attempt to tend to show 
some relevant facts. 
Other barr iers to a successful con t ent analysis of 
and its consequence on criminal behavior 
police and crime news 
the economic and social status of the e: re the variables of 
1 age religion, political 
reader. Moreover, the age, sex, angu ' 
educa tional background, community traditions, affiliation, 
t aken into consideration for accurate 
customs and mores, must be 
x. 
analysis of the crime and police news problem. Advertising, 
the location of the stories in the newspaper, public a f fa irs, 
i mportant sporting events, wars, national, foreign, and local 
emergencies, disasters, catastrophes and holidays, among other 
factors, are part of the numerous variables to be accounted 
for in a comprehensive content analysis of the police and crime 
news problem. Another difficulty would be the variable in 
methodology where the classifica tion of crime, criminal of-
fenses and violations of the legal code are unlike in different 
sebtions of t he country ~ Among other problems, it would not 
be scientifically feasible to draw a distinct relationship 
between criminal violations and newspaper portrayal of crime 
and police news since other media play a tremendous role in 
the dissemination of information of American life. Therefore, 
all finding s would require scientific evaluation with all other 
operating media such as radio, television and magazines, among 
others, and weighed in the light of their cumulative affect 
on the criminal and potential violator's mind. 
Professor Joseph L. Holmes, whose content analysis of 
in the American Institute of Criminal press and crime appears 
1 f 1929 1930 has made considerable con-Law and Crimino ogy o - , 
--tribution to this field. Perhaps, the most extensive content 
fie ld has been made by Frank Harris in 1932 analysis in this 
N ers While in hiS book, Presentation Q! Crime 1n ewspap • 
d his content analysis, his s t udy Professor Holmes has evaluate 
there is a definite correlation between has not proven that 
xi. 
the press and crime. Although Frank Harris has collected 
excellent and com reh i P ens ve statistical data, there is insuf-
ficient evaluation in his study. The original publications 
of content analyses are usually found in periodicals. The 
Journalism Q.uarterly, Public Ooinion Q.uarterl~ and Media 
Reoorts, may be helpful sources. U 11 
sua y, content analyses 
have been limited to selected individuals in universities and 
colleges who are undertaking projects for special interest 
groups. Otherwise; seldom has a content analysis of news-
papers and crime been undertaken. 
Chapter III, Effects of Police and Crime News on Police 
Administration, embraces some of the leading arguments in 
support of, and in opposition to the publication of crime and 
police news. Specific case studies are treated to illustrate 
some important points. The opinions of some authorities 
representing different fields, are reproduced. Essentially, 
this chapter reveals the effects of police and crime news on 
the criminal, the public, the policeman, and upon police ad-
ministration. Specifically, this chapter especially, along 
with Chapter I and II, discusses and attempts to shovl the 
importance of the press to the police department and to the 
problems of crime prevention and repression. This chapter 
investigates in detail some of the problems developing out of 
the publication of news on crime that were raised in the Mu-
nicipal Police Ad.min1stration book of 1943 and 1950 which is 
edited and published by The International City Managers• 
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Association. To show that little, if anything, has been ac-
complished in this field, most of the problems that were 
raised in the revised edition of the Municipal Police Admin-
istration book of 1943, were approximately the same in 1950. 
Although the Municipal Police Administration book is one of 
the most comprehensive police administration writings in this 
field, very little space is devoted to the police and the 
press. The book emphasizes the importance of t he problem, but 
treats it briefly because there is no simple solution and 
there is a scarcity of available knowledge on this subject. 
The effects of police and crime news has been primarily 
investigated by sociologists and criminologists although 
members representing most fields have made contributions. 
Cesare Lombroso, leader of the Italian school of criminology, 
in his book, Crime: Its Causes and Remedies, 1911, has made 
some specific c ontributions to the available knowledge on this 
problem. Editor and Publisher, The Quill and other journalism 
publications provide ample stories usua.lly · in support of the 
present techniques of police and crime news portrayal and the 
beneficial, rather than deterrent, effects it perpetrates. 
However, a c~prehensive coverage of the many effects of police 
and crime news, both damaging as well as beneficial, has yet 
to appear. The available information is, more or less, a 
collection of opinions and essays f r om d i fferent authors and 
authorities which have been developing through the history of 
communication. Consequently, there is an urgent need for 
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planning and research by specialists in public and police 
administration to corr elate all the available data on the 
effects of police and crime news and other related police 
press functions, and conduct original research, in order that 
an established body of knowledge can be of assistance to 
police administrators during their press programs. 
Chapters I, II, and III concentrate on police and 
crime news because, presently, it concerns the most important 
press phase of police administration. Moreover, the importance 
of the press to the police department and to the problem of 
crime prevention and repression was discussed in the preceding 
chapters. Building on this background, it is the purpose in 
Chapter IV to suggest steps so that the police departments' 
program will be supported by the press. Furthermore, the 
chapter is designed so that newspaper men are given an under-
standing of the job of the reporter and editor. While the 
iti e Press program to counteract present police need a pos v 
d Crime news portrayal, Chapter IV, the methods of police an 
in addition, specific methods to advance Conclusion, suggests, 
thr h the media of the press. 
the important police functions oug 
ropose s the most comprehensive police press program Chapter 1V P _ 
A Successful police-press program is one of the t o date. 
gaining public enlightEniilffit and support. bet t er methods for 
be the transmission belt between 
Consequently, the press shall 
the police department and the public. 
1 d in the field of There is a lack of published know e ge 
xiv. 
police administration and press relations. Though some studies 
have made stringent attempts to investigate aspects of this 
topic, no comprehensive treatment to date has appeared. In 
some instances, police administrators are not aware of the 
importance of the press function in police administration. 
Some police officials who realize the great power that the 
press wields have, upon occasion, neglected to channel the 
resources of the press for the support of the police depart-
ment. Those police administrator~ who are aware of the genuine 
aid an adequate press program can supply and who choose to 
follow the most positive course, usually do not have sufficient 
information from which to formulate policies. Some of the 
information in this field may be found within the public 
relations function . of the police. But, even at this, there 
is a minimum of data. However, although there is an affinity 
between the press relations function and the public relations 
function, a specialized knowledge in one does not necessarily 
embrace the provisions of the other. As a result, some of the 
data on police-press relations has been developed in the con-
text of police public relations, which thereby subordinates 
its advantages to another discipline. Information that is 
available frequently treats police-press relations superficially 
and generally or presents only some of the problems a police-
press program must attack. 
Since the term crime is pertinent to the study of crime 
and police news, some of its features are herein included. 
xv. 
'l'here are many factors embracing the term crime, but the com-
ponent parts do have an affinity. Crime is a violation of a 
code of behavior that has been made law through the legislative 
process or case precedent and reflects the values of a society. 
ln jurisprudence there are two broad categories of offenses 
known as felonies and misdemeanors and they include a wide 
range and variety of conduct from premeditated murder to almost 
trivial violations. In theory 1 the penalty prescribed by law 
is based on the severity of the offense. 
In legal terminology, the varieties of crime can be 
listed as follows: capital crime which entails the ultimate 
penalty sometimes punishable with death; common law crimes entail 
punishments prescribed by case law as distinguished from 
statutory law; constructive crimes where the court through 
implication makes an otherwise legal act a violation; contin~ 
uous crimes which endure after offenses have been committed; 
crimes against nature like bug6ery or sodomy; crimes against 
the other by a husband or wife; high crimes which fall short 
of being a felony; infamous crimes includ~treason, felony and 
perjury; quasi-crimes which embrace all offenses not crimes 
or misdemeanors, and statutory crimes which are prescribed by 
statutes. 
Some of the offenses included among this classification 
of crime would be: murder, manslaughter, assault, robbery, 
burglary, larceny, embezzlement, fraud, forgery, injury to 
property, rape, adul~, bastardy, bigamy, commercialized vice, 
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offenses against the judicial administration, offenses against 
the political administration, violation of food and drug 1aws, 
narcotic laws, liquor laws, drunkenness, vagrancy, gambling, 
traffic violations, violations of city or state ordinances, 
non-support, and others. 
News can be the imaginative narrative, the factual 
story, a chronicle of historical or timely events, information 
or opinion. However, no matter how we spell or describe it, 
some affirm that news is gossip. Consequently, crime news is 
the chronicle of events of the violations of a code of behavior 
that has been made law through case precedent or the legislative 
process in a society. 
In this thesis, the words crime news and police news 
are used synonymously unless otherwise distinguished. Since 
considerable crime news in the past has been released from the 
police department, the term police news became recognized as 
crime d:epiction in the press. While crime news and police 
news bear an affinity and the terms sometimes can be simulta-
neously used, police news is not always crime news. Police 
news may also embody that news which deals with any aspect of 
the police department which may not necessarily include crime. 
Thus, while police news may be used to identify crime news, it 
may also be applied when police-press releases are used as an 
instrument of police administration. 
Since the earliest days of recorded history, man has 
relied upon the conveyors and interpreters of news to help him 
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in the formulation of public, social, economic and political 
judgments and actions. While governments and powerful groups 
seek the media of the press to mould public opinion, since 
the earliest times United States police administration has made 
little use of this important method. Along with the technical 
advances in the modern era that have provided the use of two-
way radio, teletype, firearms identification, fingerprints, 
photography and radar cars, among others, the great power of 
the press should be skillfully utilized as another instrument 
of police administration. This, therefore, is the objective 
for which this thesis is designed. 
____________________________ ......... ..... 
CRAFTER I 
HISTORICAL DEVELOPMENT OF POLICE AND CRIME NEtvS 
1. THE FIRST CHAPTERS OF HISTORY 
Within the limits of the historic, demographic and 
geographic areas which together make up the natural environ-
ment, the choices a people in a society make that determine 
their many institutions are provided by the tremendous in-
fluence of communication. While communication superimposes 
the social or cultural environment on the natural environment, 
newspaper dissemination of crime or police news may oppose or 
support law enforcement or crime prevention. r~oreover, the 
projection of crime news may determine the formulation of 
social policy, which, as a result, can affect police a dmin-
istration. Thus, it is essential for an accurate appraisal 
of the crime pic ture to follow the minute threads of its 
traditional growth. 
l'lhether it was Asia-Minor, Africa, Europe or another 
continent designated as the cradle of man, there appears 
little doubt to his original craving for news. Perhap s a 
stretch of the imagination may reinact a prevailing feature 
of our ancestors some twenty-five thousand. years ago. 
Doubtless the most primitive ancestors of 
modern man squatted in a ring in a murky cave as 
Ug told them about the slaying of a lion or a 
fight with the tree-men. As they chewed on 
bones and roots, they paused to interject grunts 
of encouragement for the narrator , for was not 
Ug their spinner of tales, apt at gathering 
rumor and hearsay wherever he w:.ent , and 
weaving all in to a web of words ? And 'B O Ug 
and his colleagues of the cave and tepee and 
igloo and cliff-dwelling were the newsmen of 
those primitive groups1- the enterprising reporters of the cave. 
Developing along with man and civilization has been 
the tendency to commit crime and barbarism. The interpre-
tation of crime and barbaric behavior has been qualified by 
t he cultures and the socie t ies of the periods, and though 
we lack accurate statistics to inform us of the pr evalence of 
cr i me in t he first .chapters of history, there is considerable 
evidence thereafter. 
Trace the written word as far back as we can, we 
find it used to record the shocking, the thrilling, 
the exciting incidents. The Hebrew Scriptures, the 
Egyptian papyrus stories, ancient Greek literature: 
all resound with sensationalism. The oldest printed 
news pamphlets - the German Einblattdruken - were 
published mainly to record disasters of nature or 
war, the threats to mankind offered by the appearance 
of comets or invaders, and the occurences of curious 
monstrosities.G 
Conveying to the Romans the occur ences and events of 
the day, Acta Diurna, in manuscript form was one of the 
earliest crime publications. Since there were no printing 
1- Frank Luther l>iott, The News In America, Harvard University 
Press, Cambridge, 1952, p. 1. 
2-Ibid. , p. 49. 
2. 
presses, the manuscripts were written and passed among the 
people and posted in conspicuous places.3 
Claudius Caesar Augustus Germanicus, known as Claudius I, 
and born in 10 B.C., was emperor of Rome from 41 to 54 A.D. 
A series of sensational stories unfolded when Claudius had 
his first wife executed because of infidelity and treason. 
Claudius later married Agrippina. Britannicus, Claudius's 
son, was deprived of succession to the throne. Instead, 
Claudius adopted Nero; Agrippina 1 s son. However, Agrippina 
became suspicious and thought Claudius might deprive Nero of 
the throne, so she poisoned her husband. 4 
Precursors to modern newspapers up to the time of Queen 
Elizabeth were broadsides and ballads with descriptions of 
murders, executions, suicides and scandals. Forerunners to 
modern court reporting appeared in the Acta Publica and 
featured under the Court Circular. 5 From the Fourth Chap ter 
of the Book of Genesis, crime news is documented: 
And Cain talked with Abel his brother: 
came to pass, when they were in the field, 
Cain rose up against Abel his brother, and 
him. 
and it 
that 
slew 
Basically there has been no new action which has been declared 
criminal nor has any crime been devised since Moses preached 
3-Virginia Cole, The Newspaper and Crime, University of 
Missouri Bulletin, 1927, p. 5. 
4-Ibid., p. 5. 
5-David Ockham, Stentor .Q.£. 'l'he Press Of To-Day and To-Morrow, 
E. P. Dutton and Company,-rnc., New York, 1928, p. 10. 
3. 
the Ten Commandments from Mt. Sinai. 6 Therefore, long before 
movable type was introduced in Europe, the ancients with the 
art of speech and writing, knew like the moderns, that numerous 
psychological factors made crime and police news a primary 
focus of human interest. Plato, Homer, Aristotle, Dante and 
Da Vinci, to mention but a few, had mastered this skill. 
The historical development of crime and police news 
runs tantamount to scientific discoveries in mass communication. 
By 105 A.D., the Chinese had made paper and ink. In 450, 
block printing was practiced in Asia. The Diamond Sutra, the 
oldest preserved block printed book, appeared in 868. The 
years between 900-1450 saw the emergence of movable type in 
China and cast metal type in Korea. With a hand press and oil 
varnish ink, Guttenburg, who perfected the system of casting 
metal type, completed his forty-two line Bible by 1456. Be-
ginning in Germany, printing swept over Europe between the 
years 1450-1550. Caxton es t ablished an English press in 1476, 
while Aldus operated his press in Italy in 1494. It was not 
until 1539 that Mexico became the site of the first press in 
the Western Hemilisphere. 7 
6-General Otis M. Whitney, "Science Aid to Crooks and Cops 
Alike", Boston Traveler, Tuesday, March 30, 1954, p. 1. 
?-William Schramm, Mass Communications, University of Illinois 
Press, 1949, p. 5. 
4. 
2. ELIZABETHAN AGE 
Police and crime ne'tftrs "'as intensely exploited during 
th~ Elizabethan period when literature was copious with hideous 
actions of a varied nature. The popularity of the chronicles 
was due to a realism which was sharpened by minute details 
that provided the basis to many domestic tragedies. Publishers 
focused the entire appeal of these chronicles on accurate 
criminal reports of English life. A Yorkshire Tragedy, 1605, 
dealt with long carefully written details o~ crime s. The 
literature of ~ro Lamentable Tragedies, 1601, reveals that 
~~mmer slayings are not of recent origin. Even in the 
Shakespearean tragedies, Hamlet, 1602, Othello, 1604, King 
Lear, 1605, 1-Iacbeth, 1606, the primary issue is surrounded 
\vi th murder. 8 
5. 
The term "news" came into use about the same time the 
first newspaper was published in England in 1622.9 The Ne1vgate 
Calendar, published in connection with the Lonclon Prison Ne1rrga te, 
printed all the sordid details of its notorious criminals. By 
1700, the Newgate Calendar, which is used by critics who draw 
comparisons of our modern press treatment of crime and police 
news to such early accounts, extended its service to publish 
facts concerning offenders and criminals in Scotland a nd Ireland.lO 
8-0ckham, .212..:.. cit., p. 11. 
9-Cole, on. cit., pp. 6-7. 
10- Cole, op. cit., p. 8. 
Further deve lopment s in mass communication saw the first 
coranto , meani ng news sheet, pr inted i n Amsterdam in 1621 .11 
6. 
By 1638 , t he fir s t press is established i n the American colonies, 
and tvw year s l a ter ·The Bay Psalm Book ' 'toJas publi shed. The 
first English newspaper wa s the London Gazette in 1665. Lasting 
only one issue, twenty-five years l a ter Benj amin Harris pub-
lished t he f irs t American New spaper ca lled Public Occurences.l2 
In 1702, the Daily Courant of London was the f irst daily news-
paper in English. John Campbe ll's Bo ston News-Letter rlas the 
f irst continuous American newspaper in 1704. The Gentl eman's 
Magazine in London in 1731, was followed by America' s first 
maga zine ten years later in Philade l phia called the American 
Magazine. 13 
Therefore, the idea of a ne1r1spaper 11 is sued at r egular 
intervals and characterized by con t i nuity in administration 
and policy 11 is largely English. 14 11 During the early part of 
the eighteenth century, cr ime news occupied a considerable 
port ion of s pace in the domestic news of the newspapers 11 of 
,..., l d 15 
.l:!.;ng_a.n • Stories of robberies, murders and immoralities 
foun~ their way into print. 
11-Schramm, oo . cit. , p. 5. 
12- Ne'l.<J York Times , Saturday, Apr i l 24, 1954. 
13-George Fox 1vlott and Twelve Associates, New Survey of 
J ournali sm, Barnes and Nob l e, New York, 1950, p. 21 . 
14-0ckham, op . cit., p. 11. 
15-Fra nk Harris, Presentation of Crime In Newspapers, The 
Sociological Press , The Macmillan Company, New York, 1950, 
p . 101. 
7. 
3. AMERICAN COLONIAL PRESS 
In the American colonies during the period of the American 
Revolution, the newspapers were rapidly ga ining influence.l6 
The American colonial newspapers were ranked t h ird to t he 
pamphlet and sermons of the politica l clergy. The early 
colonial press, be twe en the years 1765-1783, used small typ e 
as distinguished by today's larger standards. Moreover, head-
lines were unknown and illustrations were limited. Though 
foreign news was untimely by present standards due to the long 
voyage Engl i sh ships had to American ports, the colonial press 
abounded wi th details and stories taken from English newspaper s . 
While most death notices were featured un der society news , 
crime news, along with accidents, wrecks and fires, was be-
ginning to occupy more space in the colonia l newspapers . Some 
of the ma jor stories of the period were concerned wi t h the 
repeal of the Stamp Act, 1766, the Boston Massacre, 1770, and 
the Declaration of Independence in 1776.17 
Although national politics furnished the leading domestic 
story between 1783-1833,18 occasionally moralists were excited 
by what they said wa s the "prevailing ten dency to emphasize 
sensational features of the news". Fishe r Ames in the New 
16-See: for further discussion, J. M. Lee, Hi s t orv of American 
Journalism, Hough ton Mifflin, Boston, 1923. 
17-Frank Luther Mott, American Journa lism, The Macmi llan 
Company, New York, 1950, p. 101. 
18-See: for further discussion, W. G. Bleyer, Main Currents In 
The h istory of American Journa lism, Houghton-Mifflin, Boston, 
1927. 
England Palladium said: "Yet there seems to be a sort of 
rivalship among printers, who shall have the most wonders, 
19 
and the strangest 11 and most horrible crimes. Over half the 
newspaper was devoted to advertising, with little development 
e ... 
of headlines, while mechanical changes showed improvements in 
type founding and printing ink. The invention of the Fourdrinier 
papermaking machine, the cylinder press, stereotyping, in ad-
dition to universal education, stimulated newspaper reading 
habits. 
While NB.poleon encountered his 11 Wa terloo 11 in Europe, 
and Hamilton met early death by the able mak'smanship of Aar on 
Burr during their famed duel, most newspapers in America in 
1826 made extensive copy of the mysterious disappearance of 
William Morgan. Morgan was believed to have been murdered by 
the Masons.20 By 1820, some American dailies centered their 
eyes across the Atlantic towards the rapidly increasing cir-
culation of the London Morning Herald. The Herald's success 
and growth was attributed to 11 detailed re porting of police 
court proceeding s 11 , which was quickly imitated in the United 
States. While sordid details of criminal trials were placed 
before the public, some newspapers criticized this technique 
because it could injure the minds of children. 2~ 
19-Mott, American Journalism, op. cit., p. 156. 
20-Ibid., pp. 198-201, p. 204. 
21-Harris, ~cit., p. 1. 
4. THE PENNY PRESS 
The revolution in crime and police news came to birth 
with the Penny press. This has been~ spectacular event that 
has been recounted by most annals of journalism history.22 
A new economic level, mechanical progress, and speedy communi-
cation . ushered in the period of the Penny press in New York 
City in 1833. The shift in the main elements of news occured 
with emphasis on local, sensational- especially that of crime 
and sex, and human interest. As sensationalism keynoted rapid 
growth of newspapers in this period, there were three times as 
many newspapers in the United States than in England or France. 
While these figures continued to multiply, not all newspapers 
hopped the bandwagon to indulge in this growing acclaim for 
crime and police news although results were promising enough 
9. 
to persuade some of the more conservative newspaper publishers.23 
Benjamin H. Day, realizing that the Fourdrinier machine 
had made print-paper cheaper, launched the New York Sun as the 
first successful penny daily. 24 Police court reporting made 
the Sun immediately popular with the public.25 The style of 
the Sun was flippant with an exploitation of drunks, thefts, 
22-See: F. Hudson, Journalism In The United States From 1680 
To 1872, Harper, New York, 1872. 
23-Upton Sinclair, The Brass Check, Albert and Charlie Boni, N.Y., 
1937, P. 337. 
24-See: For later development in the New York Sun, George 
Seldes, Lords Of The Press, Messner, New York 1938, pp. 
142-154. 
25-See: For a detailed documentation on the New York Sun, 
F. M. O'Brien, 1'he Story· Of The Sun, Appleton, N. Y., 1928. 
assaults, streetwalkers, burglars and murderers. George W. 
Wisner, chief writer for the paper, introduced and popularized 
crime and police court reporting in America. Because Wisner's 
reporting style plays such an important role in the historical 
development of crime and police news, t he following typical 
representation of his style is included. · 
POLICE OFFICE 
Margaret Thomas was drunk in t he street-said she never 
would get drunk again 'upon her honor'. Committed, 'upon 
honor•. 
William Luvoy got drunk because yesterday was so 
devilish warm. Drank 9 glasses of brandy and water and 
said he would be cured if he wouldn't drink 9 more as 
quick as he could raise the money to buy it with. He 
would like to know what right the magistrate had to 
interfere with his private affairs. Fined $1-forgot his 
pocketbook, and was sent over to bridewell. 
Bridget McMunn got drunk and threw a pitcher at Mr. 
Ellis, of 53 Ludlow st. Bridget said she was the mo t her 
of 3 lit t le orphans-God bless their souls- and if she 
went to prison they would choke to death for the want 
of something to eat. Committed. 
Catherine McBride was brought in for stealing a 
frock. Catherine said she had just served out 6 months 
on Blackwell's Island, and she wouldn't be sent back again 
for the best glass of punch that ever was made. Her 
husband, when she last left the penitentiary, took her 
to a boarding house in Essex st., but the rascal got 
mad at her, pulled her hair, pinched her arm, and kicked 
her out of bed. She was determined not to bear such 
treatment as t his, and so got drunk and stole the froek 
out of pure spite. Committed. 
Bill Do ty got drunk because he had the horrors so 
bad he couldn't keep sober. Committed. 
Patrick Ludwick was sent up by his wife, who 
testif ied that she bad supported him several years in 
idleness and drunkenness. Abandoning all hopes of a 
reformation i n her husband, she bought him a suit of 
clothes a fortnight since and told him to go about his 
business, for she would not live with him any longer. 
Last night he came home in a state of intoxication, broke 
into his wife's bedroom, pulled her out of bed, pulled 
her hair, and stamped on her. She called a watchman a nd 
sent him up. Pat exerted all his powers of eloquence in 
endeavori ng to excite his wife's sympathy, but to no 
10. 
purpose. As every sensible woman ought to do ~r..rho is 
cursed with a drunken husband, she refused to have 
anything to do with him hereafter- and he was sent to 
the penitentiary. 
Dennis Hart was fighting in the street. Committed. 
John Movich, of 220 Mott st., go~6drunk and disturbed his neighbors. Committed. 
Presentation of these articles might have had a comic 
effect on the public, but these were real tragedies which were 
manipulated into a farce to simulate a theatrical play for the 
amusement of the reader. In addition to sensational treat-
ment of crime and police news, in August, 1835, reporter 
Richard Locke of the Sun began a series of articles about a 
wonderful astronomical discovery that aroused public interest. 
Circulation leaped, and in a weak moment over a 11 too social 
glass 11 , Locke confided that it was a hoax. This incident has 
I 
gone down into journalistic history as one of the greatest 
fakes perpetrated by a newspaper. 27 
Founder of the New York Herald, James Gordon Bennett, 
considered himself an opportunist and humanitarian because he 
believed he could save 11 souls 11 by placing before society the 
11 truth11 • To Bennett, the truth was realistic portrayal of 
crime and police news. Accompanied by a great proportion of 
the newspapers in the nation, the earliest exploitation of a 
murder case was instigated by the New York Herald.28 Bennett, 
26-Mott, American Journalism, op. cit., p. 223. 
27-Ibid., p. 225. 
28-See: For a good biography covering this famous figure in 
American journalism, D. C. Seitz, The James Gordon Bennetts, 
Bobbs-Merrill, Indianapolis, 1928. 
11. 
who did some detective work on the Robinson-Jewett murder trial 
of 1836, was overjoyed at Robinson's acquittal because he had 
supported Robinson's case. Moreover, reader interest in the 
murder trial helped to increase Bennett's newspaper's circula-
tion. Early in this period, criticism also increased against 
the sensational techniques employed by some newspapers for the 
method they used in reporting crime and police news. As a 
result, Bennett's New York Herald became the target of the 
11 moral war 11 • Bennett 1 s ne\vspaper was able to survive this 
onslaught, although it lost one-third of its circulat1on.29 
Horace Greeley, usually conservative, declared his 
12. 
aversion to police beat reporting. However, before many issues 
of his recently established New York Tribune were published, 
Greeley's newspaper participated, like the other penny dailies, 
with lengthy detailed reports of the Colt murder case.30 
Other murders that were overplayed by the Penny press 
in this period were: Dr. George Parkman by Professor John w. 
·webster of Harvard, in 1849; Dr. Harvey Burdell in 1857, and 
the murder of his wife's lover by General Daniel E. Sickles 
in 1859.31 Although higher priced publications devoted at-
tention and space to crime and police news, the Penny press 
set the pattern as the forerunner to the modern newspaper 
29-~eorge Fox Mott, On. cit., p. 24. 
30-Ibid., p. 25. See: For two good biographies on Horace 
Greeley, D. C. Seitz, Horace Greeley, Indianapolis, 1926, 
and H. L. Stoddard, Horace Greeley, Putnam, New York, 1946. 
31-Mott, American Journalism, op. cit., p. 297. 
13. 
murder story. 32 
Mexican War news brought in the common use of the head-
lines in multiple decks over big stories. As an incentive to 
more display advertisments, editors admitted more white space. 
In 1839, Daguerrotype, or a practical method in photography was 
developed; and Morse transmitted his first telegraph message 
in 1844. Other aids to the development of the newspaper and 
crime and police ne1-1s w:!r' e the formation of the first press 
association in America in 1848; the first paper made from wood 
pulp in 1853; the first transatlantic cable in 1857; the first 
practical typewriter in 1867; and the use of the web-perfecting 
press in 1868. 33 
John B. Bogart, city editor of the New York Sun, said: 
11 When a dog bites a man, that is not news; but when a man bites 
a dog, that is news 11 • 34 These famous words have been passed 
down through the annals of journalism and show how the press 
of the day took common occurrences and developed them into 
human interest reading. 
While Fisk and Gould in 1869 attempted to corner the 
nation's gold supply which ushered in the panic of 1873, war 
correspondent A. D. Richardson was shot in the New York 
Tribune office by Danial McFarland. Other running stories in 
32-See: For more details on this period with special emphasis 
on the New York Times, A. Maverick, Henry J. Raymond-And 
The New York Press For 30 Years, Hale, Hartford, Connecticut, 
1870. 
33-Schramm, ~ cit., p. 5. 
34-Mott, American Journalism, op. cit., p. 376. 
this period were the ventures of the James and Younger gangs 
in the middle west, and the bloody Orange riot in New York 
City in 1871. A charge of crusading spirit by the New York 
Times and the Harper's Weekly, and coupled with the force of 
Thomas Nast 1 s cartoons, resulted in the arrest of Tammany boss 
William M. Tweed.35 This brought an emphasis in the press 
of the day for the portrayal of 11 white-collar 11 crime. Crime 
of national importance won space in every press and periodical 
in the country with the assassination of President Garfield in 
1881, the unsolved kidnaping of Charley Ross, the Beecher and 
Florence Jvlaybrick trial in 1881, and the murder of Dr. P. H. 
Cronin. Although the first stories of legal electrocution were 
reported in 1892, the first electrocution for murder at the 
Auburn, New York prison the year before did not permit news-
papermen's presence.36 
Further scientific developments that made mass com-
munication and police and crime news presentation a more 
14. 
powerful influence in America was the process of photoengraving 
in 1872; the first daily illustrated newspaper in 1873; Bell's 
introduction of the first telephone message by overhead wire 
in 1876; Edison's ~honograph in 1877; newspaper halftones in 
1880; Mergenthaler's linotype in 1886; and the first perfected 
35-Silas Bent, Newspaper Crusaders, McGraw-Hill Book Company, 
Inc., 1939, pp. 158-164. See: For more information, E. 
Davis, History of The New York Times, Times, New York, 1921. 
36-Mott, American Journalism, op. cit., p. 381. 
motion picture film that was shown to the public in 1894.37 
5. YELLOW JOURNALISM 
The periods between 1892 and 1914 in American Journalism 
are noted for the advent of "yellow Journalism 11 and huge 
circulations attained by leading publications. 38 One author 
has said: 
Our chromatic journalism is of four colors- the 
yellow, the blue, the black and the white. The yellow 
includes the bad newspapers; the blue is the despond-
ent pes simistic kind sicklied o'er with censorious 
hue of chronic disapproval; the black, the ignorant 
sort, common in small towns and still to be found in 
the large cities flourishing side by side with the 
alert power of most metropolitan news establishments; 
the white, the pure and honest kind, neither corrupt 
in administration nor of ill-temper, nor conducted by 
ignorant mediocrity.39 
There should be another color added to this descriptive 
analysis. The word 11 red 11 should be used to describe the 
sensational type of newspaper. 
Along with the new era of yellow journalism, William 
Randolph Hearst, 40 who used the sensational headline technique 
of Pulitzer, among other devices, contributed to the growth 
of police and crime news.41 With the ensuing competition of 
37-Schramm, on. cit., p. 5 •. 
38-Will Irwin, Propaganda And The News, 1iihi ttlesey House, 
McGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc., New York 1936, p. 89. 
39-Cole, on. cit., p. 12. 
40-See: For a detailed study on Hearst, F. Lunberg, Imperial 
Hearst, Equinox Cooperative Press, New York, 1936. Also 
Modern Library, New York, 1937. 
41-George Seldes, Freedom Of The Press, The Bobbs-Merrill 
Company, New York and Indian~polis, 1935, p. 215. 
15. 
the New York 1vorld and the New York Journal, Hearst made a 
colorful figure as a self-appointed detective offering large 
sums of money to people who could trace down parts of human 
bodies and clues on murders. 42 Besides playing to the hilt 
the Cuban atrocity stories, accusations of having instigated 
the Spanish American \liar were directed against Hearst. 43 
The assassination of President McKinley in 1901 was an 
important running story that preceded the murder trial of 
16. 
Harry K. Thaw, young heir to steel millions. New England 
gained prominence with the acqul~l of Lizzie Borden, purported 
hatchet murderer of her parents. Following the suicide of the 
President of the Knickerbocker Tnust Company and his tight 
hold on the nation•s credit, the Panic of 1907 began. 44 Prom-
inent physical culturist Bernarr Macfadden published the Daily 
Graphic, a tabloid that wrote copious copy on accidents, murders 
and scandals. The Daily G·raphic went so far \"lith sensationalism, 
that both Macfadden and Gauvreau were brought into court by 
the Society for the Suppression of Vice. 45 Because of the 
space devoted to murder trials, police and crime news, and 
pornography of the tabloid papers, public attitude manifested 
42-See: For a study on the Hearst newspapers, M. Goddard, What 
Interests People, American Weekly, New York, 1935. 
43-Leon Svirk.sy, Your Newspaper-Blue Print For A Better Press, 
The Macmillan Company, New York, 1947, p. 8. 
44-Sinclair, ~cit., p. 81. 
45-See: For interesting accounts of the New York tabloids 
during this period, E. Gauvreau, Hot News, New York, 1931. 
itself in a wave of rebukes which prompted the editor of the 
Cleveland Plain Dealer to hire permanent legal counsel in 
resisting possible action. 46 This period was the peak of 
"gutter journalism 11 which was deep in editorial filth and 
obscenity. The 11 red scare 11 of 1919 reached its climax in 
August 22, 1927, when Nicola Sacco and Bartolomeo Vanzetti 
were executed for a holdup and murder in Braintree, Massachu-
setts.47 But the execution did not finish the story for the 
press, since the controversial case has become a topic for 
discussion for many years. 48 This period also played up the 
Scopes trial in Dayton where the state law forbadethe teaching 
of biological evolution. The case of t his young high school 
teacher was brought to trial in July, 1925, and while Scopes 
was being defended by Clarence Darrow, reporters from the 
largest newspapers throughout the United States sent over 
two million words over the wires. The previous year, Clarence 
17. 
Darrow received ample publicity when he defended Na than Leopold 
and Richard Loeb from death on the gallows for the killing of 
Bobby Fr anks in Chicago. 49 These years proved fertile for the 
46-Silas Bent, Ballyhoo, Boni and Liveright, New York, 1927, 
p. 169, 191, 325. See: The Autobiography Of Lincoln Steffens, 
Volume I and II, Harcourt, Brace and Company, New York, 1931. 
47-Justice Felix Frankfurter, "The Case of Sacco and Vanzetti 11 , 
Atlantic Monthly, March 1927, pp. 409-432. 
48-Statement made by Professor Willard of the Boston University 
Faculty at School of Public Relations and Communications and 
Boston Globe feature and editorial writer. Fall, 1952. 
49-Mott, American Journalism, op. cit., p. 701. 
tabloids in New York and California. Newspapers both on the 
east and west coasts flashed the Halls-Mill case in 1926, 50 
18. 
the kidnaping of Aimee Semple McPherson and Hickman's infamous 
sex crime. Will Durant, author of "The Story of Philosophy", 
was called in by the press to utilize his journalistic eloquence 
in the Snyder-Gray trial. 51 This shows that the editors 
hired out noted authors in order that press coverage of a 
particular crime story be exploited from every possible view. 52 
More scientific achievements were realized in mass com-
munication with Marconi's wireless messages in 1895. The first 
motion picture which told a story, "The Great Train Robbery", 
made in 1903, illustrates the intense public interest in crime 
depiction. The telephone Wirephoto in 1904; transmission of 
human voice by radio in 1906; the beginning of regular scheduled 
broadcasts in 1920; the first television picture transmitted 
between New York and Philadelphia in 1923; "Jazz Singer" 
started the impetus for talking pictures in 1927, ano_ DisneyJ:s 
first animated cartoons were presented a year later. By 1928, 
regular scheduled tel evision was put in effect by W G Y, 
Schenectady. 53 
50-Kingsbury and Hart Associates, Newspapers And The News, 
G. P. Putnam's Sons, New York, 19'·37, pp. 159-162,. pp. 166-167. 
51-Bent, ~cit., p. 44. 
52-See: For further discussion on this period and the history 
of the tabloids, S. M. Bessie, Jazz Journalism, Dutton, 
New York, 1938. 
53-Schramm, Qih. cit., p. 5. 
6. THE NE\'JSPAPER AS LEVIATHAN 
With the turn into the twentieth century and the decades 
that followed, newspapers became big business through increases 
in circulation, pages per issue, volume of advertising , and 
costs and maintenance of a printing plant. 54 But, with major 
strides in industrialism, the newspaper business began to 
develop a tenctency toward-s financial conservatism, sound money 
policies and the desire for the status-quo. Thus, the tendency 
for rapid newspaper expansion, as witnessed by t he press 
industry in t he preceding years, was no longer the reality. 55 
The largest number of newspapers in American hi s tory reached 
a peak in 1914. 56 
19. 
The first Hoe octuple press was produced in 1895, and 
the first electric motor to drive these p resses were introduced 
at this same time. The "fudge" device for quick insertion of 
late news was put into use along with multicolor presses in 
1893. By 1916, the composing machines linotype, intertype and 
monotype setter were being operated.57 
'i'lhile t h e nation was buried deeply in the industrial 
depr ession of the 1930 1 s , and President Roosevelt was promoting 
54-Svirsky, ~cit. p. 8. 
55-0swald Garrison Villard, The Disappearing Daily, Alfred A. 
Knopf, New York, 1944, see Preface. 
56-See: Pref ace, G. H. Payne, History of Journalism In The 
United States, Appleton, New York, 1920. 
57-Dani el Melcher and Nancy Larrick, Printing and Promotion 
Handbook, Mc Graw-Hill Book Company, Inc., New York, 1949, 
p. 130, 143, 171. 
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the New Deal and the Blue Eagles in the National Recovery 
Ac1ministration program, one of the most outstand.ing stories 
in modern journalism history broke with t he kidnaping and 
murder of the Lindbergh child in 1932. This case has been the 
subject of research and prolific discussion since its inception.58 
The fervor of the press has never been more clearly illustrated 
than in the arrest of Bruno Hauptmann in 1934, which continued 
at a high pitch until his electrocution in 1936. Hundreds of 
photographers and reyorters representing any sizable newspaper 
in the nation could be observed at the trial in Flemington, 
New Jersey. Eleven million words were wired in twenty-eight 
days, thereby breaking all records for newspaper coverage of 
a murder case. According to statements from journalists, 
lawyers and laymen, the entire trial was turned. into a fiasco. 
Everyone, including the presiding judge and the attorneys, 
became news-minded. 59 
Chicago was the scene of gang murders, killings of 
various kinds, vice and political corruption in the decade of 
the thirties. There was the killing of Jake Lingle who we.s 
not only a reporter for the Chicago Tribune, but he was also 
a gangster. Al Capone took the spotlight of the press when he 
was convicted of tax evasion by the Federal authorities. 
58-Curtis P. MacDougall, Unc.erstanding Public Ooinion, The 
Macmillan Company, New York, 1953, p. 622. 
59-Covici, The Crime And The Criminal:_! Psychiatric Study Of 
The Lindbergh Case, Frieda, 1936, pp. 77-78. 
Considerable newspaper coverage was given to John Dillinger, 
reputed public enemy "No. 1 11 , in 1934 "Then officers killed 
him. '1'he assassination of Mayor Cermak of Chicago, and 
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Senator Huey Long of Louisiana, 60 and the attempt on President-
Elect Roosevelt's life received wide publication for many weeks 
by the nation's press. 
7. TflORLD \vAR II ,AND rrHE ATmUC ERA 
With the ad.vent of V'/orld War II, the exploits.tion of 
crime and police news on the local and national scene turned 
to the confl:a g:ra tion in the in t erna tiona 1 field. No-v.r the 
coun t ry's press reversed its usual procedure and cap tured the 
hearts of all America by the valiant coverage of the foreign 
t hea tres of war. Casualties among war corresuondents numbered 
thirty-seven killed., ancl 112 wounded, which showed a ratio 
greater than the United States armed forces. 61 
New developments in communication and transmission has 
always enhanced techniques in crime and police news display, 
and the mo r e recent use of telephotography picture transmission 
known as wire photo, Hearst's soundphoto, pictures transmitted 
by cable and radio, emergence of photo agencies, rotogravure 
wi t h speed in color, and off set lithography . have all given 
crime illustra tions a greater turn to realism. 
Automa tic simultaneous coverage or crime and uolice 
60-Mott, American Journalism, op. cit., p. 704. 
61-Ibid., p. 759. 
stories have been made possible with the advances of the news 
services, associations and agencies. The Associated Press 
made big strides ahead, while the United Press became a 
stringent competitor. Hearst's International News Service 
added many clients. 62 
Following World War II, and entrance into 1947, the 
United States focused its attention and resources into full 
scale scientific research. While the cold war or cold peace 
emerged with our former allies the Soviet Union, America 
entered the super-jet air age. Atomic bombs grew into larger 
size destructive missiles which introduced the hydrogen bomb. 
The hydrogen bomb has been described as an "unbelievable" 
masterpiece with a great propensity to destroy. 63 Whether 
atomic or hydrogen energy will be used as a weapon to exploit 
or prevent large-scale crime in the future is questionable. 
If this powerful energy can be harnessed for peaceful pursuits, 
it could change the entire typography, structure and nature 
of the newspaper and the portrayal of crime and police news. 
a. ENGLAND 
In England the newspapers are constantly dealing with 
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current issues and policies - informing and explaining, praising 
and condemning, noting with satisfaction and viewing with alarm. 
62-See: For a historical survey of the major news associations 
centered around the Associated Press, Oliver Gramling, AP 
Jh~ Story Of News, Farr ar and Rihehart, Inc., New York, 1940. 
63-Defense Secretary Charles E. Wilson, Boston Traveler, 
March 30, 1954, p. 11. 
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The press helps to prompt members of Parliament to ask questions 
and to initiate debates. Moreover, the newspapers force 
political leaders to announce their position on issues and 
thereby clarify the issues so that the public may express 
their choice. 
It seems fair to say that in Britain, as in the 
United States, the press as a whole plays an indispen-
sable role in the formulation and expression of the 
public opinion which ultimately controls political 
parties and Governments but that no section of it can 
comrr~nd the voters when they enter the polling booths. 
On current issues and policy questions the press is 
one of the powerful influenceg4shaping the attitudes and decisions of politicians. 
Newspaper treatment of crime and police news in England 
doe s not vary to any appreciable extent from the pattern in 
the United States. As we already discovered, the American 
Colonial press imitated editorial, crime and police news 
policies of the English newspapers. However, some of the 
English newspapers tend to mimic the style of some of the 
United States tabloids. Nevertheless, there are more news-
papers in England today that refrain from the exploitation of 
police and crime news as a regLliar policy than in America. 
b. FRANCE 
The importance of the French press is well understood 
by the political parties in France since every major political 
group has its own organ for influencing public opinion. It 
64-Hiram Millier Stout, British Government, Oxford University 
Press, New York, 1953, p. 16. 
• 
is characteristic of a French party paper to express the party 
views partially in headlines, articles, or editorial comment 
without any pretense. 
Crime and t he press in France take on an interesting 
divergence from the English and American pattern. 
Were you to accompany a Frenchman of Paris or 
elsewhere to London or New Yorlc and ask him the most 
amazing spectacle they provided for him, he would 
certainly point to that of a whole nation glorying 
over the disgusting details of sensational murders 
dished up for them in the pages of even the most 
respectable daily and weekly newspapers greatly to 
the benefit of the morals of the coming generation. 
Anything of the kind is unknown anywhere in France, 
being forbidden at once by le.w and by public opinion. 65 
The reasons for this is not due to the superior morality 
of the Frenchman or the zeal for public service of the 
publisher, but is primarily a matter of economy and the strict 
provisions of the French law. There are no heavy headlines 
and photographs that blaze on the front page that are enhanced 
by sensational copy in France. The cost of newsprint is 
expensive and augmented by the inflation of the franc, the 
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French newspapers reduce sensational practices. Furthermore, 
the Frenchman of the middle class does not tolerate sensational 
material to be brought into his home. Perhaps, this may be 
accounted for by the fact that the French are able to buy 
pornographic literature without legal restrictions. This 
65-Raymond ¥oley, Our Criminal Courts, Milton Balch and 
Company, New York, 1934, pp. 202-204. 
factor also reveals a note of specialization in the publication 
of scandal on the French scene. Moreover, the French law of 
July 29, 1881, provides a series of disciplinary measures 
upon newspaper enterprise. 
c. THE GERMAN FEDERAL ·REPUBLIC 
Freedom of the press and of opinion has been restored 
in Western Germany. However, before 1950, the press in the 
Western German sector was licensed, and because of its own 
peculiar environment, the license made the press a better 
instrument for democratization than a completely free one. 
But the importance of the newspapers was seen with the ter-
mination of licensing and the renewed control by business 
interests, the appearance of newspaper chains and the erner-
gence of Nazi propaganda. Since the occupation following 
World War II, crime and police news is t reated essentially 
like tha t in England.66 
d. EAST GER1·1ANY AND THE SOVIET UNION 
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Eastern Germany is being subjected to the indoctrination 
which the Soviet press is familiar with. The Soviet press is 
expected to carry the greatest share in the moulding of public 
op inion. The goals and aims which the press set are serving 
in a single capacity of only a means to one end. I t is an 
66- Carter, Ranney and Herz, lvfaJor Foreign Powers, Har court, 
3race and Compa ny, New York,Revised Edition, 1952, p. 593. 
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instrument of the Communist party for the organization, education, 
and Communist upbringing of the masses; organizing its people 
into a close-knit team simultaneously cohesive and disciplined 
manifesting the spirit of the revolution; educating the pro-
letariat not in the sense of reading and writing, but in 
furthering the objectives of its party doctrines in a total-
itarian state; the upbringing of the masses by shmving the 
road and pointing the direction to the only means of salvation 
founded on the concepts of dialectic materialism. 
While the Soviet press attempts to build a feeling of 
solidarity among the Soviet peoples, it creates the · illusion 
that life in the Soviet fatherland is better than anywhere else 
67 by playing down publication of crime and police news. 
8. EVALUATION OF POLICE AND CRDJ!E NE\'lS REPORTING 
The hundreds of newspapers published in the United 
States are the principle single source of information about 
public affairs. Since the earliest days of recorded history, 
man has relied upon the conveyors and interpreters of news to 
help him in the formulation of political judgm.ents and 
actions. Before the days of printing, traders brought news 
with their caravans. On special occasions, special runners 
were dispatched from village to village, bearing news of im-
pending exigencies. On the basis of this information, com-
67-Members of the Overseas Press Club, As We See Russia, E. P. 
Dutton and Company, Inc., New York, 1948, p. 58. 
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muni ties mobilized themselves to meet common dangers or con-
gregated to decide on new political affiliations. Today, this 
same process, though almost identical, is carried out by the 
newspapers along with the radio and television. But, essentially, 
it is the newspapers that have opened and keep open the eyes 
of the citizens to what is taking place in the world in which 
they live. Thus, it has been shown that the importance of the 
press in government is visible in democratic as well as 
totalitarian countries. 
Because press treatment of crime and police news has 
changed little in content and treatment through history should 
not preclude it as inherently part of human society. There 
have been cultures and sub-groups in cultures that have been 
relatively free from crime. It is possible that criminal 
behavior was unknown in some cultures in history during the 
evolution of man. Bu~ in contemporary society, individual, 
mass brutality and slaughter is both condoned and exemplified 
during times of war when legal control forms a new basis. It 
is not always a crime to kill, to steal, to inflict pain, to 
damage or destroy because the particular action is judged in 
the light of many variables. The press, while attempting to 
reflect the events of the world, wi ll necessar i l y print crime 
and police news as long as this behavior is through implication, 
at least, approved. But historical treatment of crime and 
police news tends to show that newspapers go further than the 
reflection of the criminal environment. The portrayal of 
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crime and police news demonstrates interpretation, distortion, 
exagg~ation, emphasis, and in some instances, complete pre-
meditated misrepresentation. Like scientists who cannot agree 
on the beginning of time and the origin of the earth, there is 
no agreement on the effects of crime and police news publication. 
We are confident that crime and police news is more apt to 
perpetrate harm than emanate beneficial effects. With the 
earliest evidences of man, criminal behavior, as peculiarly 
interpreted by a particular community, has had. an integral 
place in civilization. From the story-teller who offered 
amusing, adventurous, lusty and bloody tales through to the 
various media of communication employed, crime and police news 
has appealed to audiences for most generations in most periods 
throughout time. Whether the motivating desire on the part of 
the public for reading crime or police news is gossip, insatiable 
curiosity, sadistic delight, morbidity for the tribulations of 
other humans, or a desire to be informed of the day's events, 
this fondness has been a reality in most civilizations. 
Imitated from England, sensationalism is a continuing 
story in the American press. 68 The term sensationalism can 
be defined in many ways, but it always embodies crime, in one 
form or another, on the public. Crime and police news could 
be treated factually and objectively without sensationalism. 
68-Morris Gilmore Caldwell, 11 Sensational News In The :Modern 
Metropolitan Newspapers 11 , American Institute Of Criminal 
Law Journal, Vol. XXIII, p. 191. 
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The first American newEpaper which lasted only one issue, Public 
Occ~nces, had some sensationalism in it in an attempt to 
excite the reader. Sensationalism in the American press 
includes detailed treatment of crimes, disasters, sex, scandals, 
and monstrosities. We can not say that crime and police news 
exploitation in the American press started with the years 
before the Civil War, or in the seventies with the New York 
Daily News, or the Chicago Times, or Dana's Sun, or Hearst's 
New York Journal, or with Pulitzer's World. However, the era 
of the Penny press, with its philosophy that common people 
should be realistically acquainted with their environment, the 
spirit of crusade to expose abuses in churches, courts, banks 
and stockmarkets, to treat all social and economic clas ses 
as equals, and to indulge in local-human interest news, developed 
crime and police news more than any other prior period. Never-
t heless, the advent into yellow journalism was the peak in 
crime and 90lice news portrayal in America which made use of 
scare-heads, lavish pictures, impostures, frauds, false inter-
views and stories, misleading headlines, pseudo-science and a 
parade of false learning. 
Grime and police news is not of recent origin and its 
essence has changed lit t le. But, essentially, scientific 
uncoveries have overhauled the social and economic environment. 
Therefore, new methods were engaged to change old forms in 
addition to the discdvery of original unique media for the 
depiction of crime and police news. In the nineteenth century, 
the United States saw rapid growth in population that was 
augmented by large scale emigration from foreign countries 
throughout the world. The democratic political system created 
an interest in public affairs which aided the popularity of 
the press. Crime and police news was used as a gimmick as an 
impetus to the universal popularity of the early American 
newspapers. The English industrial revolution lit the flame 
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to American industrial and agricultural growth, thereby clothing 
crime and police news with a modern fancy wrapper at a new low 
price. New means of transportation broke mountain barriers, 
opened isolated frontier posts, and developed new waterways, 
highways and transcontinental railways, all of which fused 
the public to the press. Mass communication came into bloom 
from a tender seedling with an intricate distributive system 
t nat tied far-flung regions of the nation into a cohesive 
unit. The product of the press was now within the financial 
means not only of the wealthy, but for people of all classes. 
The press con t ributed many features of special interest to 
persons of varied occupational, professional and social levels. 
Following on the rapid heels of industrial progress, public 
and private education emerged in rising urban centers and 
spread to rural sections. The drop of illiteracy through 
popular universal education, and the new freedom gained by 
the female sex, which was climaxed with the women suffrage 
movement in 1920, broadened and augmented the read_ing public • 
. 
Thus, with the fore of the industrial tide, the portrayal of 
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crime and police news developed with mechanical changes, and 
every technique that tapped the imagination of printers, editors, 
publishers, reporters and journalists was exploited. 
Another important factor in the development of crime 
and police news in newspapers is the legal controls imp osed 
on the press. The development of the freedom of the press 
runs tantamount to freedom of thought and speech. During the 
ancient world and the middle a ges, persecutions for the free 
expression of op inion were not uncommon. The development of 
printing in England gave rise to severe punishment s and hard-
ships upon those who published contrary to t he royal pleasure. 
Erskine, Fox and Campbell in England demanded better protection 
for the press against unjust libel trials. In Colonial America, 
the trial of Peter Zenger cryst~zed public opinion for the 
American Bill of Rights. To day, society has gran t ed. certain 
rights and privileges to the press. With the a dvent of the 
fre edom of the press there are correlative obligations and 
duties under legal limi t ations. However, stringent legal 
controls do not necessarily inspire moral obligations. As 
a result, the press must place upon themselves a genuine 
willingness to shoulder their responsibility in the best 
manner of public spirit. 
The roots of modern society are embedded in the historic, 
demographic and geographic areas which together make up the 
natural environment. Within the limi t s established by the 
natural environment, the choices a society makes determine 
t he many institutions by which and within which man lives. 
Social policy is formulated in a background of industr i aliza-
tion, urbanism and big government. Thus, communication exerte 
a tremendous influence on the organization of society by 
funneling the interplay of the natural environment with the 
social or cultural environment. Because the press has been 
one of the most effective mass communication media, it holds 
primary importance in the development of ideas, alternatives, 
and methods of living . Moreover, the communication of i deas 
are more than mere playthings of academicians, businessmen and 
politicians, among others, but embody the forces that develop 
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a particular cultur e . A society should never indulge in the 
luxury of underestimating the imuortance of written and oral 
communication. With the approval of the public reflected by 
increases in newspaper circulation, publishers have been 
encouraged to continue crime and police news coverage through-
out history. Yet, it is questionable whether the press developed 
the public's taste for crime and police news publication. 
~·lould the publ i c have directly or indirectly demanded sensa-
tional portrayal of cri me and police news eventually? From 
all indications, the press abetted public focus on cri me and 
police news. It was the ingenuous creation of a reporter who 
developed a style for police a nd court stories. The sensational, 
emotional and dramatic touch soon followed. However, popular 
acceptance of this method of crime treatment by newspapers was 
necessary, otherwise publications could not long survive. 
Therefore, though the newspapers developed the taste among 
the public for crime and police news, the approval by the 
people has crystallized this technique almost into an insti-
tutional form. 
the controversial nature of crime and police news 
portrayal and its effe cts on critics and moralists was il-
lustrated when the Topeka, Kansas, Daily Can ital, during the 
second week in March, 1900, invited Reverend Mr. Sheldon to 
edit the paper for a week "as Jesus would do it". Reverend 
Mr. Sheldon played down crime, scandals and vice. The public 
considered the newspaper dull.69 
The Christian Science Monitor, under the direction of 
a religious denomination, does not feature crime and police 
news unless it has national importance of a sociological 
nature. But the Monitor can not be taken as representing the 
situation that exists in the office of the average daily 
newspaper in the community. Although the Christian Science 
Monitor is a newspaper of high excellence, its circulation 
in any large city falls far short of other competing municipal 
dailies. Perhaps, this tends to show that the public is 
interested in emotional and dramatic portrayal of news and 
features. 70 Whatever t he motivations of the public may be, 
69-Frank Thayer, Newspauer Management, Appleton-Century-Crofts 
Inc., New York, Revised Edition, 1938, p. 425. ' 
70-Mott, American Journalism, op. cit., pp. 575-576. 
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Julius Chambers throws some thought on the subject by this 
contemporary statement: 11 In every case the successful American 
Journal he.s been built upon sensationalism ..• n71 
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Nhile technological changes have resulted in greater 
diversity in communication, news-gathering is concentrated in 
three press associations, and features are supplied from a 
central source by syndic a tee. Most ne'tvspapers are noi'IT almost 
non-competitive since their numbers have been steadily decreasing 
for over four decades. The small community daily, weekly and 
monthly have been disappearing to an extent where some areas 
are no longer represented by a newspaper. Larger Metropolitan 
dailies have consolidated and merged so that the large cities 
in the United States have only three or four daily newspapers 
each. These large daily newspapers have entrenched themselves 
in their cities. They usually have an established list of 
advertisers and a relatively stable circulation. Moreover, the 
Hearst, Scripps-Howard and the McCormick-Patterson ownership 
groups control more than half of the total newspaper circulation 
of the nation. Furthermore, joint newspaper-radio ow·nership 
is increasing. Consequently, although there is not a monopoly 
by press media in most communities in the United States, there 
is a tendency for a local monopoly of news either through 
individual ownership or by informal alliance. Monopolistic 
practices are aided by the cost of new ventures into the 
71-Mott, American Journalism, op. cit., p. 442. 
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newspaper business. ~~ile estimates for the purchase of a 
small town newspaper can vary approximately be~Jeen $25,000-
$100,000, medium to large size city dailies may cost from 
three-quarters of a million upward to several million . Further-
more , the owners of the press are like the owners of other 
big business because they, too, have a clientele to please . 
It must be remembered that the major revenue of the news-
paper comes through advertisements . Therefore, the publisher 
is intent on maintaining high circulation in order to hold 
his accounts. It cannot be said that news is the stock in 
trade of the newspaper since as many papers are sold for its 
adverti sing content as for any other reason . All of this 
tends to reveal that fewer newspapers and a relatively small 
group of persons are exerting the same influence today as 
a far more diversified group of newspapers did in the past. 
While on the one hand as police and crime news was 
rapidly developing, the history of t he police in the United 
States began its slow transition from the wa tchmen or watch 
and ward of the eighteenth century. The movement of the night 
watch to an organized metropolitan police force was evolutionary. 
The larger cities, such as Boston, New York and Philadelnhia, 
found, by the middle of the nineteenth century, that two 
forc es of watchmen were necessary, one at night and the other 
during the day. Policing could not be a part time job. In 
addition, the early police in the United States were not very 
high-grade material since a k een rivalry existed between the 
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day and night shifts and the various groups fought among them-
selves. Also, the early police forces wore nondescript clothing. 
The organization of the police was the signal for groups and 
gangs in New York and other large cities to war on the guard-
ians of the l aw. These gangs made life miserable for the 
early metropolitan police and the police were characterized 
as having strong backs and weak minds. It was seen, also, 
that the police system was slowly getting into politics. 
Political leaders soon enlisted the services of the police in 
controlling votes of their respective cities and wards. The 
eff ects of all this heritage has not yet been eradicated by 
the police. Thus, from rudimentary beginnings, the present 
United States police forces are at the peak of their evolution. 
Police systems in recent times are usually distinguished from 
their past by their superior organization, command and 
techniques of control. Developing out of t his early ·period 
of relative disorder, police-press relations occupied little 
attention on the police administrator's schedule. 
The first regular police-court reporting was introduced 
in the United States by the New York Sun in the morning of 
September 3, 1833. Although the style of the Sun was amusing 
through crude exploitation of the tragicomedy of drunkenness, 
theft, assaults, and street-walking, the humorous treatment of 
police-court news was a journalistic technique first utilized 
by the London Morning Herald in its report of the Bow Street 
court. To be sure, there were other American newspapers as 
well as moralists that complained at this type of re orting 
since it became a prevailing feature in mo Et papers. But, 
the police departments did not object as long as the press 
did not print charges of corruption and inefficiency in their 
departments. Today, most police-court reporting is controlled 
by state law~. The press has been in the mind of the police, 
and in mo s t instances today remains to be, a nuisance factor 
that the police must contend with. The crusading spirit which 
was typical and characteristic of our early newspaper men 
frequently worked at cross-purposes with the police. 
Originally, crime news was known as police news. 
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Reporters who had access to information from police personnel, 
the police blotter and police court proceedings found that 
police news can stimulate the public and increase newspaper 
circulation. Today, Americans continue to want this information 
and feel that they have a right to it. The historical develop-
ment of crime and police news helps to show the public atti-
tude towards crime as portrayed by the press. In addition, 
the various forces that went into the development of crime 
and police news in part tends to explain the growth of tech-
nology, government and social institutions. Without scientific 
accomplishments, mass communication and crime and police news 
would still be in a primitive stage. Also, without press 
freedom engendered from a hands-off policy of the government 
and governmental agenices including the police department, 
the press could not have catered to man 1 s curiosity for the 
human-interest stories uncovered by the police. In the 
process of reporting crime or police news, certain mores may 
begin to take shape and the public attitude towards the of-
fender, police and t he moral of the police department may be-
come stereotyped. As a result, certain of these concepts 
that gradually grip the public may be accepted by succeeding 
generations. Sensationalism may have a suggestive effect 
upon potential delinquents which tend to lower public morale, 
and the traditional depiction of crime and police news reveals 
brief and spasmodic attempts by moralists to suppress this 
type of news. Moreover, historical publication of police or 
crime news illustrates the minor role, if any, the police 
department has had in effecting a positive alliance with the 
press. While on the one hand, history shows that the news-
papers sometimes sincerely desire to be effective as a whip 
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and spur to the laggard enforcement of police officers, police 
officials have done little in the past to secure the great 
influence wielded by the press in support of the police depart-
ments• program rather than at dissimilar purposes. 
CHAPTER II 
CONTENT ANALYSES OF POLICE AND CRIME NE'VlS 
1. NE\vSPAPER CONTENT ANALYSES SINCE 1875 
There is no absolute statistical method of arriving 
at the number of persons who enter criminal activity through 
what they read in the newspapers . Al though difficulties 
emerge in the content study of crime and police news in 
newspapers, there are findings that will help to show some 
relevant information in its relationship to the public. A 
newspaper content study, which was the result of an experiment 
of certain students of sociology in Columbia University, 
arrived at these facts: (1) the dailies printed in English 
ranked high in political and economic news, low in cultural, 
high in amusements, low in crime, and below average in personal 
and social news; (2) the Yiddish newspapers were highest in 
cultural news; (3) and the Italian newspapers far exceeded 
the others in their portrayal of crime news.l 
The findings of another newspaper content analysis 
which considered eighteen American, five English, five French 
and five German newspapers ~~re as follows: crime news ranked 
fifth place in the American press, fifth place in the English 
1-Alvan A. Tenney, 11Scien t ific Study Of The Press", Independent 
Magazine, Vol. 73, October 17, 1912, p. 894. 
press, fourth place for the French press, and sixth place for 
the German newspapers. 2 
In 1925, a study was undertaken to ascertain the amount 
of crime and police news devoted to the front pages of the 
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New York Times, Louisville Courier-Journal, Philadelphia Bulletin, 
Philadelphia Public Ledger of the morning and evening editions, 
Philadelphia Record and Inquirer. On the average, 22.5 per 
cent of the front page was devoted to crime and police news 
which ranked second to politics and government news with 38.5 
per cent. 3 
A survey comparing crime, police and sensational news 
presented by newspapers during the years between 1875 to 1925 
showed the earlier period with more crime, police and sensa-
tional news than any other type of news. Approximately 25.8 
per cent of the newspapers were devoted to crime, police and 
sensational news, which thereby ranked it over the amount of 
foreign news by a wide margin of 11.8 per cent. In 1925, 
4 
crime and police news ranked fourth with 13.8 per cent.-
Among a classification of forty-six topics, the number of 
column inches devoted to crime and police news ranked eighth.5 
2-R. W. Riis, "Are Newspapers Doing Their Duty", Indenendent 
Magazine, Vol. 112, March 1, 1924, pp. 117-118. 
3-Kingsbury, Hart and Associates, Newsua-oers And The News, 
G. P. Putnam's Sons, New York, pp. 180-181. 
4-Ibid., p. 182. 
5-Kingsbury, Hart and Associates, .Q.J;h. cit.~ p. 189. 
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A study that compared the St. Louis Republican, now 
defunct, of 1875, and the St. Louis Post-Dispatch of 1925, shows 
a 5.8 per cent increase in the amount of crime and police 
news for the later period.6 In another study, there was an 
increase of 1.8 per cent in the amount of crime and police news 
coverage by the newspapers between the years 1899 to 1924. 7 
Another content analysis undertook to evaluate 138 
newspapers that inc l uded issues of the Richmond Times-Dispatch, 
New York Times and twenty- ·seven other newspapers selected at 
random from Baltimore, Brooklyn, Philadelphia, Washington, 
Lynchburg and Pittsburgh. Research was conducted on these 
newspapers for the years 1913, 1914 and 1915. The findings 
indicated that crime and police news rankea sixth in amount 
of space devoted to it out of a classification of tpirty-two 
types of news. In the same study, crime and police news 
ranked seventh in point of least variability. War news oc-
cupied first place because the study was made on newspapers 
during the World War I period.8 
A study of three Minnea:oolis dailies signmes that 
crime and police news has not been presented in a constantly 
increasing intensified force. During the years 1890, 1904-5, 
and 1921, 4.04 per cent, 5.40 per cent, and 3.87 per cent of 
space, respectively, was allotted to crime and police news. 
6-Kingsbury, Hart and Associates, ~cit., p. 195. 
7-Ibid., p. 198. 
8-Yirginia Cole, The Newsnaper And Crime, Mis souri University 
Bulletin, 1927, p. 23. 
During the same years in the order mentioned , 38.3 per cent, 
33.07 per cent, and 34.07 per cent of all crime and nolice 
news 1r1a s nri n ted on the front page . The bulk of crime and 
police news content and front page crime display were largely 
concentra ted in two major categor ies: offenses agains t the 
person and offenses aga i ns t property. The study tended to 
show that newspaper policy of crime reporting may not vary 
significantly for any g i ven year.9 
A content analysis of crime and police news of t welve 
New York City newspapers during a month when crime stat i stics 
showed a minimum of criminal activity i nd icated t hat : 
The total amount of space devoted to those items 
during the same month was 89,622 inches. Allowing 
50 words to the inch, this makes a total of 4,481,000 
words . If t his crime news were printed in book form, 
it would make nearly six volumes of 300 pages each. 
The few fi gures tha t are available indicate that 
t here has been an increase in the tabloids during the 
pa st f e 1r1 yea r s and in the attencling attempt of the 
other papers to meet competition there has been an 
enormous increase. This i s a ma tter of common ob-
servation and needs no statistics to demonstra te it.lO 
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After the findings of a content analysis were evaluated, 
one individual has arrived at conclusions contrary to t he 
results of the preceding c ontent studies.ll 
9-Fran.."Jz;: Harris, Presentation Of Crime In Newsuaner s, The 
HacMillan Company, New York , 1932, p. 78. 
10-Ba r nes and Teeters, New Hor izons In Criminology, Pren tice-Hall 
Inc~ . , New York, Revised, 1946, p. 230. 
11-Curt is D. Ma cDougall, Newsroom Problems and Policies, The 
r1acrnillan Company, New York, 1941, Chapter XI- New s of 
Anti-Sociability. 
--
2. READERSHIP INTEREST SURVEYS 
The following studies took place after World War II 
and within recent years. Of the readers of newspapers who 
were educated in high school, 36.1 per cent read crime, police 
and corruption news. This ranked crime, poli ce and corruption 
first in a classification of eight topics that included public 
affairs, economic affairs, science, social problems, disasters, 
accidents, sports and society. Although a slightly lower 
readership interest f or crime and corruption news was shown 
by college readers by 33.2 per cent, nevertheless, crime, 
police and corruption news took first place on their reading 
list as well.l2 
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All economic groups, with the exception of the wealthiest, 
read crime and police news more than any other type of subject. 
Next to economic and professional stories presented in daytime 
serials on the radio, crime depiction ranks second in audience 
appeal. The findings indicate what already appears common 
knowledge to most listeners and viewers of radio, television 
and motion picture portrayals. Thus, throughout the country, 
crime depiction develops a large, wide and varied following 
through mass communication media other t han the newspapers.l3 
Under a classification of immediate-reward type of news which 
included crime, police, corruption, accidents, disasters, 
12-" Tl_:-e Nature Of News 11 , Journalism Quarterly, September, 1949. 
13-Ruaolph Arnheim, 11 The V'lor1d Of The Daytime Serial 11 , Radio 
Research Magazine, 1942-1943. 
sports, society and human interest, research findings show 
t ha t younger people devote more reading time to this i mmediate-
reward type of news. Moreover, immediate reward news had a 
higher readership among high school students than among college 
students. 14 In fact, the increase in formal education showed 
a decrease in the amount of immediate-reward news that was 
read. In almo s t every age, education and economic division, 
crime, police and disaster news was read more by females than 
by males.l5 
A recent study on crime in comics and published in the 
Boston Traveler reveals, that a child can "ge t 126 bloody 
killings for 50 cents. 'l'hat is the score in just five crime 
comic books selected at random". The article describes how 
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the killers are made heroes through the process of glorification. 
ln t h e course of condemning crime p resentation in comic books 
because they educate children on how to kill, infer that law 
enforcers are stupid, imply crime pays because clever criminals 
-can avoid arrest, the publisher's only remedy is an "awakened 
par enthood". If the publisher advocated censorship of comic 
books, this may inevitably influence the comics in his news-
paper publication contrary to their 11 126 years" of anti-
censorship policy. Moreover, the typographical arrangement, 
wording of headlines and copy of t his article had undertones 
14-W' ilbur Schramm ana_ David lvf. 'lrJhi te, "Age, Education and 
Economic Status As Factors in Newspaper Reading 11 , Journalism 
Quarterly, June, 1949. 
15-Ibid .. 
of the identical type of sensa t ionalism which it was attempting 
to condemn. 16 
3. EVALUA'r iON OF CON'l'ENT ANALYSES 
The most outstanding factor that appears to result from 
content analysis research is the methods of police and crime 
news pr esentation by the ne1vspapers rather than actual column 
space devoted to this news. Police and crime news depiction 
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by t h e nation's press has generally been characterized by 
in t erpretive type of writing as against the use of objectivity 
a nd factual presen t ation. The interpre tat i ons of the United 
States newspapers have varied from moral assessments concerning 
a particular crime to misrepresenta tion of the entire crimina l 
a ction. Although some content research of crime and police 
news in newspaper s has resulted in findings of 25.8 p er cent 
a nd 38. 5 per cent of t his news in the total newspaper copy, 
these figures must be understood in the light of the a mount 
of a dvertising of each edition. Since posta l r egul a tion s permi t 
up to sixty five per cent advertising copy in a single i s sue 
of a newspa per, most publications make stringent attempts to 
utilize mo s t of thi s percentage. Moreover, the r emaining 
thirty-five per cent usually embodies many r egul ar fe a tures 
that do not fall into the category of news. Consequen tly, 
although column inches devoted to crime and police news in 
16-Bo s ton Traveler, Friday, April 23 , 1954. 
ratio to the total newspaper is small, in comparison to news 
of ano t her kind it is substantial. Also, the percentage of 
advertising and other non-news features all tend to indicate 
that crime and police news receives more than its nominal share 
in newspaper space. People who are generally characterized 
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in most economic and professional groups find crime and police 
news high on their reading interest list. From those individuals 
with little formal education to t hose who have graduated fr om 
high school and college, crime and police news is part of their 
major reading material. Both males and females participate 
freely in this type of reading habit. Consequently, joint 
cooperation between the police and the press is needed to 
overhaul crime and police news. This can help advance a 
progressive force for the attainment of police functions as 
well as channel the public into more wholesome reading habits 
and a more constructive attitude towards their own life and 
the environment in which they live. As a result, if a mutual 
alliance of the police and press are successful, crime enforce-
ment and prevention may become a less arduous task. 
CHAPTER I I I. 
EFFECTS OF POLICE AND CRilvlE NE1•JS ON POLICE ADMINISTRATION 
1. THE PRESENT CRH~E AND POLICE NE~vS PROBLEM 
The police administrator should be equipped with 
specific data which will tend to prove the serious con·sequences 
of present publication techniques of crime and police news 
on the public he serves. In addition, he should have infor-
mation on the effects of crime nortrayal on both the nolice 
and the criminal . To "'hat extent does information about crime 
incite potential delinquents, lower public morale, create 
fictitious crime waves or charges of inefficienc~ and cor-
ruption, educate the criminal with technical information, aid 
the escape of offenders, prevent a return to honest life of 
criminals, juveniles, or those exonerated of crime, establish 
public attitudes toward the police and the morale of the 
police department, and. toward crime? Thus, there is no doubt 
that the press has a great stake in the police since t he 
publication of crime and police news sells newspapers, '\>Thich, 
in turn, improves c irculation, creates broader coverage that 
means higher advertising rates and substantial increases in 
revenue. Consequently, while dramatic stories boost circu-
l ation, that perpetrate harm upon its aud.ience, the police 
administrator must be aware of these forces in determining 
poli cies about crime to adequately combat them through the 
mutual cooperation with the press. 
Many officials that hav~ had direct or indirect con tact 
with the public, have at one time or another, voiced their 
op i nion on the subject of crime and oolice news. The problem 
has invaded the fields of psychology, sociology, theology, 
philosophy, education, crimino l ogy, law, government and es-
pecially public administration.l The issue overlaos into 
many areas and its effects .have infiltrated into our polit i cal, 
economic and social fabric. 2 The most notewor thy factor tha t 
emerges f r om the continuous pressure of criticism directed 
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at crime and police news is the rela tively insignificant eff ect 
it has had in developing oositive tangible results on the 
press. The early penny press gave full expression t o the 
immense possibilities and techniques that crime and police 
new s publication offered, but the era of yellow journalism 
brought to a climax in American journalism sensational ex-
ploitation of crime ~nd police news. Since t his per iod, the 
projection of crime and police news by most newspapers has 
slightly modified. Newspapers vary like men ana. women, and 
their policies and techniques of presentation of crime and 
police news also vary. Most papers today have their own 
particular pattern which they support almost religiously. 
1-See: The Commission On Freedom Of The Press, A Free And 
Resnonsible Press, University of Chicago Press, 1947-.--
2-See: H. Holt, Commercialism and Journalism, Houghton Mifflin, 
Boston, 1909. Also, Leon Nelson Flint, Conscience Of The 
Newspaper, Appleton, New York, 1925. -- ---
ihile one newspaper may be more conservative in its treatment 
of certain types of features and news, another may exploit a 
story that has been neglected by a riva1. 3 · Nevertheless, most 
newspapers today pay considerable heed to crime and police 
news.4 This is especially noteworthy when other news of local, 
national or of foreign importance is not available. 
a. AN ATTEl'.WT TO SUPPRESS CRH1E AND POLICE NE~IJS 
To show there is nothing new in the criticism of 
newspapers from the point of view of their publication of 
crime and police news, excerpts are included from the speech 
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of the Hon. John D. Works of California delivered in the Senate 
of the United States on April 17, 1913. Senator v·lorks was 
excited over a recent murder in Virginia and its method of 
treatment by the newspapers in the nation. He was introducing 
in the first . session of the preceding Congress a senate bill 
making it unlawful to nublish in the District of Columbia 
details of crimes, accidents and tragedies. Senator Works 
said: 
The mere mention that such a crime had been 
committed was enough. To go further was an offense 
against the common rules of decency. It was calcu-
lated to arouse the worst passions of men. The 
reading of it could do no possible good. It was 
wholly inexcusable and revolting, looking at it 
3-Frank Thayer, Newsnaner I•,fanagement, Appleton-Century-Crofts, 
Inc., New York, Revised_, 1938, p. 424. 
4-James IAJ . Garner, lll\J ewspaners And Crime 11 , American Institute 
Of Criminal Law Journal-~ Vol. II, p. 340. 
from any point of view. If there is any real desire 
of any of the readers of the newspapers of this 
country to read such deleterious and offensive stuff, 
it should be one of the highest duties of a journalist 
not to feed any such morbid sense, but to correct it 
and suppress any such news as detrimental to health 
and morals and unfit to be published or read. No 
greater wrong can be done by a great newspaper than 
to publish to such an appetite and thus create and 
continue a d.emand for such news .•. 
The newspaper reporter must dive into this sea 
of crime and corruption and dress it in such a form 
as to attract the readers of the paper. 
He haunts the homes of everybody (the reporter) 
connected with the crime, shadows them day after day, 
and publishes facts and falsehoods about them in order 
to embeTiish his story and make it still more attractive.5 
b. TRIAL BY NEWSPAPER 
A criticism of newspaper publication of crime and 
police news, along with many others during more than 150 
years of American journalism, has been popularly termed 
11 trial by nelfJspaper11 • The law recognized that public opinion 
which surrounds a trial bears sufficient influence to build 
a community prejudice against a defendant. 6 The description 
of a trial can be so saturated and :iinmersed in newspaper 
documentation that objectivity will remain impossible in the 
jury's verdict. If a member of a jury has been subjected to 
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this editorial fancy, his individual membership as an imuartial 
juror is questionable. Most humans are ant to believe, even 
5-Paul Bellamy, Why Print Crime News, Attorney General's 
Conference On Crime And Proceedings, U. S. Government Printing 
Office, \'lashington, D. C., 1934, p. 86. 
6- " Crime- Newspaper Publications- Contempt 11 , American Institute 
Of Criminal Law Journal, Vol. II, p. 74 4. 
to the extent of convincing themselves, that external stimuli 
will leave little effect on their formulation of value judg-
ments. History is replete with illustrations to contradict 
this. Humans are products of their environment, and they are 
more apt to reflect the stimulations revolving about their 
own personal orbit of existance than othervlise. Raymond Moley 
says: 
The James boys were popular and therefore safe 
in countries where they committed countless crimes. 
Industrial warfare has with impunity tainted the 
fountain of justice in many countries. Waves of 
popular prejudice have carried to conviction de-
fendants whose guilt, viewed in retrospect, was 
very imperfectly established. It is commonly said 
that Washington is so full of prejudice against the 
government that convictions for offenses against 
the state are hard. to get. The problem of public 
opinion is, therefore, distinctly involved in the 
enforcement of criminal law •.. Hence legal tradition 
has set up safeguards through which changes . of venue 
and other devices are adopted to protect trials from 
public ouinion.7 
- . 
With rapid improvements in science, the American press 
industry has added many modern devices enabling it to cover 
public affairs with a variety of methods with the aid of 
specialist reporters, and the sense of the dramatic. The 
number of words telegraphed from one trial l-rhich l as ted 
twenty-four d.ays vlas enough to fill a 11 shelf of novels t1\renty-
two feet long 11 • 8 Special emphasis is made not only on the 
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?-Raymond l1oley, Our Criminal Courts, Mil ton Balch And Company, 
New York, 1934, p. 187. 
8-Barnes and Teeters, New Horizons In Criminology, Prentice-Hall 
Nev.1 York, Revised, 1946, p. 231. 
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timeliness of these words, bu t t he immediate blanket circulation 
that few novels or books receive. Newspapers have left con-
siderable evidence to indicate that certain trials are played 
up. At these occasions, the press does everything to stimulate 
interest in the trial and to develop an avid mass following 
which simulate a play by play description of a championship 
athletic event. The forceful effect of the stories are greatly 
enhanced with selected adjectives that move the imagination 
of t he public.9 
There are many examplee of cases of recent years that 
ha ve brought strong rebuke against the press for the method 
used in their handling of criminal trials. 10 There are even 
more cases where the prejudicial harm inflicted did not raise 
criticism. It is only those isolated instances where the 
temper of the judges or officials anc. certain keen ob servers, 
as distinguished from the public, were involved, that the 
importance of the press concerning crime and police news has 
been revealed. The average member of the public is more apt 
to accept newspaper trial techniques than raise complaints. 
Most lay readers may become aware and even contemp tuous, but 
will not rise a gainst the is sue in an active, nositive or 
9-See: for further amplification on this subject, Edwin R. 
Keedy, "Third Degree And Trial By Newspapers", American 
Institute of Criminal Law Journal, Vol. III, p. 502. Also, 
James ~'l . Garner, 11 ri'rials By Newspapers", American Institute 
of Criminal Law Journal, Vol. I, n. 849. 
10-Schenck v. U.S., 249 U.S. 47, 39- S.Ct. 247, 63 L. Ed. 470, 
1910; Grosjean v. American Press Company, 297 U.S. 233, 
56 S.Ct. 444, 80 L. Ed. 660, 1936; Schneider v. State of 
New Jersey, 308 U.S. 147, 60 S.Ct. 146, 84 L. Ed. 155, 1939. 
constructive way. Thus, the few members of the public, out 
of the thousanc1s of nei.'Ispaper readers who may gain an insight 
on the prejudicial effects of trial by press, will no t put 
into action their convictions. 
In one case, the Supreme Court unanimously ordered a 
retrial of two Florida negroes on rape charges and accused 
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the press for admonitioning the issues. The justices of the 
Supreme court said there had been discrimination agains t the 
negroes in the selection of the jury. Seven _members of the 
court voted for reversal. Both Justice Jackson and Frankfurter 
stressed that the reversal should be made on the grounds of 
"pre judicial influences" from outside the court hindering the 
process of a fair trial. Both justices said their colleagues 
were prone 11 to stress the trivial and i gnore the important 11 • 
'l'he performance of police authorities and the nev;spap ers, 
especially in reference to the publication of an alleged 
"c onfession", was condemned. The case was said to represent 
11 one of the best examples of one of the worst menaces to 
American justice". Justice Jackson used the pattern argument 
vo iced frequently again s t the press and indicated that the 
publication of a confession violated the rights of the negroes. 
The a l leged confession, which was released. to the pre.ss by 
the officer of the court charged with t he negroes custody, 
had been unsworn, unseen and uncross-examined. The justices 
said, if freedom of the press was to be abused in this manner, 
they would protect the defendants through judicial nrocess 
by removing the trial to a forum beyond its probable influence. 
They said, that such a trial by jury was sufficient to warrant 
reversal of the conviction. The case is of further interest 
since the justices pointed out the deleterious effects of the 
11 passion 11 arousing headlines: 11 Ni ght RiClers Burn Lak e Negro 
Homes 11 and 11 Flames From Negro Homes Light Night Sky In Lake 
County 11 • 11 
A factor of considerable importance when the analysis 
of a newspaper is questioned is its cartoons. Cartoons have 
always been a fixture in mo s t editorial pages of many of the 
nation's newspapers. Generally, the cartoons supnort the 
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editorial policy of the paper and the editorial of that 
particular day. In the Florida negroes' rape case, the 
jus tices were embittered at t he publication of a cartoon during 
the time of the Grand Jury session which pictured four electric 
chairs with a title overhead, 11 No Compromise- Supreme Penalty 11 • 
In a separate story, a member of the American Civi l 
Liberties Union discussed the suggested reforms of tri a l by 
newspaper ma de by Justices Rifkind, Jackson and Frankfurter. 
In view of all the losses and gains, it was contended the 
pres s should decide for itself what it can print after it has 
uncovered certain news on its ovm initiativ-e. The main force 
of the article t-.ras reserved for the public authorities who 
should "cut off from the source the stream of information which 
11-Pennekamp et a1. v. Floric1a, 328 U.S. 331, 66 S.Ct. 1029, 
90 L. Ed. 1295 (1946). 
regularly flows to popular media" from prosecuting attorneys, 
the police and the Federal Bureau of Investigation.l2 How-
ever, we must take into consideration that official s upuression 
of the source of news can have its ill ramifications as 
evidenced by the Jelke vice trial. Such an oversimplifica tion 
of the remedy cannot be t he answer. 
'l'rial by newspaper is not always monopolizea. by the 
American press. A Montreal paper named. Le Devoir ,._,.ras ordered 
to explain a story 1-1hich allegedly pr~judiced a vice probe.l3 
nTrial by newspaper" had left its impress on the city 
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of Baltimore to the extent whereby the passage of the following 
legislation was approved. 
Ordered this 25th day of April, 1939, by the 
Criminal Court of Baltimore, that in connection with 
any case which may be pending in this court, or in 
connection iiiT i th any person charged with crime and 
in t he custody of the Police Department of Baltimore 
City, or other constituted authorities, upon a charge 
of crime over which this court has jurisdiction, 
whether before or after indictment; TR~T any of the 
following acts shall be subject to punishment as 
contempt: 
1. The- making of photographs of the accused without 
his consent. 
2. The making of any photograph in violation of rule 
48 of Supreme Bench of Ba.l timore City. 
3 . The issuance b y the Police authorities, the Sta t es 
attorney, counsel for the defense, or any other 
person having official connection with the case, 
of any statement relative to the conduct of the 
accused, statements or admissions made by the 
a ccused, or other matter bearing upon the issues to 
be tried. 
12-Dorothy Dembor Bromly, Harper's Magazine, March 1951. 
13-Edi tor and Publisher, 11 Newspaper On Caruet For Vice Probe 
Story; April 14, 1951, p. 87. 
4. ~he issuance of any sta t ement or forecast as to the 
future course of action of either the prosecuting 
authorities or the defense relative to the conduct 
of the trial. 
5. 'l'he publication of any rna tter 't-Jhich may prevent a 
fair trial, improperly influence the court or the 
jury, or tending in any manner to interfere with 
the administration of justice. 
6. The publication of any mattel4obtained as a result of a violation of this rule. 
It is the power of the courts to punish for trial by 
newspapers by citing for contempt. This seldom arises in 
England, not only because the public would strongly renounce 
newspaper trial techniques, but the penalty of heavy fines 
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persuade editors and publishers from indulging in prejudicial 
stories. 'l'rial by newspaper has become an acknowledged charge 
against the press. Schools of journalism attempt to mitigate 
t he ill ramifications resulting from newspaper trial techniques 
and teach their students more ethical approaches. Some 
newspapers have publicly acknowledged the charges levied 
a gainst the press. The Chicago Tribune, in an editorial entitled 
1
' Justice and Publicity" said: 
The injury to justice is before the trial. News-
paper trials before the case is called have become 
an abomination. The dangerous initiative that news-
papers have taken in judging and convicting out of 
court is journalistic lynch l aw. It is mob apneal .•. 
The problem must be met by the law.l5 - · 
14-Journal of Criminal Law and Criminology, Vol. 32, November 
to December 1941 to 1942, p. 448. 
15-Chilton R. Bush, Newspaper Reporting Of Public Affairs, 
Ap~leton-Century-Crofts, Inc., New York, 1951, p . 79. 
c. THE CIRCULATION l'-10TIVE 
Another charge which has been frequently hurled at 
newspapers is based on the economic motive. 16 The emphasis 
here is on crime news as a means of increas ing and maintaining 
high circulation which results in greater revenue not only 
from the sale of more newspapers but through the additional 
advertising eli en tele 1~ho patronize impressive circule. tion 
figures. Among other situations, the press has capitalized 
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on kidnaping with sensational f r ont page stories. Circulations 
mount with each successive scoop and a new unfolding of the 
story.l7 
Effective police control of kidnaping is complicated 
when the kidnaper possesses knowledge, through the media of 
the press, of every move the family, f r iends, relatives and 
police are attempting to make. The kidnaper may ·dictate the 
terms as to how and where t he ransom is to be paid, bu t may 
reverse hi s tactics and repeatedly frustrate the authorities.l8 
'l'he vJhole country was aroused over the kidnaping of the 
- ::::> 
Lindbergh 1 s infant son, and because of the wid.e and. detailed 
coverage, the vlhole incident vvas set in the blinding light of 
publicity which made it virtually impossible to set a trap or 
negotiate for the child 1 s return. Although it i s imDossible 
16-Thayer, ou. cit., p. 424. 
17-Elliot and Merrill, Social Disorganization, Harper and 
Brothers, New York, 1934 , p. 25, 673. 
18-See: for further information on this case, Sidney B. 
\.Vhipple, The Lindbergh Crime, Doubleday, Doran and Company, 
New York, 1936. 
to say how many subsequent kidnapers were stimulated into 
action because of thi s widespread publicity, a series of 
extortions did follow the Lindbergh case.l9 
d. NE1tfSPAPER CRI ME 1liAVES 
The phenomenon of a "crime wave" has enlisted the 
curiosity of many people in an attempt to understand why 
certain c~iminal activity should follow one another at short 
intervals, perhaps at different places, but all too frequently 
in the same geographi c area of the perpetration of the last 
crime . Statistics show that crime usually occurs regul arly. 
The suspicions of some researchers have been aroused when 
"c r ime waves" have appeared following a period of elections 
or when little news of national or local importance is 
a.vailable. 20 Local news will cap ture its share of column 
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space with most editors, unles s a particular national catastro-
phe or even t determining the welfare of millions of people 
is involved. Most crime waves have been local. Moreover, 
most newspapers have crime and police new s pouring in from 
their \'l ire s ervices, l eg men ana_ police beat repor ters which 
they can depend upon as a steady source. Its use generally 
depends upon the significance of the other available news. 
19-See: for a comprehensive coverage with details and quotations 
of the Lindbergh case, Sidney B. ''lhipple, Trial of Bruno 
Richa:cd Hauntman, Doubleday, Doran and Company, Inc., 
Garden City, New York, 1937. 
20-Barnes and Teeters, ~cit., p. 231. 
Results of a Cleveland crime survey covering a period of four 
weeks showed that the number of felonies had remained within 
a narrm·.r variable. Hm·1ever, the amount of column inches 
devoted to crime and police ne1...rs by all the newspapers in the 
survey had increased more than five and six times during the 
third week while the committed felonies remained approximately 
the same. Consequently, 11 crime waves 11 could turn out to be 
onl y crime news waves.21 
e. CRIMINAL REHABILITATION OR EXONERATION 
Aschaffenburg condemns extensive coverage of the 
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sordid deta ils of a n offender's crime since the wide publication 
of the criminals name will eventually hamper his successful 
rehabilitation and recognition to social status in society 
although he may have paid his penalty by serving a term in 
prison. 22 Extensive press publicity cannot help the economic 
or social position of one who may be exonera ted of a crime. 
In addition to injuring t he status of the accused, the family 
and relatives will fre quently endure social and economic 
restraints as an 11 association of guilt 11 complex may be another 
result of newspaper publicity.23 
21-Moley , ou. cit., pp. 190-191. 
22- Joseph L. Holmes, American Institute Of Criminal Law and 
Criminology Journal, Vol. 20, 1929-1930, pp. 246-293. 
23-John P~ Frank , Cases on Constitutional Law, Callaghan and 
Company, Chicago, 1952, Revision, 'Vlhitney v. California, 
p. 25. This case illustrates how a guilt by association 
complex can originate. 
f. PSYCHOLOGICAL ~~NIFESTATIONS 
Some of the p sychological mechanism involved in the 
c ommi ss ion of a crime has a di rect and i ndirect relationship 
to newspaper treatment of other crimes.24 A l arge number of 
i nfamous sexual crime s are co mmitted by epileptics in an 
abnormal state, and although thi s concerns a phenomenon of 
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a pathological nature, abnormal people are not its sole victi ms. 
'l'emporary insanity has become a recognized lega l defense in 
United States courts, providing it can be proved.25 Usual l y 
the concepts, impressions and ic1eas of a person in a normal 
state 1,rill play an important role the moment he enters a n 
abnormal condition. The person will remember dismembered 
corpses , arson and murd.er in the various 11/ays a newspaper had 
described them. A person's abnormal behavior usually follows 
the conscious motivations of h is surrounding environment.26 
This can turn a confused and unbridled force i n to a destruc-
tive channe l of behavior.27 The potency of his acti ons are 
determined by the suggestive mechanism that has been consciously 
or unconsciously opera ting in his mind . Frequently, people 
are apt to say that only weak-mi nded per sons will succumb to 
24-American Institute of Criminal Lavl Journal, 11 Ne-v;spaper 
Incitement to Crime", Vol. I, p. 791. 
25-Commonwealth v . Clark , 292 Ma s s . 409, 198 N.E . 641. 
26-Enrico Ferri, Criminal Sociology, Little, Brown and Company, 
Boston, 1917, p. 76. 
27-See : fo r an excellent presentation of t his pr oblem, Frances 
Fenton, Influence of Newspapers Upon The Growth of Crime 
and Other Anti-Social Activity, Chicago Universi ty Press, 1911. 
this type of press treatment of crime and police news. How-
ever, most people are susceptible.28 
In any case, sordid descriptions and photographs of 
ripped open corpses, mutilated bodies, headless nude females, 
and blood stained murder weapons cannot improve morality.29 
Juveniles, especially, may fall victims to their desire 
for notoriety and their egos will inflate with the publication 
of their pictures and stories.30 
The pmver of suggestion is visible in every sphere of 
modern society. Advertising through the press, radio, and 
television is part of the vast machinery used to influence 
the public's attitude for the purchase of services or products . 
Day in and day out, continuous, repetitious and persistent 
advertising techniques have changed the economic and social 
habi ts of societies.31 The main driving force of most adver-
tisements, as well as crime and police news stories, is 
directed at the emotions of the listener and reader.32 Mos t 
of our decisions for purchases of services and products are 
determined out of emotional impulses generated by the active 
forces in our environment. Most murders, like most crimes, 
28-Commonwealth v. Clark, ~ cit. 
29-American Institute of Criminal Law Journal, 11 Influence Of 
Newspapers On Crime", Vol. II, p. 95. 
30-Holmes, ~cit., p. 265. 
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31-See: one of the best complet~ advertising texts, Otto Klepner, 
Advertising Procedure, Prentice-Ha.ll, Inc., Net-T York, Fourth 
Edition, 1950. 
32-Carlton A. Bederson, Princioles and Methods Of Salesmanship, 
Richard D. Irwin, Inc., Chicago, 1951, pp. 152-178. See: 
Edward L. Bernays, Pronaganda, Horace Liveright, New York, 
1928, Cr~pter v. 
are not p remeditated, but directly due to trivial and emo tional 
reasons.33 Since crime and police news is rarely treated with 
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factual objectivity, it leaves wide latitude for the stimulation 
of the imaginative senses. Of course, the suggest ive process 
is more apt to effect those with at least a minimum of intel-
ligence. Thus, suggestive forces may be another factor oper-
ating on the mind of the criminal or public that may incit~ 
criminal or anti-social behavior. 
Widespread newspaper reading habits of the public, 
which embraces the criminal and potential offender, can be 
traced to the high circulation figures of our newspapers. In 
a personal interview by Professor Joseph L. Holmes of Columbia 
University with the warden and inmates of a New York prison, 
the findings indicated that the average prison inmate spent 
more time reading the newspapers than the average university 
student.34 
Radio and television have gaineo_ wide auc:lience appeal 
and. present a strong challenge to the ne1vspaper inctustry. 
Timely news broadcasts are heard_ frequently through both media, 
but neither source of communication present extensive detailed 
accounts of the news. Many radio stations are owned by large 
metropolitan dailies, and they are les s apt to compete with 
33-Dean John Gleason, faculty of Boston University, School of 
Public Relations and Communication, statement made during 
lecture in Spring, 1953. 
34-Holmes, ~cit., p . 278. 
their own newspapers. Iviost ne'tvs heard on radio and televison 
is concentratea. in summary form, and though the local story 
receives some time on the air, the national and foreign scene 
is given greater attention. Television, especially, attempts 
to appeal to a wide and diversified audience. lVi th the prom-
inence of cross country television hook-ups, local news, unless 
it be extraordinary, would be discarded. 35 The speed of the 
radio report has proved superior to other media, and the first 
bulletins of an event has t aken the place of the many "extras" 
that have "virtually" been 11 driven from the streets 11 .36 While 
radio and television news me.y be flashed through the ether 
waves and spread on the screens, it has momentary significance 
to the relative permanence of a newspaper. Although many 
television and radio programs are recorded in some form, few 
are presented more than once to t he same audience. Radio and 
t e levision time is relatively more exp ensive than nel': spa.per 
space. Seldom will a sponsor approve a second presenta tion of 
t he same program unless it is unusually popular, or to attempt 
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to ca pture the attention of an area t hat originally was 
neglected. As the radio and television program ra9 idly moves 
ahead, viewers and listeners do not have the opnortunity to 
imme diately re-react or re-see that which they ma.y have missed. 
35-vJilliarn Buchanan, "On Television, Crime, Intrigue Teach 
Lessons," The Bo s ton Herald, March 23, 1954. 
36-Frank Luther lv1ott, The News In America, Harvard. University 
Press, Cambridge, Massachusetts, p. 18. 
A newspaper remains steadfast for the perusal of the individual 
without the pressure of time. Most newspapers will be found 
on file in public libraries. vlhile some libraries will prepare 
micro-film copies of newspapers in addition to the originals 
for editions more than 100 years old, other libraries may not 
hold a paper more than five or ten years. In any case, 
generally, most newspapers will be within access to the uublic 
as a matter of record unlike many television or radio perform-
ances. Moreover, most people who have the daily newspaper 
reading habit are apt to see the same sections and features 
in a paper regularly. If these same individuals for some 
reason are unable to listen or view a particular urogram, this 
same obstruction may not necessarily prevent them from reading 
their daily newspaper. Thus, while radio and tel evision 
present a strong challenge to the newspapers, the imuortance 
of the press, due to its many attractive features, remains 
rooted in the habits of society and will prevail as an ef-
fective media of mass communication for many years. 
6.<:1:. 
Another strong suggestive factor operating on the public 
through the publication of crime and police news is prestige. 
The underworld has its own set of mores that supplement the 
more socially acceptable values in the approved segments of 
society. Their goals and aspirations may manifest themselves 
in the hero worship of a racketeer from their neighborhood. 
While some crime and police stories receive considerable 
publicity, the offender may achieve the status of a hero with 
ea ch successive scoop. Sometimes crime is not ~ presented in 
a repul sive aspect 11 • ·~·The inevitable tend.ency is t o exalt 
the criminal, t o cultivate t he ignoble and to diminish the 
abhorence " of crime.37 "At best, we can give t he newspaper 
credit for dramatizing crime. "38 'l'he leader of the Italia n 
school of crimin ology, Cesa.re Lombroso , comment s on t he evil 
influence of the newspapers as an agent of crime. 
Ci vilizations, by favorin~ t he creation and 
dissemination of newspapers, which are a chronicle of 
vices and crimes , and often are nothing else, has 
furnished a new cause of crime by inciting criminals 
to emul ation and i mi tation . It is sad t o think that 
the crime of Troppmann brought the circulation of 
the Petit Journa l up to 500 , 000 and t hat of the 
Figaro to 210,000, a nd it wa s doubtle£6 for thi s 
reason that this crime was i mitated in Belgium and 
in I taly •.• (In one case t he offender said) he had 
commit ted a crime i n order to get himself tal ked of , 
like certain great crimina l s itJho se exploits he read 
in the newspapers . He thr ew nitric acid into a 
friend's face, thereby ki l l i ng him , and t hen went 
about t elling everyone of his crime. The next day 
he first hastened to read the accoun t of the murder 
i n the Petit Journal, and i mmecLi a tely afterwards went 
to give himself up as a pr i soner . It was perfectly 
obvious that reading criminal tales and various 
o ther reports l~ the papers suggested to him the i dea 
of his crimes . 0 
The newspapers featured the mur der of a f ive year old 
girl i n Michigan , fo ur weeks after t he kidnaping and sex 
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murder perpetrated by Edward Hickman i n Los Angeles. l'-iost 
papers carried banner h eadlines of the even t across their front 
3'7-Virgin ia Cole, The Ne~1snaper and Crime, U s souri Un iversity 
Bulletin, 1927, p. 58. 
38-Barnes and Te eters , ~cit., p . 232. 
39-Cesare Lombroso, Crime : It s Caus es and Remedies, Little 
Brown and Company , Boston, 1911, p. 209. 
pages. On January 17, 1928, one of the United Press's dis-
patches in part read: 
The confession indicated Hotelling's mind had 
bec ome unhinged by constant brooding on the Los 
Angeles murder of 12-year-old Mari on Parker by 
Ed1.vard Hickman; some of the questions and replies 
in the confession of Hotelling are as follows: Q. Did you read about the crime in Los Angeles? 
A. Yes, sir. I thought it was terrible. I could 
not sleep that night. It had been on my mind 
and I could not get rid of it. I think about 
it- think about it and think about it. Q. About the little child in California? 
A. Yes .. . Q. What do you think is the cause of that? 
A. I think that reading about crime in California 
is to blame. 
Q. Do you think that crime had any bearing on your 
committing this crime? 
A. I do; it preyed on my mind and I could not get 
it off my mind.40 
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Further instances of n sychological effects of newspa~ers 
inciting to crime through the publication of crime and police 
news by ivorking on the mental processes of suggestion and 
imitation are cited. However, it is well to remember that 
those instances which are on record to support the contention 
that newspapers incite crime are only a small percentage of 
the many crimes committed under similar motivation. Every 
offender will not express himself in the same way. Some 
criminals are unaware of the i r own motivations, while others 
become so irrnersed in the results of their own crime that 
coherent reasoning is difficult to establish. Criminol ogists, 
s ociologists, psychologists and public administrators are not 
40-Holmes , on. cit., p. 258. 
always present to make note of the motivating forces impelling 
criminal conduct. 
In 1863 and 1872 hard.ly had the newspapers begun 
to speak of the abandonment of children than this 
crime was repeated in Marseilles eight times in a 
single day. The nevis of the assassination of 
Archbishop Silbour impelled a priest to attack the 
bishop of Ma tera, although he had no grudge against 
him whatever. Dufresene hated a certain Delauchx, 
but without thinking harm. He read the account of 
the trial of Verger, and gt;tting up , he cried, 11 I 
too will do as Verger did, and killed his enemy •.. 
This morbid stimulation is increased a hundred-fold 
by the prodigious increase of really criminal 
newspapers which spread abroad the virus of the 
most loathsome social plagues, simply for sordid 
gain, and excite the morbid appetite and still more 
morbid curiosity of the lower social classes.41 
In the day to day activities of modern living, constant 
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pressure and tension is usually present in the lives of most 
people. Humans are confronted by an endles s series of problems 
that challenge the resources and canacities of the most astute 
ind.i viCtuals. This emotional stress is another condition that 
may engender criminal activity. 
Think of all the people who are under some kind and 
type of tension who can be moved into action by the 
constant continuous prevalence of crime stories apnear-
ing in the press.42 - -
The knowledge on the part of the public tha t stabbings, 
swindlings, thefts, burglaries, embezzlements, sexual crimes, 
and murder take place daily may make the people apathetic. 
Consequently, only a particularly unusual and sensational 
41-Lombroso, op. cit., pp. 210-211. 
42-Holmes, ~cit., p. 256. 
crime will arouse the ino.ignation of the public. 43 
2. PUBLIC OFFICIALS, CRIME AND POLICE NEWS 
Vlhen attempting to list the opinions of :9ublic officials 
on certain controversial issues, it is not uncommon to receive 
a reluctant and evasive attitude. The power of the press in 
political affairs is common place knowledge. Though the at-
titude of the public official concerning the press is due to 
many reasons most of which are not necessary to enumerate 
here, the political factor of appointment and the desire to 
gain the support of the press present persuasive arguments. 
Therefore, it is not unusual to find many public officials 
reticent when expressing their honest opinions regarding the 
press. 
One project set out by Professor Joseph L. Holmes to 
list the opinions on the effects of crime and police news 
from 616 officials whose business is the prevention, appre-
hension and treatment of offenders. Only 111 replied. In 
their replies, some officials refused to offer their opinions 
outright, while others evaded the questions by writing ir-
relevant reasons. Some officials avoided the central issue by 
answering questions not requested or pretending they had no 
information to base their op inions on. Some officials said 
they are not in a position to answer the questionnaire and 
43-Holmes, ~cit., p. 268. 
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that the questions should be directed to higher authorities.44 
Twenty-six of the justices of the Supreme Court responded. 
Seven ansvJered 11 yes 11 ano_ fourteen andswered "no". Three 
justices evaded the question. One j ustice gave an irrelevant 
ansvJer, e.nd one refused to answer. Among ti•TO of the "yeses", 
the justices said there was press interference with the legal 
administration through the creation of emotionalism both upon 
the public and upon the offic ia ls involved. One renly was in 
regard to a defendant whom the press had supnorted. The 
defendant had been acquitted only to be found guilty of another 
murder and executed thereafter. One justice appeared con-
vinced when he said: "~he newspapers help to detect crimes. 
Their headlines may suggest crime to some cracked brains", 
but the suggestion would come from some source anywa~ . Still 
another Justice is of the opinion that the value of publicity 
is greater than any resulting injury. 
There were twenty-seven county judges who replied to 
the questionnaire. Twelve answered in the affirmative; seven 
made a negative remark; five gave evasive or irrelevant 
responses, and three said they ~rere unable to form any opinion 
Cl_ue to l ack of information from which to base it upon. 
Of suecial interest is the answers of district attorneys 
since their cases are more often supuorted by the nation's 
press. Eleven district attorneys answered with unqualified 
44-Holmes, ou. cit., p. 262. 
conviction that there was no effect due to publication of crime 
and ~olice news. Eight district attorneys could see some 
connection in the hindering of the judicial process by uress 
techniques. T'\vo district attorneys were evasive in their 
answers, while one said that he did. not knm..r . One clistrict 
attorney went into lengthy details concerning the preventive 
effects of crime and police news publication. 
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There were thirteen police chiefs who replied, and their 
answers were evenly balanced. Six nolice chiefs answered 
11 yes 11 and six answered 11 no 11 • One police chief said the news-
papers of the so-called 11 better class" treated crime a nd 
police news publication 11 fairly", 1r1hile he 1>1as dubious of the 
other remaining newspapers. This nolice chief said he had 
questioned offenders for their opinions regarding nossible 
influence t he press treatment of crime and police news may 
have had upon t >1 em. Some offenclers alleged that they had been 
influenced by t h e ne\>'lspapers while others denied it. T1·m 
police chiefs ~ empha sized that the activities of the press were 
a hindrance to police a dministration. 
In t he answers of the in spec t ors and cap tains, a more 
prominent accueation against the press was notable. Out of 
seventeen replies, nine answered in the affirmative and only 
four answered in the negative. Three inspectors r efused to 
answer. They said that the questions should be directed to 
the police commissioner. One cantain gave an irrelevant reply. 
Out of t h is group of inspectors ana. cap tains, none used 
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specific illustrations to support their contentions. 
An over-all appraisal of the replies f r om these officials 
showed that the newspapers featured the crimes and practically 
ignored the nenalties which go along with them. They said 
that little sna ce was devoted to the actual punitive measures 
v-rhich the state provides for the la'\'T breaker. Actually, in 
the scattered few instances where nenalties are featured by 
the press, it is more apt to be a murder trial. ProvicUng 
the state la.w penalizes such convicted offenders with the 
electric chair, gas chamber, or by hanging, life sentences 
will arouse little excitement and consequently receive less 
column space. Another criticism these officials directed 
against the pre ss was the occurrence of a similar crime after 
one had been featured by the press. In a ddition, they denounced 
newspaper glorification of the criminal as practiced in large 
headlines. A criticism which seems justified is the little 
attention given to the successful efforts of the police. The 
publication of the methods used by the offenders or criminals 
vlas a nother major complaint by the officials in the survey. 
Forewarning the offender of the activities of the police before 
he is annrehended and thereby frustrating the law enforcer 
in t heir hunt for the offender was another criticism. Three 
officials advocated the passage of press censorship laws as 
the only way to repress ill effects from the publication of 
crime news . 
3. POLICE AND CRIME NEVIS AS AN AID TO LAi•T ENFORCEMENT 
'.i'here are those who conten<'l_ tha.t newspaper treatment 
of crime and police news has been an aid rather than a barrier 
to lavJ enforcement. 45 Many of these supporters of the press, 
crime and police news represent special interest groups who 
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are directly and indirectly related to the nation' s newspauers. 
~o be sure, there are individuals from every stra.ta of society 
who voice the cry for a free American press, but these op inions 
are not frequently found on record. 
The great force for mass education, day in and day 
out, is the free press. Because it is free, misuses its 
freedom or fails to rise to its obliga tions, the country 
must suffer. If it presents the news fairly and if it 
is ever in the vanguard of movement for the betterment 
of the republic and the people, the country must progress.46 
The facilities which are offered by the American dailies 
45-The following stories have been published in Editor and 
Publisher . They present the newspaperman's view to the 
crime problem. For further rna terial in the sup1)0rt of 
contemporary presentation of crime and police news see both 
early and pres ent copies of Editor and Publisher. R. Poulin, 
HSin:Is News 11 , February 10, 1951, p. 20. Also, B. L. Hasten, 
11 Scoops are Norma 1r! . Pace 1 s Fee as La111Jyer on Police Bea t 11 , 
November 25, 1950, p. 30. Also, "Quote From Official Saves 
Man From Chair", November 25, 1950, p. 48. Also, 11 Five 
Newsmen are Indicted After Expose, Gaining Sup:oort 11 , Seutember 
8, 1951, p. 11. Also, "Brooklyn Lid Blows Off, t•ledal A~-rard 
Followed By Arrest of Policeman", May 12, 1951, p . 9. Also, 
L. Barnhill, 11 Miami Dailies Help Hake Mobsters Scram", 
De cember 2, 1950, p. 8. Also R. Erv-;in, "Reporter Spark s 
Anti-Dope Drive", February 3 , 1951, p. 14. Also, "Reporter 's 
Crime Story Se ts Off ~ational Probe 11 , December 2, 1950, p. 
39. Also, J. i'Jalker, "Court Watchdog Offered As Alternative 
To Statute 11 , February 17, 1951, p. 15. Also, J. Walker, 
11 Bar Urged 'l'o Henew Trial Coverage Talks 11 , September 22, 
1951, p. 12. 
46-F. Perry Olds, The Place Of the Press In Crime Control, 
Na_tiona_l Probation And Parole Associ2tion Yearbook, 1947, p. 245. 
are multiple and diversified. Newspa9ers are more than a 
showroom for the latest news. Most aspects of our modern , 
political, economic and social life on the local, national 
and international level is reproduced in the 9ress . Among 
other things , the press is an employment agency, a seller of 
products and services and a furnisher of entertainment for 
both young or old. The press identifies itself as a reflector, 
shaper and creator of public opinion. The ability of the 
press to crystaLlize and clarify political and administrative 
issues has aided the progress of the United States through 
national and foreign strife to international leadership . The 
press has a capacity to consolidate all regions, area s and 
territories of the republic through a vast and intricate 
network of communication and information. Through the dif-
fusion of information, isolated sections and sub-groups in 
cultures have been exp~sed to the industrial a. nd agricultural 
progress witnessed throughout the country. Thus, the American 
press has been a dominant figure in the democratization of the 
country. 
President Edwin S. Friendly of the American Newspapers 
Publishers Association called upon the press of the country 
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to lead the way in forming a "national posse" against gangsterism 
and corruption. His statement is included here as the pattern 
argument for press freedom. Friendly said the 9ress has been 
the guaro.ians of freedom and human rights through fearless 
reporting, commentating courageously, encouraging and prodding 
la't·f enforcement agencies tov.rard the vigorous prosecut ion of 
crime . 
How can the American press sharpen its vigilance 
and close its ranks against i ns idious forces work ing 
to stifle our functions and undermine our democracy?47 
According to the address by Friendly, publishers should 
be gravely concerned with the pres s ing problems of the day 
that are a ttempting to sublimate press fr eedom since the 
pr ess is one of the strongest bulwark s of democracy. 
Perhaps, one of the outs tanding illus tra tions of some 
of the judicial, administrative, moral and ethical ramifica-
tions of t he suppression of the press during a cour t room 
trial can be visualized by newspaper treatment of the J elke 
vice case. 
'I'he manner in which the frustrated uress has been 
forced to cover it is a farce, a three-ring-circus, a 
rat race and a rap on the American system of juris-
prudence ..• Lawyers began l eaking information to the 
press in the corridors, in the men's room, and in the 
nearby taverns. Names of movie stars, men-about~town, 
tha t of a disc jockey and a sports announcer were 
bruited about in off the record scuttlebuttand found 
their way into the public prints. Soon the public 
wa s provided with the grea test guessing game in history 
when some newspapers mentioned by initials s ome of the 
names of me n mixed up with the dolls. That's how the 
press had to get the news. 
The net effect, of the decision of Judge Valen te 
to bar the pres s was a b l ack eye to court room pro-
cedure. Re putable newspap ers were not given a chance 
to us e the discretion they ~lways employ i n decicting ·· 
what news is fit to print.4 
47-Ecti tor and Publisher, 11 E. s. Friendly Urges Press To Lead 
National Posse Again s t Crime", April 28, 1951, p . 21. 
48-Editor and Publisher, J. L. Kilgallen, 11 Ban Turns J elke 
Trial Into Three-Ring Circus, 11 February 21, 1953, p. 15. 
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However, it is well to point out that all newspapers 
did not part i cipate in this so-called 11 three-ring-circus 11 
since some papers in the country supported Judge Valente's 
action because of the sordid nature of the Jelke case. 
According to an accusa tion against the Lincoln Courier, 
a newspaper can aid the perpetration of crime by neglecting a 
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crusading sp irit to counter a political and gambling ·affil-
iation. The Chicago · Daily News in a dispatch from its reporter, 
George Thiem, said: 11 The firing of the tvlO young newspapermen 
is the latest ep isode in Logan County's mixed gambling and 
political" situation. At the time of the accusation, which 
was made by the Chicago Daily News, nine persons 't1ere under 
i ndi ctment by a grand jury. Moreover, the ca~e had not come 
to trial. 49 
In an effort to defend t hemselves , the Lincoln Evening 
Courier said that it fired the two reporters because the 
Cour ier in t ended to maintain t heir 11 t hirty year policy of 
refusing to prin:t unsupported charges aga inst indi vidua ls or 
groups 11 • 50 
The relentless energy to crusade p roved successful 
after three year·s when the effor t of the Pottstown . Mercury 
freed a man from a murder conviction. The Mercury enlisted 
in the case Argosy Ma gazine's Court of Last Resort, a veteran 
49-Editor and Publisher, 11 Illinois Daily Denies Syndicate Pressur~ Lincoln Courier, April 28, 1951, p. 136. 
50-Editor and Publisher, ~cit., p. 137. 
warden, an Argosy investigator, a ~rivate detective, and "taxi 
loads of metropolitan ne\1Jspapermen 11 • All these individuals 
were part of t he investigation to secure the commuted sentence. 
The editor of the paper says new crusades are· planned. 51 
Petitioners of the Rosenberg atomic bomb spy case filed 
with Judge Ryan a quantitative report dealing with ne"t'ITS i terns 
they believed prejudicial to a fair trial. Petitioners also 
objected to publicity 't<~Thich resulted from press releases and 
statements given to the press by the office of the United 
States Attorney and the Department of Justice. Judge Ryan 
said: 
We enjoy a free press; neither the policies nor 
writing of the press may be censored or dictated by 
the state or government agencies. Jurors cannot be 
treated as unable to withstand any effect of news-
paper publications. Indeed such a ruling would make 
it practically impossible to conduct trials in 
metro-ooli tan centers and vmuld treat average jurors 
as a helpless person.52 . 
A garage and to'TJ!Ting machine operator \1\}'as disturbed 
about a 11 towing racket and kickbacks to the police" "ti.Then he 
told his story to the Cincinnati Post editor, Carl D. Groat. 
Like many of his forebearers who carried out traditional in-
vestigations and crusades, the Cincinnati Post provided an 
eff ective check on the illegal tendencies of the police when 
it uncovered a series of witnesses who named forty-four 
51-Editor and Publisher, "Daily's Efforts Free Man Jailed As 
Killer 11-:-;fune 9, 1951, p. 72. 
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52-Editor and Publisher, 11 8. J. Ryan, Defends Ne1r1spaper Function, 
Rosenbe.rg Trial", February 7, 1953, p. 9. 
policemen as tak ers of kickba ck s. \fuile further investigations 
were said to be on t he agenda by the newspaper, the police 
department faced a thorough examination by its chief and 
council. 53 
4. SUMlV'iARY OF ARGUMEN'l'S StJPPOR'l' I NG POLICE AND CRIME NEWS 
The following i s a summary of some of the lead ing 
arguments in support of the publica tion of police and crime 
news. 
Those who favor crime and police news say t hat it is 
the fashion to censure sensationalism while even it s most 
ardent critics favor its indulgence. The history of cr i me 
and police news can be traced back to the most primitive 
stages in the evolution of mankind. The interest human s have 
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had for the shocking , thrilling and exciting, in essence, has 
shown little cha nge through history. Editors say that excit i ng 
news is easy to read. Moreover, they contend, what may be 
sensa tional to one reader may be relatively mild to another . 
Ther efore, crime and police new~ as an editor understands it, 
is no t so much a concern of the law but tha t of t he indivic.ual 
who 's ta stes and values should ultimately dec i de . 54 Some 
sensational news is noted for its significance in reports of 
53-Editor and Publisher, 11 Cop 1 s Hands In Pockets After Kickback 
Expose 11 , Sept emb er 15, 1951, p. 15. 
54- Ge or ge E. Thomson, "Silence Aids Sex Fi ends", Boston 
Traveler, 1N'ednesday, March 31, 1954, :p. 1. 
wars, foreign and national catastrophes. Moet editors declare 
that news in itself must have a stimulating feature, otherwise 
it cannot occupy newspaper space . The early Colonial press 
printed lengthy details of hangings, sex murders, thrill 
slayings that gained its climax with the American industrial 
revolution. Though some newspapers to day continue to adhere 
to the policies of the period of the Penny press and Yellow 
journalism, this should not detract from the more conservative 
newspapers. Early attempts at news originatec1 ou_t of the 
desire to print those events which should not be forgo tten or 
neglected so that people ever~rhere may be tter unders tand 
their own environment and the wor ld about them. A moral 
concept provided the incentive for the Colonial press to 
challenge those people who showed the tendency to lie and 
fabricate by prin ting important crime data tha t would there-
after be a matter of public record. Newspapers stres s that 
they are primari ly a business enterprise constantly confronted 
with deadlines and the speed to report in order to please 
their readers. The press often voices the opinion that the 
public taste must sometimes be outraged tbrough the presenta-
tion of realities to move the masses from their i nertia. 
Reyorting of crime and police news has often been obs cured 
a s evil while t h e evil is not in the reports them se lves but 
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in the events which are published. Human interest news embodies 
that which is of i ntere s t to huma ns in add.i tion to news '1.-Jhich 
deals with the life of human beings. Therefore, police and 
crime news is one element of human interest news and many 
publishers believe that its primary use is to attract reaciers 
into a story so tha t it may eventually carry the reader's 
interests t o the more desirable features of t he newspap er. 
As a result, allegedl~_ police and crime news is a come-on, 
or i mmediate-rewar d news in order to draw the attention of 
the readers for their . ultimate benefit. The newspaper is a 
great force for mass education influencing every aspect of 
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our lives, moulding and mirroring public opinion and developing 
democracy as an aid to public administration. The press can 
supply the public's need for information on vice and crime 
for self-regulation a.nd self-protection. 55 lvforeover, sup-
pression of press freedom is not the answer because it may 
raise many judicial, adiDinistra.tive, moral and ethical problems 
as vi tnessed by the Jelke vice case. 
Further arguements raised by those vJ'ho support the 
publication of crime and police news say t hat concealment of 
such important press netvs ma_y arouse curiosity ano. add an 
element of fascination to a wrong. Children may not gain a 
full perspective on life without the full presentation of 
nolice and crime news and thereby handicap them later in life. 
The public must be informed. of the evils in society so that 
they can challenge t hem. Publication of nolice and crime 
55-Fulton Oursler, The Opoortunity of the Press In the War 
Against Crime, Attorney Genera 1 1 s Conference on Crime, 
U. S. Government Printing Office, Wa shington, D. C., 1943, 
p. 101. 
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news will help reveal the undermining influences active in the 
environment. In order that reform movements are able to 
combat the insidious elements at work in society, the news-
paper through publication of police and crime news uncovers 
the data of the existing conditions. According to the op inions 
of some police officers and reporters, the intelligent offender 
detests publicity.56 The realistic presentation of police and 
crime news is the communication of a tragedy, and its publica-
tion is supposed to act as a preventive measure against its 
imitatio~.57 Many editors say that public interest in police 
and crime news is only an outgrowth of man's inherent curiosity 
56-Stanley Walker, The Newspaper On Crime, Attorney General's 
Conference On Crime, u. s. Government Printing Office, 
Washington, D.C., 1943, p. 98. 
57-See: The O.uill, published by Sigma Delta Chi, professional 
journalistic fraternity with uhdergraduate chapters in most 
leading universities in the United States, for the reoorter 1 s 
and publisher's aporoach to crime news and freedom of · the 
prese.. Aclditional information on fr eedom of the press is 
regularly prin t ed i n the New York Times and most leading 
newspapers. The follovling are stories from The Q.uil1: · 
Norman E. Isae cs, 11 A Small TOi~n Paper Has One Suoreme 
Ethical Duty - To Print The News 11 , December, 1953, p . 7. 
Roger S. Swanson, 11 How w·e Covered the Greenlease Case 11 , 
December, 1953, p . 12. James '\ITright Brown, 11 The Zenger 
Memorial Is Now a National Shrine•, June, 1953, p. 8. 
Felix R. McKnight, 11 Eyes That Shine, Fists That ~trike, 
Arms That Comfort, An Audible Voice 11 , August, 1953, p. 5. 
'Vlilliam J. Conway, 11 Newsmen Inves tige. te Everything in 
Chicago 11 , January, 1954, p. 11. Arden X. Pangborn, 11 Can 
Self-regulation Preserve a Free Press And a Fair Trial?", 
March, 1954, p. 7. 0. Robert Edmondson, 11 As an Ethical 
Newsman, 'Vvhat Vlould You Do? 11 , Nay, 1954, p. 11. Norman E. 
Isaac, 11 Does Faith in Santa Claus Justify Free-loading?", 
June, 1954, p. 9. Also, same is sue, Ronald Goben, 11 The 
Conspiracy of Silence Tha t Balked A Kidnaping 11 , p. 11. 
in man, and if the public does not like this type of news 
portrayal , they should change the conditions of society rather 
than alter press functions. There are many cases that prove 
that crime and police news has assisteCI_ the police in the 
location of people who were wanted for a crime. 58 The his-
torical and traditional crusading spirit of the newspapers 
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have helped to expose public and nrivate corruption, criminal 
behavior, and anti-social conduct for the benefit of society.59 
5. SuMiviARY OF ARGUMENTS OPPOSING POLICE AND CRIME NE1~S 
Major arguments in opposition to newspaper treatment 
of crime and police news have been acknowledged by many public 
authorities as well as psychologists, sociologists, criminol-
ogists, lawyers, theologians, philosophers, educators and 
journalists. \·ihat is noteworthy is the agreement of the 
deleterious nature of police and crime news among many news-
papers. Most arguments have been against the historical, 
trad itional and contemporary techniques of crime and police 
news publication.60 The alternative of prohibiting press 
freedom as to matters of police and crime news :puplica.tion 
is primarily a legal and constitutional question that raises 
58- 11 Science Aid to Crooks and Cops Alike", Boston Traveler, 
March 30, 1954, p. 32. 
59-Bellamy, op. cit., p. 86. 
60-See: for a high-minded discussion of journalistic ethics, 
with em-phasis on codes and resolutions, Nelson Antrim 
Crawford, The Ethics of J ournalism,_Knopf, New York, 1924. 
strong objections.61 But a second alternative that embraces 
progressive techniques for a positive program for uolice and 
crime news portrayal has not yet successfully been launched. 
Frequently published cannons on journalistic ethics have made 
little effect on prevailing methods of police and crime news 
por t raya1.62 The fo llm,ring is a summary of some of the more 
important arguments in opposition to newspaper treatment of 
police and crime news. 
'l'he la~1 has recognized that public opinion surrounding 
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a trial bears sufficient influence to build a community prej-
udice against a defendant. A presumption of gul l t by heacl.lines, 
news and editorial policies of a newspaper can influence publi c 
officials, jurors and community ouinion. Similar to advertising 
techniques, constant repetition by specialist reporters with 
a dramatic touch can obscure objectivity necessary in criminal 
proceedings.63 Most of the natiorls tabloids continue to treat 
crime and police news in the same manner as that of the period 
of Yellow journalism, while even conservative newspapers 
apply similar techniques when other news of local, national 
61-See: Communications Act of 1934, Sec. 315, 47 U.S.C.A. 315. 
62-This is in reference to the ethical rules actoptecl by the 
American Society of Newspaper Editors on April 28, 1923. 
63-The whole question of contempt by publication in the 
Federal Courts is discussed in, Contempt~ Publicetion in 
the United States, by Nelles and King, 28 Col. L. Rev., 
401, 525, 1928. See also Frankfurter and Landis, Power 
of Congress over Procedure in Criminal Contempts in 
Inferior Federal Courts, 37 Harv. L. Rev. 1010{1924). 
or foreign importance i s not available. The de~endency of 
most newspapers on wire services, copyrighted columnist s, news 
agencies and syndicates can perpetrate a wrong in a similar 
manner simultaneously everywhere in the country. The constant 
rush of the newspapers to meet deadlines and the inevitable 
desire to maintain and increase circulation can engender both 
negligence and sensationalism. Publica tion of confessions, 
unsworn s tatements and other court room evidence thet has not 
been seen, admitted to trial and cross examined can frustrate 
judicial process. Crime and police news serves to advertise 
c r iminal activity. Moreover, crime news attracts the offender 
to the loca lities where he believes his work will be least 
detected. Many so-called crime waves are in reality crime 
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news waves perpe trated by the newspapers without a presentation 
of accurate s tatistics to support their statements.64 Some 
criminologists believe that there is too much news concentra-
tion on petty crime, while publicity should be g iven whi te 
co~ crime. 
Further a r guments by those who op~ose the uublication 
of crime an police news say t hat exten ive news publicity 
will not only injure t he economic and social status of the 
criminal, but prevent h i s rehabilitation after he has pa id his 
64-When the Uniform Crime Reports are analyzed, it will show 
slight percentage variables if differ ent periods are com-
pa red. Seldom does one period increase in crime a ct i vity 
to t he extent where the press is justified in calling it 
a crime wave . 
penalty to society. Though innocent, the offender's family 
and relatives may endure social and economic restraints as a 
result of crime and police news. At the very minimum, crime 
and police news cannot aid morality. The publication of crime 
and police news engenders some of the psychological mechanisms 
that are involved in the commission of crimes. Crime and 
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police news as a suggestive factor not only affects pa thological 
and weak-minded people, but also normal individuals during 
lapses into temp orary insanity. The concepts, impressions 
and ideas of a person in a normal state will play an im9ortant 
role at the moment his mind enters an abnormal condition. 
Another strong suggestive factor operating on the public 
through the effects of crime and police news is prestige. 
Prestige in such news depiction has a tendency to exalt the 
offender and to make him appear like a hero. The underworld 
has its own set of mores which can be supplemented by glori-
fication of crime and police news publication. Juveniles, 
especially, fall victim to their desire for notoriety and 
their egos are inflated when their pictures and stories are 
published. Crime and police news plays on the emotions of 
the public and the innate or latent desire to imitate criminals 
may occur in most people. Emotional stress that predominates 
under modern living conditions may express itself in violence 
that is engendered by the techniques as described in crime and 
police news. Most crimes will tend to lose their ugliness 
through continuous publication of sordid details, and as a 
result this portrayal will develop an apathetic feeling among 
t h e public. The newspapers usually present crime and police 
news indiscriminately without attemp ting to analyze causes or 
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underlying social and psychological conditions. The considerab le 
amount of space and prominence t hat is extendec1 to re-oorts on 
crime and. scandal could be used for more constructive enternrise. 
The publica tion of the methoc1s 't'lhich are used by crimina ls hel-o 
make the newspaper an educative force for notential offenders. 
Little s :yace is devote(!_ to actue.l punitive measures v-1hich the 
state and Federal governments provide for law breakers, while 
the crime and the criminal is emphasized. Fore"'i178.rning offenders 
of the activities of the police before they are apprehended 
and. thereby fru strating the l aw enforcer, is another argument 
levied against crime and police news reporting. The newspapers 
almost universally have i gnored the successful efforts of 
criminal apprehension and crime prevention of the pol ice. 
Crime and police news nublica tion has educated criminals to 
the effect that crime does pay and has thereby created a 
travesty on justice by undermining the adminis tration of law. 
Through omission, at l east, the pres s has thwarted 'tvhatever 
det erent effect there may be in present penal me thod s . 65 
It a ppears from all the available information that the 
harm inflicted from crime news nublication may be more than 
65-See: for nineteen charges against the press, George Seldes, 
Freedom of the Press 1 The Bobbs-Merrill Com~any 1 Ne't'IT York 
and Indianapolis, 1935 1 p. 367. 
the benefits it may perpetrate. However, progress need not 
be demanded or e J~ected overnight.66 Nevertheless, a pro-
gressive plan that embodies sound. techniques for crime and 
police news dissemination may be formed, and the machinery 
for imnrovement may be set into motion. A gradual change to 
new me thods and new apDroaches, until they seek universal 
acceptance through the passage of time, is a beginning. 
66-F. Perry Olds, The Place of the Press in Crime Control, 
National Probation and Parole Association Yearbook, 1947, 
p. 245. 
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CHAPTER IV. 
CONCLUSION 
l. THE NEED FOR A POLICE-PRESS PROGRAM 
It can be seen that governments and powerful groups 
seek the media of the press to mould 9ublic opinion , and in 
contrast, United States police administration has made little 
use of this important method. Moreover, the failure of the 
pres s to cooperate with law enforcers has become recognized. 
vle are thro'\'ln be.ck upcm a r el iance on t~e various 
1.1 c-.n s of public enlightenment, among ·which the press 
appears still to stand in the front rank. So fa r this 
great instrument has scarcely done its part. The most 
carefully formulated editorial policies, through v-Ihich 
might be secured able discu ssions of police problems , 
are often offset by a news policy deliberately designed 
to appeal to the prejudices of the unschooled and the 
ignorant . Those who determine editorial policies 
themselves have been misled occasionally into con-
demning the police when they were right and praising 
them when they were wrong. So there are few in-
fluences at 'tvork for instruction of the public i n 
the harsh realities of police duty and in the more 
or lese objective standards of police service . l 
1- Bruce Smi th, Police Systems In The United States, Harper 
Brothers, New York, 1949, p. 7. 
Problems which confront the police in the last few 
decades have given rise to a complete change in the methods 
developed for dealing wi th them. Advanced scientific methods 
are necessary to deal with criminals who use automobiles, 
radio, and intricate firearms. This need has provided the 
use of two-way radio, teletype, firearms identification, 
fingerprints and photography. The figures show that childr en 
are committing more serious crimes at younger ages today than 
they were five years ago. There has been a resurgence of 
citizen interest in law enforcement and a desire to hamner 
the growing imDortance of organized crime. Radar cars are 
beginning to substitute the motorcycle for the sa fety of the 
officer and the greater proportion of arrests it f acilitates. 
Comprehensive studies a re underway with a view to discovering 
the feasibility of the integration of uolice-fire service . 
The gradual attainment of professional status of the police 
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is marked by recently aroused interest in research and planning. 
Also, police training facilities continue to expand.. More-
over, the addition of psychiatric examinations for candidates 
for the position of patro lman to help insure emotional stabil-
ity in officers has been instituted in some cities. Movement 
of l a rge population groups from farms and smaller cities to 
larger cities have magnified the police problems i n the in-
dustrial, manufacturing or business centers. The radio and 
the movie s have made their stereotype imprint on the person-
alities with whom the police must deal. The newspapers today, 
like the historic and traditional press, continue to exert 
the principle force of mass communication upon the personality 
of the public. Thus, all of these problems, technical ad-
vances, and police administrative improvements can be better 
met with the aid and support of the press. The benefits that 
can be reaped from sound police-press relations depend largely 
on the ingenuity and skill of the police administrator in 
adapting press techniques as another instrument of public 
administration. 
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A successful police-press program is one of the better 
methocls for gaining public enlightenment and supoort. Comolete 
apolication of available resources of the police department, 
auxiliary and judicial agencies and services, line departments, 
private and public social agencies and services, business and 
vwrl<:ers organizations, civic and social bocl.ies and frDm all 
the citizens must be integrated into the press relation pro-
gram that ultimately funnels through the newspapers. Thus, 
the press should mirror the efforts of the police by con-
structive presentation of data made available to them. The 
press, and not the police administrator, will deliver the 
final product of the program. Consequently, the press shall 
be the transmission belt between the police department and 
the public. This involves proper choice ana_ selection of 
words, careful typographical arrangements of articles, ap-
propriate illustrations and mindfulness of the central theme 
of the crime prevention program. 
a. THE PRESENT CRIME TREND 
11 Crime is on the upsurge in Massachusetts. In Suffolk 
County last year we had 1,000 more crimes than in 1952. 11 There 
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are 11 more robberies, more assaults, more fraud and more illegal 
narcotics traffic"2 than in the past. However, the upward 
surge of crime last year was by no means confined to Massa-
chusetts. It was more pronounced throughout most of the nation 
with a general increase of 8.2 per cent in major crimes.3 
What's the reason? Some say the Korean War, since it 
followed closely after World War II, contributed to general 
unrest and anti-social behavior. Others say we are living in 
a fast age in a period of social unrest tha t extends down to 
juveniles. Whatever the reason or reasons, the situation as 
it is will continue to deteriorate into more criminal behavior 
unless positive steps are taken. Essentially, this is a 
problem of crime prevention. Furthermore, crime prevention 
depends upon the success of the ~olice-press program in ad-
dition to the skill of the police administrator in the tech-
niques of administration. 
b. COORDI NA TION IN TSE PRESS PROGRAM 
The following is an explanation of some of the methods 
2-Boston Traveler, Monday, March 29, 1954, p. 1. 
3-Uniform Crime Reports of 1953, Federal Bureau of Investigation, 
Washington, D. C. 
the nolice administrator should employ in advancing crime 
prevention and enforcement to insure the best results from 
the police- press program. 
A constructive approach to the crime problem is pres-
ently in its infancy . The prevention of criminal tendencies 
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or a n ti-social behavior is a problem that requires the as-
sistance of everyone in the community. Nevertheless, it cannot 
be left to the discretion of the citizens after some words of 
cooperation are requested by a serious-minded police officer. 
A central leadership directing, organizing and enforcing the 
plan should be the work of the nolice administrator. Behavior 
that is left to chance is more apt to go the way of least 
resistance, so police administrators must make careful note 
of the continuous operation of the program. Frequently, 
· barriers 't'l}'ill attempt to obstruct the program, 't'lhile care-
lessness, inefficiency and negligence \'lill have to be checked. 
The police administrator's nersistent supervision is the only 
answer towards the realization of positive results. 
The police administrator must be skillful in the 
t echniques of direction since crime prevention, above all 
other functions, requires the integration of command, coor-
dination and control . 
Al t hough an efficient police department exacts quick 
responses to commands, they should be modified by the exten-
sion of discretion to personnel, especially t he patrolmen.4 
4Arthur \•looc.s, Policeman and Public, Yale University Press, 
New Haven, 1919, pp. 167-168. 
The police department demands excellent leadership that gains 
the respect of subordinates. 
Coordination is another continuous process which re-
quires t h e reinstruction of officers to their duties, modi-
fication of division of work and authority, use of a central 
file of information combined with clearance procedures, 
development of personnel coordination with other workers in 
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the department, elimination of misplaced ambitions and loyalties 
and t h e reeducation of department heads for broader over-all 
loyalty. 
Juri~dictional disputes, "buck-passing" and the lack 
of i nformation and the distinction of line of authority are 
familiar problems in public administration which the police 
administrator must contend. 
The police administrator must coordina te all the aux-
iliary agencies and services at his disposal and use them 
appropriately in the crime prevention urogram. Finance, 
purchasing, personnel, legal, planning, sheriff, and coroner 
of t h e county, constable in the rural areas, state's at t orney 
and t h e probation and parole agencies should be of as s istance 
in this program. A thorough knowleo.ge of the judicial agencies 
such as the justice of the peace, grand jury, courts, Federal 
Bureau of Investigation, Alco:hbtl Tax Ymi t, Bureau of Narcotics, 
Secret Service, Po ~ t Office and State Bureaus of Identification 
should be usee. by .the police administrator to support t he crime 
prevention program. A process of review and inspections with 
an adequate sys tem of reports and records can sustain control 
over t he organization. In addition to these agencies a nd 
services, line departments such as Fire, Public Wo~ks, Health, 
Welfa re, Parks and Recreation, and Schools must collaborate 
in the p rogram. Furthermore, the participation of all other 
priva te and public social services, businessmen and the various 
business organizations, workers' groups, trade unions and 
associations, and civic and social bodies5 is necessary in 
t he press program. 
c. PFESENT POLICE RELATIONS ~TITH THE PRESS 
Presently, to Jmany police officials and personnel, 
newspaper men are irresponsible persons who constantly p ursue 
ma terial that may create sensati onal headlines and copy. 
While many policemen look upon the newspap er reporter with 
s uspicion, many reporters contain a similar attitude towa rds 
the police. Some patrolmen refl ect, on the whole, the a t-
titudes of t he officials in the police department and make 
it obvious that police-press relations are more often on a 
distraught basis. Actually, both the reporter and the police 
need each other. Written police-press releases and construc-
tive newspaper portrayal of crime news will give the public 
information as a basis for coopera t ion with the police. In 
5-Boston Traveler, Monday, April 12, 1§54, p. 19. 
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turn, a prese which facilitates t he police functions will be 
rewarded with many opportunities in the form of inter esting 
copy for public consumpti on. Unfortunately, some police 
departments do not have a press program. Some pol ice depar t-
ments t ha t have instituted a police-press program do not have 
it sufficiently organized for the realiza tion of good results. 
Many large police departments have a press room for the use 
and benefit of the police beat reporter. Most newspapers 
either assign a permanent reporter to this department or a 
temporary cub reporter. Frequently, there is friction between 
the nolicemen and the reuorters. Genera lly, the policemen 
are instructed to offer lit t le information to the newsnaper 
reporter. In some instances, patrolmen have been ordered to 
obstruct t he neporter in many ways. For example, the reuorter 
may be prevented audience in t he regular daily line-up. Some 
police departments make it a general rule to admit all 
r eporters during the daily line-up with the exception of 
particular criminal ca ses where police secrecy is desirable 
for the enforcement or prevention of crime. Sometimes, a 
reporter's personal relationship may not be in comulete 
harmony with the nolice administrator and thereby finds t he 
door to the daily line-up closea. to him. The uolice ad-
ministrator may bar a reporter from regular press privilege s 
beca use he does not favor the newspauer represented. Pref-
erential treatment of some newspaper reporters, which are made 
at t he expense of others, will eventually create a gulf 
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between the police and the press. Such a policy will not only 
raise fear in the reporters who may be preferred, but engende~ 
animosity in t hose re~orters who are disregarded$ If, for 
some reason, renorters vJho enjoy a <JTeferential uosi tion with 
' 
the police administrator lose their favored contact, t h is may 
turn them against the police department. As a result, the 
police a dministrator will find himself in a defensive position 
which has been instigated by his ov-m policy t hat now rebounds 
to attack hi m. The heart of t he police-press program lies 
in effecting a mutual understanding to ea ch other's objectives, 
me t hods, and attitudes. Thus, the newspaper men must be given 
an underetanding of the problems and policies of the police, 
and t h e police must develop a sympathetic understanding of 
the job of the reDorter and the editor. 
~. POLICE PRESS RELATION OF J:i' ICER 
There should be a p ress relation officer in every 
police department who is directly under the authority of the 
po lice administrator. Both the press rela tion officer and 
the chief administrator should have an informal as well as 
formal working arrangement with each other. Although all of 
the problems that face the uolice administrator will not re-
quire the as s istance of the press rela tion officer, all duties 
of t he press relation officer will necessi ta te the approval 
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of the administrator. However, the police a dministrator should 
be cautious in the use of authority on the press relation 
officer since functions and duties of the press relation of-
ficer will demand a choice and discretion. The police admin-
istrator 1 s supervision, although thorough, should. be temperea. 
by modera tion and flexibility because rigidity in human 
rela tions may impede the ambitious will and creative thought 
necessary in a public relation's posi tion. 
In large police departments, serious considerati on 
should be given to the urocurement of additional press rela-
tion men assigned to the important departments of the police 
organization. These officers should be subordinate to the 
c~ief press relation officer who i s responsible for the press 
functions of the entire police department. In certain uolice 
depa r tments, representing medium size cities, the chief press 
rela tion officer could be supulemented. with a staff. This 
staf f could take the p lace of the special department press 
rela tion officer of the larger cities. Whatever method used, 
whe ther a single p ress relation officer, or an officer with a 
s t aff, or an officer with a staff assigned to permanent 
departmen tal posts, t here must be a smooth flow of information 
betw·een them. 
'1'he chief press relation officer should have a vJOrking 
knowledge of all the police depar tments, functions and 
activities. Not only must he be acquainted wi th the problems 
constantly harassing police work, but in the preparation of 
press releases, he should have the facility to evaluate and 
sift im~ortant material from the irrelevant. 
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In a ddition to a t horough understanding of the oner-
ations of t he entire police department, the press rele tion 
officer should concentrate his attention on the communication 
division, identifica tion bureau, records department, bureau 
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of miss i ng persone, juvenile aid bureau, department of crim-
inology, traffic bureau and detective bureau . Mo s t of these 
depa rtments will provide the source material that will interest 
the public and aid the crime prevention program. The traffic 
bureau and the detective bureau has sup"9lied the more inter-
es t ing stories for the reporter s in the past. An ab l e nress 
r e l a tion officer can develop interest i ng stories out of 
statistics or material which would ordinarily be thought dul l . 
3. SELECTION OF PRESS RELATION OFFICERS 
Selection of nroficient uress rela tion off i cers should 
not be left to chance. Inasmuch as the ~r ork pre sents a s trong 
chall enge r equiring capacity, r esources and ingenuity of the 
most capable individuals, there should be rigi d qualifica tions 
a nd ample comnensation to invite the interests of gifted and 
comp e tent men. 
Requi r ements to the 90sition of press r elat ion officer 
s hould i nclude a bachelor's degree from an accredited college 
or uni versity Nith a major in journa lism or public r ela tion s, 
a broad training in liberal a rts subjects, and fundamental 
cour s e s i n publ ic admini s tra tion. He mu st have a tte.i neo. a 
h i gh record in schoolwork in addition to partic ipa tion in 
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extracurricular activities. Of course, graduate training in 
public administration would be desirabl e . Among his creden-
tials, the applicant mus t have ten references drawn from every 
f a cet of the community from people whose lork brings th em in 
direct contact with the public. The se qua lifications should 
amplify t h e usual entrance re qui remen ts fo r police personnel . 
Wh en the applicant i s accepted, he serves a proba ti onary p eriod 
as an apprentice in every department of the police system 
under close observation of the police a 0ministrator. El evation 
to the position of press relation officer should be made after 
h~ can display proficiency in the understanding of the pol ice 
department and a ll of its auxiliary agen cies and services. 
Although candidates should be selected from civil life , since 
t hey are more apt to uno.erstand t he -oubli c 1 s a ttl tude tm11ard.s 
the police, qualified personne l from the ranks can be considered .• 
The police press relation officer should not be a 
glorified pres s agent, a grea t showman and publici ty artist. 
Such a press relation officer can do more harm than good to 
t h e police department. A dynamic persona lity who is more apt 
t o be a ballyhoo artist can distort t he entire press program 
through t he exaggera tion of certain -ohases at the possible 
neglect of others. The whole program must not be presented 
to the public in such a way t hat the public may interpret it 
as a propaganda campa i gn with the result tha t the prestige of 
t he police department will be i mpa ired rather than enhanced. 
Actua lly, a press rela t ion officer should have the t a l ent for 
appraising and understanding public attitudes and wishes . He 
should be ab le to under s tand t he needs, requests and wishe s 
of the police department. Moreover, he should knm~T ac1mini s-
trative nroblems and ~rocedures so tha t he can su~gest imurove-
- - ~- -
ments t ha t will win public supnort and at the same time not 
be too de manding on the admini s tration. Since coor dination 
i s very important in the program, the press r el a tion officer 
should have the persona lity to win the coopera tion ana confi-
dence of o t her officia ls and employees. Furthermore, t he 
p ersonali ty of the press relation officer should not be ex-
pressed in a dominant way since a position of press rel a tions 
requires not a one-man progr a m but the interest of a ll. He 
shoul d make it his work to see t o it that citizens can s ecure 
accurate answers to their questions r egarding police service s 
without much difficulty . Als o cour tesy and respect should be 
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accorded every citizen who has a complaint and immed i ate action 
should be t aken unon it. In addition, citizens mus t be encour-
aged to participa te in some of the activities which the press 
re l a tion officer must provide. Since the press relati on of-
fleer will f rom time to time come into contact l>Ji th the public, 
simi l ar to the public rela tions officer, his nersona l e.npearance, 
and t he cleanliness of public building s, nroperties, and 
equipmen t mus t no t be overlooked. Fina l ly, the press relation 
position with its techniques and policies bears a vari e ty of 
me t hods, processes, mediums and re quirements which cannot 
al ~ys be readily listed. Each program must be adapted to 
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the peculiar personalities, systems and policies of a particular 
area. Thus, perhaps, individual ingenuity will be the greatest 
factor 111hen exploring the many potentialities within a nolice-
press program. 
4. RECORDS SYSTEM 
The importance of an accurate and complete records 
system has been demonstrated as an integral part of any police 
department. The records system will reflect in words, photo-
graphs and statistics an over-all view of police problems and 
activities. Records will show the improvements that the 
police department may innovate, as well as areas requir ing 
addit ional attention. While records portray strong and weak 
points of a police organization, they indicate the flow and 
pattern of human relations and of the efforts of the police 
to provide needed services. 
Thus, in the administrative duties of the press relation 
officer, he should maintain a separate record system . This 
record system can adjoin or be par t of the regular records 
division of the police department. However, record files of 
the nress relation office should be made accessible only to 
certain designated personnel to prevent possible abuse of 
publicity. Accurate records should be maintained on all 
stories, articles and features which develop out of the police-
press program. Pert i nent information from sources other than 
the press may be filed away for future reference. For infor-
ma.tion released from the press rels.tion office and published 
in the newspapers, the date, column and page r eference should 
be indexed. Also, the type, summar y of the contents and 
source of the material should be part of the information in-
cluded in the records. 
There are many good reasons that demand a functional 
records system as an intelligen t tool for the press relation 
office in its administrative tasks . Perhaps, a member of the 
public, after reading an article in the newspaper, des ire s 
further information on a subject. The records system will 
quickly aid the press relation officer or staff to trace any 
article in question and ascertain its source . He may refer 
the inquirer to another 1,rri tten source or to the man in the 
police department trained in that capacity. Perhaps a member 
of the public may be perplexed over a problem, and after 
seeing the inviting and cooperative a ttitude of the police 
depar t ment , which should be develop ing progressively with the 
press program, ~'1ri tes, telephones or calls in person to seek 
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its solution. If the p erson is not acquainted with an article 
already published which would ans1-ver his question, the press 
relation officer can i mmediately direct him to the edition 
of the nevlspaoer. Sometimes, if t..he information desired re-
I 
quires a short excerpt from a previous newspaper article, a 
written inquiry supplemented with a quotation from the article 
would suffice in reply. From time to time, a published item 
may call for many more replies than the staff can manage. A 
pamphlet could be printed with complete information to the 
problem and distributed upon request. If many such articles 
requiring similar answers present an administrative problem, 
the relevant information could be accumulated and printed in 
a small booklet for periodical distribution. 
5. RESEARCH DEPARTV£NT 
1Q2. 
There should be a research department in the police press 
relation office that accumulates feature material and writes 
it up with important guideposts to satisfactory public relations. 
Actually, all press release s, whether crime news or material 
on police public relations, must be imbued with symbols that 
connote loathing, shame and community condemnation towards 
cr iminal activity. The people should be told the difficulties 
that the police department often undergo for the public. There 
shoul d be greater emphasis on the penalties and sentences that 
convicted offenders are given and allied with this, all pictures 
and stories that show sympathy from the criminal's f ami ly, rel-
atives and f r iends should be prohibited. Instead, this type 
of material must be replaced by public disapproval and 
society's r e jection of the criminal. There should be greater 
information on the part of the public concerning the quality 
of their police force. Where there are negative publi c at-
titudes towards the police, the pre ss relation office mus t 
try t o understand them and then to mitigate t hem.6 Punitive 
6-Elijah Adlow, Policemen and People, William J. Rochfort, 
Bos ton, Massachusetts, 1947, pp . 98-99. 
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contacts by the police officer is at the minimum an unkind 
act that usually cannot be avoided, so an understanding for 
this must be developed among t he public. The press relation 
office must develop harmonious feeling bet een minority groups, 
labor groups and other sensitive areas in the community. The 
police de:partment must show a sincere willingness to help and 
render service to any and all members of the public since 
quality in police service is essential in the over-all program. 
The public should be told to demand good service if they believe 
that they are not getting it. The police press relation office 
must convince the public that t heir policemen: 
a. Have a high professional interest in their work. 
b. Are selected for personal merit and ab ility . 
c. Ooerate under excellent discipline. 
d. Apprehend criminals indiscriminately, without regard 
for pressure brought by influential persons . 
e. Operate inde:oendently from newspaper publicity . 
f. Usual ly apprehend criminals in difficult cases. 
g . Respect the Constitutional Rights of suspected 
criminals. 
h. Are usually fair in dealing with minority groups. 
i. Are car eful not to arrest innocent persons. 
j. Are directed by competent supervisors and top 
administrators.? 
Of course, the police department must constantly at-
temp t to me e t the standards t hat the press relation office is 
lea ding the public to believe. Attitudes of discourtesy, 
prejudice, superiority, and indifference must be discouraged 
in t he police, a nd attitudes of courtesy·, coooeration, sympa.thy, 
7-G. Douglas Gourley, Public Relations and The Police, Charles 
c. Thomas, Springfield, Illinois, 1953, p. 108 . 
helpfulness, and tolerance ¢ust be encouraged. Actions of 
honesty, competency, promptness, and assistance of a ll k inds 
must be a reality. Therefore, the po licemen must not f ail 
the public, othervJise the police-press program can dvJindle 
not only into failure but misrepresentation. 
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Essentially, whatever the crime or violation reported 
may be, the police press relation officer must remember that 
each story is imbued with the basic tenets of the press program. 
If a crime story must be published, it should be free from 
details, adjectives, impli ca tions, distortions, illus ions and 
se nsations that may enhance the crime or the criminal. The 
emphasis should be on how the article is presented. 
The entire police-press program should be directed 
against some of the erroneous values held by the community . 
Certain c onceptions entertained by the public on crime and 
criminals hamper the operation of law enforcement, and false 
ideas abound on the nature of the police department and its 
personnel. It is a prodigious task for the police-press 
program to overcome, but the motivating forces tending to 
perpetuate criminal behavior 6an be traced to the idea ls, 
customs and traditions of a society. These notions lie ~t 
the root of the crime nroblem. Actually, it is the problem. 
a. CLARIFICAT ION OF LAWS 
There are too many laws, statutes and ordinances to 
expect the ordinary citizen to know and understand. Nevertheless, 
the judiciary assumes that the public is aware of these 
regulations. Ignorance of the law is not a justifiable de-
fense for anyone. This places the burden directly on the 
public since few laws are given audience or published in 
conspicuous p laces for the knowledge of the average citizen. 
Many law enforcers, judges and lawyers are unfamiliar with 
the great preponderance of legisla t ion prevailing in our legal 
system. Although this is the rea lity, the average person, 
whose occupation may not bring him into periodic contact with 
the legal process, must kno't>J vlhat our judicial officials and 
lawyers sometimes do not . 
In addition to the many laws already on record and the 
many more constantly being passed, legal construction and 
terminology of the la11.r is difficult for the average citizen 
to comprehend. Those engaged in the lega l profession must 
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take pains to understand the meaning of many lavJs and the 
traditional crises developing out of the interpretation of many 
laws have left little agreement even among members of the Supreme 
Court of t he United States. 
Moreover, there are many laws on record which relate 
back to ancient attitudes. /' Nevertheless, these passe laws 
apply to a society whose needs, obligations and requirements 
have changed. 
~he policemen must assume the responsibility of enforcing 
all the laws that are on record and are subjected to condemna-
tion from their superiors if they fail. Compelling police to 
enforce unreasonable r egulations, outmoded la"toJS rooted in 
attitudes that no longer prevail, is, at the minimum, subjecting 
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the public and police a dministration to unpopular abuses, and 
in another sense, traversing on justice. Consequently, because 
of the many laws on record that have been accumula ting through 
the years and continuing to increase, the complex construction 
and puzzling legal terminology of many laws, the unreasonable 
and outmoded demands tha t some laws exact, the police depart-
ment has an added responsibility in its press relation program. 
The press relation office could explain the purpose of the law 
and exa.ctly what is necessary to comply with it. The press 
relation officer could see to it that all laws which the 
public is not familiar with are periodically published in the 
daily newspapers. Along \vi th the publication of the law, a 
more understanding interpretation of the legal construction 
and terminology should be accurately provided. When the press 
relation officer sees that a certain law or group of lairJs are 
violated more often than others, he can concentrate his atten-
tion on these laws by providing more amplification in news-
paper space. Also, if the press relation officer informs the 
public through the media of the press of the many antiquated 
ana_ unreasonable lalvs prevailing on recorc1, he may be able to 
form public opl.nion to act as a check on the leg islature. 
~hus, the press relation officer could provide a brake on the 
legislature and pressure t he policy ma kers into the realization 
of t h e customs, hab its, requirements and demands of a modern 
society. 
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b. POLICE P ~'ESS RELEASli:S OF CRD1E STATISTICS 
'I'he press relation officer can provide for newspaper 
publi cation periodic statistical analyses of criminal violations. 
The press release can be typographically arranged in a 11 box 
score 11 wi th the number of homicides, ma_nslaughters, assaults, 
thefts, rapes and burglaries listed. The columns should 
contain the number of offenses of each crime committed, and 
' 
the percentage deviation, if any, from a prior period. It 
is preferable tha t the listings are released every week and 
the p ercentage deviations computed on the preceding week, 
month and year. Total figures can be analyzed and compared 
with similar periods in retrospect up to ten years. Since 
arrests a.nd convictions may create a spread in tirre, the press 
release should t a ke this factor into consideration in its 
presentation to the uublic. Arrests and convictions could 
each be made under separa_ te computation with similar arrange-
ments. The distinction and def i nition of the crimes are a 
necessary part of the 11 box score 11 , ana, from time to time, 
the press release should explain this in the article. Crime 
statistics could be more interesting when the age and sex of 
the offenders are computed. This can help shov-r if juvenile 
delinquency, for example, is on the ascendency. If th~ uolice 
department is located in a large city like Boston , with many 
suburban towns and cities surrounding it, crime statistics 
sh ould include the same data from these neighboring areas. 
Thus, the age, sex, type of crime, arrests and con-
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victions of Boston and vicinity arranged in an orderly pa ttern 
for public assimilation can present an over-all p icture of the 
crime problem of the communit i es. Generally, cities and towns 
will be anx i ous to main t a in minimum crime figures in the 
columns ~hich represent t h em. The police departments of all 
these cities '\'I ill attemp t to show effective lavl prevention and 
enforcement. The police administrator and a ll the officers, 
p ersonnel and ua trolmen wi ll want to show a f avorable record 
in order to raise their prestige. the po licy and administra-
tive staff of a city or toi<m 1..rill take prid.e if they can 
exhibit their co mmunity as free or re l atively free from crime. 
New citizens can be attracted to areas that disnla y more 
f avorable living condi tions. As a result, the box-score of 
crime, amplified wi t h accura te studies of preceding neriods 
a nd years, can p rovide both an incentive as ell as a weapon 
of derogation to the community, polit ica l office holder, 
a dmin istrative staff, police department end citizens. A city 
continually in a crime wave will lose the confidence of its 
inhabitant s . The public will and should demand prot ection. 
This f ac tor may i mpel · better uolice service. Cooperation 
among all police departments will be esse ntia l to develop 
ano t her positive effect of a successful press program. 
c. UNIFORM CRIME RE~ORTS 
The Federal Bureau of In•estiga ti on is of maio r imnor-
t an ce in t he rela tionshiPs of municinal nol ice to federa l 
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agencies primarily because of such activitie8 aP thp nuhlica-
' 
tion of crime statistics, mhe 1Ptional no1ice ac~~emy, the 
co l lection of fingerprints, and the clearing of other crime 
records on a nationa l basis. Crime statistics are used in 
det er mining the amount of crime, where it is oc curring, whether 
increasing or decreasing , its varia tion as to classe s of 
crime and the success of the police in coping with it. 
Consolidated Dai ly , Monthly Reports and an annual reoort is 
submitted to the FBI by the various police departments and 
agencies t hr oughout the United States . 
Sys tematic cr ime reporting in the united States re ceived 
its first impe tus in 1927-1928 with the Uniform Crime Heport s . 
After almost three years of preliminary and preparatory work , 
the collection of monthly crime reports from police agencies 
throughout t he na t ion vias begun in 1930. Thi s program was 
initiated by the Interna tional As socia tion of Chi efs of Police 
whi'ch has shmvn tremendous progress since its inception. 8 
However, although it's t he first successful venture 
into uniform crime reporting, the reports a_o ha ve deficiencies . 
Of course, there will be mechanica l and routine err ors on the 
part of t he indi vic1ual compiling the report. Tm-.:ns and cities 
of l ess than 25,000 population will not be included in the 
reports. Also , the reports which a re finally compiled and 
8-The Federal Bureau of Inv e s t iga tio~ United States Depar t~ent 
of Jus tice, Ten Years of Uniform Crime Reporting, 1930-1939, 
Vashing ton, D. C., J.'lov ember, 1939 . 
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published semi-annua l ly do not i nclude da ily or weekly s t a t istics . 
The reports are excellent for the analysis of general cr ime 
trends , but if the need is to p in-point any particul a r date, 
t hen it is apt to be of little use . On the other hand , 
comper isons of crimes in retro sDect more than a quarter of a 
century can b e of assistance to police ag encies in the for-
mula tion of their genera l policies and specifically with press 
r eleases. The classifica tion of offenses has changed over a 
period of years during the uniform crime reporting program 
among the differe nt localities. For example , burglary, 
larceny and robberies ca n be a source of erroneous classi-
fication from a local police agency. Someti mes, there is an 
omission of minor thefts which can r esult in a lower crime 
r ate and would a lso r esult in above-average figures on the 
percentage of cleared cases. Classifica tion of murder and 
nonnegligen t manslaughter and manslaughter by negl igence 
coupled by the pecUliarities of some localities tha t li s t 
murder by degrees, can engender disparity in the uniform crime 
statistics. Like moet aspects of a so ci a l science, there a re 
too many variables t hat can ob s truct the a ccuracy or relia-
bility of crime indices. St atistics of arre sts , pros ecutions, 
convictions , or ur i sone rs in penal institutions can never be 
re l iable indices of the volume of fluctuation of criminal 
ac ts. They are clouded by t he varying policies of enforce-
ment and incarceration pursued b y poli ce, pros ecutors , courts 
and j urie s, a nd prison administrators. Moreover , the statis-
tics include only tho se persons I..J'ho \-vere ap~Jrehended, tried , 
convicted, or imprisoned. Many offenders are never arrested 
and many are never tried. Of tho se who are tried, a sub-
stantial proportion are not convicted. Furthermore, whi le 
most convictions result in a sentence of punishment or treat-
ment of some kind, the penalty is not always impri sonment. 
Hany of those convicted receive suspended sentences, are 
placed on probation, or are punished by fines rather than 
i mprisonment. 
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Nevertheless, a fair appraisal must conclude that the 
results of the Uniform Crime Reports demonstrates that it is 
possible to successfully collect data concerning police ac-
tivities to show the nature and extent of crime in the Uni ted 
Sta tes. The annual crime trends shown by police figures are 
substantiated by other. measures such as insurance data showing 
the number of insured los s es. The police press r elation 
officer should provide for publication to the pre se the 
p er tinent information derived from the analysis of Uniform 
Crime Reports as a matter of comparison of the entire na tion, 
reg ion, and surrounding area with his community. 
6. PHOTOGRAPHY I N LA.iv ENFORCEHENT 
A glance at the headlines and irnpres Eions from nevis 
nictures often shape our daily though ts on local and world 
affa irs. Press photography continues to exert an ever in-
creas ing influence over sources of information. Because we 
a~e i n the j e t age with sci~ntific uncoveries of weapons, 
t ranspor tati on , communication among other i nventions tha t ca n 
be used for de struction and p eaceful pursuits, i mpress ions of 
current events are often gathered on t he run. On the trolley 
cars, subways, buses and other public conveyances , the public 
does not wan t to dig for the f acts as they r ead the newspaper. 
The news mus t b e s implified , i nterpreted and pre sented in 
s uch a way that little effo r t is requir ed by the reader i n 
order t o understand it. This is where press photography can 
gain i m9ortance. The fre quen t use of pictui•es i n newspapers 
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is not of recent origin and the circulation i ncreases of our 
American press industry ha s been heralded by the progres s i ve 
im9ortance of press photography . As it has been said, da-
guerreotype, developed by Daguerre in 1839 , was one of the 
early practica l methods of photography. Suc ceeding technical 
developments broadened the field and uses of photography , and 
by 1936 , Life Magazine, started a new f ashion i n picture 
ma gazines . The immedie.te and l asting success of Life Magazi ne 
and the many i mi tators tha t follm1e r illustrates the impr essive 
role of pho tography in contern ; orary society. Audio-visual 
aids have become an integra l part of the educative process 
i n schools, industry and enter ta i nment. Seco ndary educa tion 
was quick to see the advantag es i n visual-aids a s a supplement 
to instruction, and most colleges and universities are making 
greater use of this method. While t he natur al sciences have 
a c cepted audio-vi sual aids for student instruction, political 
s cience a ···H:1 public administration have made little us e of its 
a dvantages . Police administration and the press rela tion 
officer must develop the many possibilities that lie in the 
r ealm of photographic portrayal in newspa pers as a media for 
crime prevention and enforcement. 
a. PHOTOGR~PHIC RELEASES OF OFFENDERS 
A ~Rogues" picture gallery can be used by the p olice 
pres s program by the publication of photographs of convicted 
and sentenc~d offenders and wanted crimina ls. The pictures 
need not be large since the careles s u s e of newspa per space 
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will only distress the p ublisher. Small photographs ap-
prox i mately one to t wo inches in size with a complete descrip-
tion of the pe r son and his offense will usually serve t he 
purpose. The Dicture s of notorious cr iminals can be larger 
a lthough t h is i s not nece s sary. This reg ular picture galle~y 
could_ be made a c ommon sight in our daily press . The ap-
pea rance of this section in the newspap ers should accompany 
photographic and editoria l techniques t ha t i mpres s up on the 
reader t he di shonor, disgust, loathing and humiliation of the 
crimina l. The p ictures of 9etty thiefs, although i mportan t, 
should g ive way to a crooked polit i cian, government a dmini s trator 
or a bus ines s tycoon. In other words, tho s e individua ls who 
cloak t hemselves in socia l splendor a nd undermine the law 
should be publicized. 
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b. DEVELOPING POLICE PRESTIGE 
Pictures can be fre quently used to develop the prestige 
of t he police denartment. The patrolmen could be pictured 
assisting a dog in distress in an icy pond, helping an old 
lady ac r oss the street, caring for lost children, aiding a 
pregnant woman, protecting the disabled or handicapp ed, giving 
street directions willingly to all types and kincls of p eople, 
ex tending a t houghtful gesture to charity, furnishing parking 
space for a tired tourist, shopper or businessman, protecting 
property of citizens through t he examination of shops, stores 
an cl. homes especially after dark , sup,_Jorting entertainment by 
the thoughtful regulation of parades and other public gatherings, 
exemplifying public s pirit by sponsoring boy and girl scouts 
and other progressive youth movements, benefiting distressed 
motor is ts, and in general, typifying what the ideal public 
servant should be. 
c. ILLUSTRATIONS OF POLICE FUNCTIONS 
Fhile a separate feature should be regularly released 
to the press describing the various functions, obliga tions and 
duties of the police d.epart r:1ent, photographs can s up>Jl ement 
t he feature to ensure intere s t and provide a better under-
standing of the function. Although a police department is 
primarily established to nrotect life and property, they also 
provi de many duties that may appear out of their s cope. Some 
of the lesser known activities of the police department are 
as follovJs: 
1. Licensing: public hacks and drivers; pavmbrok ers, 
second-ha nd. shop s , a nd junk dea l ers; pool rooms , 
dance hal l s and public exhib itions (including 
moving p icture a nd state censorship); sabbath 
entertainments ; pa r a de s ; priva.te wa tchmen; pr i vate 
detectives; r a ilroad police; stree t vendors, etc. 
2. Traffic Regulation: i mmedia t e control over t he 
us e of hightvay s both by vehicles and by pedes-
trians, s om etimes extended to include power to 
de s ignate parking areas , one-way streets, a nd 
other matters which are legislative i n their 
na ture. 
3. Public ambulance service. 
4 . Sunervision of oaroled convicts. 
5. Inspe ction: exhl b ition and meeting hal ls; e l eva tors; 
s torage of liquids and i nf l amma bles; oil pol l ution, 
etc. 
6. Regi s tration of voters and verification of poll 
lis ts. 
7. Enumeration of inhabitants (police census). 
8 . Ice break ing in navigable waterways. 
9 . Examination of l)rostitutes for venereal di s eas es. 
10. Temporary lodging for t he homeles s . 
11. Emergency r elief for the destitute. 
12. Free emp loyment a gencies. 
13 . Neighborhood entertainments. 
14. Dog pounds.9 
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News and f eature materia l concerning the nolice functions 
can never be exhaus ted since each a spect of a particular 
funct i on can embody a variety of different presenta tions all 
of wh ich can be ma de interesting to the reader. Daily living 
can sup~ly a new f acet to t h e ever cha nging environment tha t 
gives vent to intrinsic experience s and problems tha t al l 
policemen cont inual l y encounter. It mus t never be forgotten 
that public cooper a tion i s the underlying motivation behind 
9-Interna tiona.l City IvJ8_nagers Association, Munici-oal Po l ice 
Administration, Revised Edit i ori, 1943 , pp . 23-24. 
t h e entire press program, and if it appears that police duties 
are expanding as a result, this s hould not deter the adminis-
tration. When p ublic op inion has been aroused to the extent 
tha t the oeo~le believe the policemen will endeavor to assist 
them with their problems with a cheerful disposition and a 
willing s pirit, this is a positive result. If present police 
duties are augmented from the enthusiasm imbued into t he 
public, additional personnel should be recruited to meet the 
increase in work. Increased financial expenses on behalf of 
police administration is a relatively more desirable result 
as against the alternative of a crime infested metropolis. 
d. TI-'~EAT TO GA IN PARENTAL COOPERATION 
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It i s not unusual for the police off icer to meet an 
uncooperative f amily when their son or daughter is wanted for 
questioning or sus:oected of comrni tting a crime. Although many 
families endeavor to be of assistance to the police, strong 
resistance has been encountered during these circumstances. 
Most intelligent, law-abiding fa milies are anxious to preserve 
their good name in society and ~vill balk a t any ~)ublici ty 
tending to put them in ill-repute. The y Olicemen, through 
the press rela tion officer, can threaten to publish the 
picture and description of the offspring if the yarents fail 
to reveal t h e whereabouts of their children. This is an 
effective method but must be used with t h e greatest care and 
judic i ous use. 
7. POLICE 11 LETTERS TO THE EDITOR 11 COLUMN 
Most news;Ja-oers have a "letters to the edi tor 11 column 
.J: ~ 
11vhere readers can offer their observations on any subject 
which may be of interest to t he general readership. Letters 
representing all social, economic and oc cupational l evels are 
r~oorted in the columns. The theme of the letters rang e from 
absolute statements to inquiries and comprise a diversity of 
op inions, ap9rova ls, criticism and suggestions. The editor, 
at b is discretion, may edit or omit the publication of a 
letter. Perhaps, he may include letters that upho l d a con-
tra ry policy of t h e newspaper as well as criticism of h is 
publication, but to what extent his impartiality is genuine 
ie dif f icult to establish since all letters pass through his 
inspection~ However, if the column is objectively pre sented, 
the flow of opinion bet1'1een t h e public, the press and back to 
the public a gain can be an instrument providing mass partici-
pation in community affairs. The press relation officer of 
the p ol ice department should make adequate use of this con-
s true ti ve cha nnel that reflects public op inion \IThich in turn 
may affect yolicies and methods of police aQministration. 
This column should be separated from the standard letters-to-
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the-editor newspaper column, and all letters should be directed 
to t h e police de partment and t he press rela tion office. Be-
cause some ueo ole vlill abstain from participation in this 
column out of fear of reprisal from a member of the police 
cl.epartment who for example, ha s been criticized, anonymous 
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letters with a legitimate complaint shoul<1 be :oublished. The 
ultimate objective is to provide public sup-)ort, and criticism 
should not prevent that which it seeks to accom~lish. But, 
like all aspects of the oress program, authentic objectivity, 
though difficult, is necessary in order that police adminis-
tration face its problems and weaknesses. A prevailing spirit 
that acknowledges one's shortcomings can be a positive approach 
tov-rards the fostering of public sup:_Jort behind a "t<lilling and 
public-s pirited police system. However, this public-to-the-
police type of column can accomplish more than provide a check 
on the police department since many inquiries will request 
answers on everyday type of problems. If the problem appears 
to bear similarity to requests made by other members of the 
publi c , the ans1r1er could be published. in the column. If the 
problem can be handled by another agency, a reply by a staff 
secretary in a form letter will suffice. Eventually, questions 
and ansv1ers may follow a particular pattern, and publication 
through the newspaper column or 6.irec t mail re -olies can be 
better organized. 
8. TRAFFIC COLUMN AND PUBLIC PARTICIPATION 
The nolice traffic control function is of equal impor-
tance as the prevention and enforcement of criminal activity. 
Actually the number of deaths and injuries from traffic ac-
cidents exceed the number from crimes and fires combined. 
The financial losses resulting from traffic acci dents, not to 
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mention t he tremendous hidd.en losse s in g enere. l, ha ve a l so 
gr ea tly exceeded crime los se s . l•iore peop le are purchasing 
automobile s ea ch year a nd more people are driving more miles 
and a t grea ter distance s than before. Bu t the lo s s of life, 
limbs a nd money doe s not present the full ~icture. The suf-
fering t ha t re s ult s f r om injuries , the congesti on in our cities, 
business arteries a nd in street s , roads and hi ghways , which 
have been developing with the incr ea se of automob iles, inflict 
emoti ona l ups et, l oss of time and a dditiona l exp ens es to the 
o~J era tor. Although our cities ha ve public conveyance s t r ans-
porting t ~ne busine ssman, worker a nd shopp er, increas ed f a res 
gr a nted by public utility commissions provide little incen tive 
to ·the us e of t ro l ley cars, bus ses, trains and subways. 
Newspapers concentra te their news and fea ture ma terial 
on c r i me a nd crimi nal b ehav ior a nd rela tive l y pl a y-down 
ac cidents , deaths, injuries a nd los s es re s ult i ng f r om the 
t r a ffic Droble m. Murders are 9 l ayed up to s ensational pro-
Dorti ons on front pages while dea ths resulting fro m tra ffic 
ac c idents are r eporte d briefly. Public interest generally 
r uns hi gh on murder while public apa thy p rovides a n indifference 
towards a reckless mo t orist or negligent p edes t ria n who is 
ki l l ed. Actual l y, the victim of a n automob ile accident is as 
much a loss to h i s f a mily a nd con~unity a s a murdered ·per s on. 
The press re la tion off icer can in s titute a "traffic 
quest ion box 11 f or r egular newspa per r e l ea s e. This 1rJill 
s upp l ement t he wor k being conducted in the public relations 
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program of the traffic control division and require the coop-
eration of all the traffic division and other auxiliary agencies 
and departments. There are many problems where public enlight-
enment is necessary and the traffic questiGn box is a device 
to instruct and enlighten the community on traffic issues. 
Because most of our nation•s automobile drivers pass re quired 
examinations 0rior to the receipt of a driving license, t his 
should not presupuose tha t licensed drivers are masters of 
the road and their vehicles. There are many improved techniques 
for the operation of motor vehicles under diverse mechanical 
and road conditions that the public should know. Readers can 
sup~=' lY the column with their persona l exp eriences, and experts 
in the police traffic division can present helpful reulies. 
An explanation on how to operate t he automobile under a mul-
titude of hazardous circumstance s , for example, can help to 
i mprove some drivers. Moreover, constant pressure to form 
public opinion and legi s lative action for compulsory annual 
comprehensive rigid uhysical examinations for all automobile 
driver s before renewa l of licenses should be conducted through 
the traffic question box. City arteries, usually congested 
a reas, one-way thoroughfares, dangerous intersections, available 
parking s ~9aces and t h e many other mounting problems 1.vhich the 
wel l informed driver should know can be explained and illus-
trated by photographs, charts and maps. 
There are many agencies participating in traffic safety 
progra ms, and the press relation officer should see to it that 
there is a f l ow and exchange of information between these 
agencies and his office. Important findings can appear in 
uress releases which should es tabli sh the public in a three-
way traffic safety alliance. Some of the participants in 
tra.ffic control and safety programs have includ.ed: automobile 
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manufacturers, automobile clubs , insurance com) anies, citizens' 
traffic committees, universities and traffic institutes, 
traffic engineers, fle e t operators, railroads! research a gencies, 
advertising agencies, civ ic and service clubs, administrative 
officials, vet erans' group s, youths' groups, labor groups, 
d t ' 10 an_ many o ners.-
9. VACATION HOME REPORTS 
The press relation office might encourage peop le who 
are leaving their homes vacant for longer than one night to 
so r eport t o the 90lice department. As a result, the t hree 
beat uolice officers who are in charge of that district may 
inspect the ore mises regularly. In order to facilitate 
vacation home reports, the press relation officer in nress 
releases can request that all per sons viho re quire the assistance 
of t he police department submit their name, address, the place 
where the person may be reached during his absence from town, 
the date he leaves and the probable date of return, and 
whether anyone is expecting to us e the property during the 
owner's absence. Ivforeover, the nress release should reouest 
.L ..1. 
the home owner to notify the police as soon a s he returns. 
10- International City Hanagers Association, on. cit., pp. 355-358. 
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In a ddition, he should have a fri end, or if necessa ry the 
police , remove all ma il , handbills and other items from the 
porch in order tha t a c l ever burglar does not interp ret signs 
of vacancy. Of course, t hi s type of press re lease ca n increase 
the burden of the police, but the interest in public Y.Ielfa re 
that vJill engender public cooperc.. tion i s more i mportant than 
additional wor k loads. 
10. TELEPHONE CONTACTS 
Since uolice efforts should be designed towards the 
de velopment of p ub lic coopera tion, t he police pres s r elation 
of f ice telephone numb er should be regularly publicized in the 
newspapers and o t her periodicals. Peo ple must be made to 
r ealize that this telephone will be one of the key connections 
to a he l pful and wi ll ing police department. Consequent l y, a 
feeling of under stand ing can develo p between the public and 
the police through this type of mutua l association. 
11. ANNUAL POLICE REPORT 
The annual -yolice report, vlhich is sometimes published 
separately and o t her time s consolidated as a section in a 
municipal report, is intended t o i nform the community of 
police -croblems, accom-) lishmen ts, and plans. l•Iany of these 
re norts are ~resented in a statistical or textua l f orm a nd 
not for popular cons ump tion as it should be. The police press 
rela tion officer should digest t he more 1)ertinent informa tion 
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from the annua l police report in order tha t it will be useful 
to public en l i gh tenment. He should prepa re the copy for 
popular appeal. Frequently, newspapers will neglect to p ublish 
hi ghlights of an annu&l yolice or municipal report if left to 
their r es ources. Therefore, the more im9ortant ~ata must be 
corre l a ted, analyzed and relea s ed to t h e press for publica tion. 
Again, of course, ~) ictures, cartoons and charts 1r1ill ma ke a 
more meaningful article for public comparison and understanding. 
12. POLICE Pu~LICATIONS 
There are many formal, informal and departmental police 
publications which should be brought to the attention of the 
g en eral p ub l ic. i-ia ny people a re not aware that certain police 
publica tions exist. Mos t mailing lists and circulation figures 
indica te t ha t t h ese publica tions have a limited readership. 
All of these publications should receive t heir ap~roval 
through t he ::;alice press re la tion office. r~oreover, the press 
rela tion officer should advertise these p ublica tions through 
t he newspapers . Short s ketches describing t he type and kind 
of oublicat ion with a no ta tion of some of its more interesting 
fea_ tures can engender public cur i osity wh ich may helo to 
increas e the ciraula tion of thes e publica tions. A single 
fre e copy coulc1 b e offered to t hose -oersons vJho may shovJ an 
int erest in the nublicat ion. Places where the publica tion 
ca n be purcha s ed s hould be li s ted in the article. 
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13. ORGA NIZATION AND PERSONNEL I NFORlv'J.ATION 
Promotions, new recruits, intrinsic findings of an 
officer, retirements and other organizational data can be 
released to the press. Private corporations have been using 
the financial pages of the ne\vspapers to publish this typ e of 
organizational information. Public presentation of organi-
zational data can help im~;rove the 11 esprit de corps" by 
binding the members of the ~oolice department more firmly 
together. Also, a few brief words arrang ed in this column 
can present the ~apartment more intimately before the p eople. 
14. INSTRUCTIVE PAMPHLETS 
Snecial uamohlets should be nrinted to ins t ruct n eoole 
.... .... ..!. .~ ...:.. .:. 
of the activities and operations of c onfidence men, short-
chang e opera t ors, shoplifters, p ic kpockets, thieves, b urgl ars 
and others. The oamuhlet s can treat fina ncial, industrial 
and_ business districts separately with many hel:pful hints for 
t h e public's protection. Other pamphlets can concentrate 
instruction for the orotection of home owners. The press 
rela tion off icer should make it known through the newspa:9er 
tha t such pamphlets are availab l e to the ~) eople. 
15. SLOGANS AND THENES 
Brief, catchy phrases, slogans, and sentences are 
excellent devices of i mpressing the public with an idea. 
Small, heavy typed slogans and jingles can be :published in 
odd. s pots in t h e newspaper. Newspapers frequently have extra 
space that could be made available to a public interest cause. 
Gen eral public participation in the creation of themes can be 
i nduced by avJarding small token prizes for originality. 
16. POPULAR lviiSCONCEPTIONS 
Actually, t h ere are two common misconceptions that 
hinder police activity in keeping the public informed: 
11 (1) that such activity is unethical, and (2) that 
t h e public will misconstrue it as an effort to build 
personal prestige rather than to improve police service. 11 ll 
Therefore, an important part of t he pol ice press relation 
job is to attack such beliefs. This , again, can be done 
t hrough t he genuine interest and assistance of t he news-
papers. Sometimes, a shortag e of funds can place a police 
department in a dif f icult position which may preven t sue-
cessful performance of its functions. For example, the 
press rela tion officer can point the need for bet t er e quip-
ment a nd for a dequate manpower. If i mproved personnel 
practices appear necessary due to a poor training program 
t ha t may be directly the r esult of i n sufficient money, 
t h is s hould receive pub~ic attention. tlowever, the press 
pr ogr a m cannot repea tedly present an unrealistic p icture. 
From time to time, if the police department has ma de an 
error, there should b e an objective re~oort on it. Of course, 
this is a difficult measure to expect of a police 
11-0. \'1 . 1riilson, Po l ice Admin is tra tion, I"i cGravJ-Hill Book 
Company, Inc., Ne'\\' York , 1950, p. 407. 
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a dministrator. Sometimes, the behavior of one patrolman can 
cast suspicion on the rest of the department. Frequent public 
acknowledgment fo r the mi sbehavior of a discourteous officer, 
for example, can, over the long term, establish confidence on 
other police repor t s . The public should know t hese facts 
be ca use it may pr event the condemna tion of the entire de nart-
ment . This is a delicate uroblem for any administrator to 
t a ckle, and here is 1-•Ihere mas tery of press techniques can 
enhance his oosition in the public' s eyes. 
17. ALL PRESS RELEASES THHOUGH THE POLICE PRESS OFFICE 
12 6. 
The uolice administra tor should establish a ) Olic y in 
reference to the accessibility of all information to the press. 
With the excep tion of the pr ess relation officer, no p ersonnel 
should indulge police informa t ion to reporters. The police 
press office should be the only outlet. Few officers burdened 
wi t h other du ties are equipped to do the work of the p r e s s 
rela t ion off ice. 
18 . RA CE AND MINORI TY GROUP PROBLEl·1S 
Police c onta ct wi th minority groups can be aggr ava ted 
v.rhen a ne1.-.rs:paper identifies a suspect or de fenclant as a member 
of a mi nority group. Some p eopl e believe i t is the respon-
sibility of the press to control s uch inf ormat ion. However, 
the police may use t heir i nf luence to reduce racial and 
religious tensions through car efully edited press r e leas es. 
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The following sugges ti ons ca n be helpful when mee ting this 
probl em. 
l. Unb iased, accura te renorting of all ne~J svwrthy 
events in t he i nt erracial fie l d. . 
2. El i mina tion of racia l i dentifica tions in crime 
stories excen t where uublica tion of the r a ce 
of a s usu ect would be heloful i n his anurehension. 
3 . Ade qua te publicity to con~tructive pro~~ams in · 
race rela tions, such as progr a ms in the schools, 
an~ activi t ie s of interracia l commit t ees. 
4 . Pub J.ica tion of f acts to counteract rumors . 
5. Close cooueration between newspapers and police 
t o ensure that t he pre s s al't'Jays nromn tly rece ive s 
t he full and corr ect f a cts -of any r acia l incident.l2 
19. PRI VA 'l,E LIVES OF P OLICE PERSON NEL 
The average citizen doe s not ha ve a hi gh evalua tion 
for t he profes s iona l and pers ona l qualifica tions of uolice 
p er s onnel. Thi s is a n unfortuna te a ttitude. Thi s gener al-
iza tion appears t o be s tronger a mong individuals with more 
f orma l educa tion. Moreover, the average hous ewife has little 
c onfidence in her police cl.e oartment. Nev ertheles s , public 
exnectation over the behavior of policemen i s hy9ercritical. 
The p oliceman is exnectecl to lea d an exe m·olary life a no n r a.ctice 
wha t he prea che s . Therefore, t h e pre ss r ela tion of ficer should 
avoi d all publica tion concern ing the priva t e intimate lives 
of t he policeman. The uoliceman mu s t present a professional 
decor in hi s persona l contacts , a nd the press rela tion off ice 
shoul d. make a n attemp t to s up·9ort this im-ore s sion. 
12-International City Manager s Associa tion, o-o . cit., p . 430 . 
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20. PLANNING AND DURING DISASTERS 
The ever present threat of disaster, through the 
na tural or unnatural forces that prevail, remains a major 
problem for Dlanning by all public administrators. Again, 
the functions of the police should remain fle xible anCI_ a.efined. 
as exact as nossible. Success in meeting the exigency of a 
disaster or emergency of any kino_ devends unon ')lanning . Not 
only must the no lice administrator plan for the day to <lay 
organizational needs, but he must pre9are his organization 
for a flood, fire, windstorm, atomic or hydrogen air raid 
or other emergency that can put a strain on all available 
resources. No matter what the anticipated catastrophe may 
be, the nos sibility of comnlete annihilation of the life in 
the community remains remote. Therefore, yessimiem concernin~ 
11 unbelievable" 1~estructive forces should not nrevent planning. 
Of course, this p roblem requires extensive research, coone r a tion 
and coordina tion on the nart of every s ervice, denartment and 
agency of the en t ire municipal a.nd city organi za tion in ad-
dition to mutual aid from neighboring municipalities, the 
ste.te governmen t, the Fe deral government and_ all nrivate and 
nublic organizations and citizens. 
Aga in, comrnunica tion and the dis:0ereiom of information 
r· emains a major requisite to the success of the 9rogram. 
13-Defense Secretary· 1-Jilson, Boston Traveler, March 31, 1954, 
p . 31. 
Coord i nation and coop eration with the use of available facil-
i ties is im··)ossible vJi thout a central communication system. 
Prior to the advent or knowledge of a disaster, uublic infor-
rna tion and public confidence are es f entia.l to t he entir·e p l an. 
The ~roces s of education and instruction can flow from the 
police press off ice to the ne11J spap ers to t he public. This 
procedure can be utilized curing emergencies. If l arge multi-
sp eed newspaper presses a re destroyed, then the Jl a n can 
continue under less adep t printing machine s . But printing 
and communica tion must continue since it will be the g iant 
brain consolida ting and re-shauing community order once a gain. 
21. LABOR STORIES 
Traditionally and historically organized labor has 
come into conta ct and friction \Ali th the ::)olice. Hany of the 
storie s a rising out of strikes and p icketing have dep icted 
an unf ortunate DOsition for the police. Becaus e t h e uolice 
must defend a nd ~rotect nroperty, restore order and oeece to 
the community, 9.c cusations have in t erpreted. the "Jolice as 
sympathizers of the cau i ta list cla s s. Newspaper ac counts 
should not, without justifica tion, urovide a distorted renort 
. -
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to labor flare-ups. Photographs that accom~any some stories 
often s how uniformed nolicemen striking laborers. Fortuna tely, 
such occurences are pre sently l ess f r equent, yet t h e l abor 
problem ca n urovide a source of poor rmblic re la tions again 
in the future. The uress rela tion off icer's association with 
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the newspapers can prevent ~os sible publication of misconcep-
tions arising from labors• struggles. An understanding of 
the problems and forces in o·oera tion coupled ivi th rigid copy 
a nd photo edit l ng wil l help mitiga te unfa vorable p olice 
p ublicity. 
22 . LEGAL CONTROLS ON CRHlE AND POLICE NE1·iS 
Contetn~)orary qualifica tions of controls on c r i me and 
police news publication is pertinent to this study as wel l as 
to the genera l public, public authorities and t he newsp apers. 
But, ~resent legal controls must b e treated lightly because 
judicial interpretation of these laws engender t he opportunity 
for flexible behavior by the nation's press. Therefore, some 
of the i mportant asp ects are herein briefly included. 
The case of Near vs. Minnesota remains one of the 
bulwarks of press freedom when a Minnesota statute was found 
unconsti t utional becaus e it authorized restraint of nublication 
contrary t o the Fourteenth Amendment~ Press re? ression to 
prevent a "public nuisance, scandal'', ancl nublic d isturbance 
is not valid grounds. Nevertheless, a publisher is subject 
to civil and criminal libel and contem0 t of court.l4 In 
a nother case it wa s dec l ared t hat a newsp aper has a right to 
publish the information tha t a person has been arrested, but 
14-Near v. St ate of Minnesota ~x. rel. Olson, 283 U.S. 697, 
51 S.Ct. 625, 75 L.Ed. 1357, 1931. 
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cannot make any assertion of guilt. 15 The press is protected 
if it writes the truth f a irly and accurately wi th good motives 
and justifiable ends, and reporting of criminal court proceedings 
is qualified urivilege although the story tends to r eflect 
up on the reputation of the def endan t. 16 The police blotter 
is not a legal p ublic record in every sta te, but where it is 
part of the public record, the police blotter is absolutely 
privileged. 17 Nevertheless, a newspaper story based on t his 
public record or public nroceeding would have to be fair and 
ac curate. 18 Frequent errors committed by the newspapers are 
t he inaccurate reporting of names a nd false charges originating 
-;;-;i th the publi sher, both of 1:Jhich are never nri vileged and 
woul d incur liab ili ty. 19 Newsna -,)ers cannot state un-oroved 
conclusions in stories and headlines, 20 but current f a cts 
about criminal news in the community may be published with 
impunity if it is f or the informat ion of the citizens affecting 
public safety and the administration of justice. 2l The 
majority of the cases do not accord qualified privilege vlhere 
newspaper stories are bas ed on information on investiga tions 
fro m 90lice officers, official s in t he district attorney's 
office and t he c oroner's office. 22 Therefore, the newspaper 
15-I-lorasco v. Item Com~)any 126 La. 426, 1910. 
16-Evening News Association, 252 Mich. 318,239 N. W. 305, 1931. 
17-Ki1lard v. Hohman, 275 Ma ss. a t 345-346, 1931. 
18-Code of Georgia 1933 , pp . 105-704. 
19-111 Iowa 490, 82 N.W. 928, 1900. 
20-Commercia1 Publishing Compa ny v. Smith, 149 F. 704 (C.C.A. 
Tenn. 1907). 
21-Urben v. Pittsburgh Times, 1 I>'Ionag. (Pa.) 135, 1889. 
22-76 Mich. 338, 43 N. W. 431, 15 Am. St. Rep . 318, 1888. 
is liable for any unfair summary of nolice i nvestiga tions. 
Al though there is substantial evidence for suspecting a uerson 
guilty of a crime and it is considered a ma tter of news, a 
newspa per report i m) uting h is guilt i s not jus tified.23 
23. COPY, EDITING AND TYPOGR~PHICAL POLICIES 
The police nress relation officer has a t wo-fold task 
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in t ypographical, editing a.nd copy -.)olicies . First, he should 
make certain that al l copy released from the ~olice depart-
ment is r igidly edited t o ensure the best results from the 
police--pres s program. Second, he shoulc1 make suggestions to 
the newspapers to follow similar policie s in the organi za tion 
and diss emination of crime and nolice news which they have 
s ecured from sources other t han t he nolice depar t men t. How-
ever, once the police uress relation officer has released a 
s tory or made s ugge s tions to t he ne"t-vspap ers, he cannot force 
the press to como ly. 1:Jhile he can request that all crime or 
police news di spatches , which are con tinually uouring in from 
wire services, leg men, special c orresn ondents, and other 
reporters, be edited and channeled a narticular way, t he 
newspapers are free to accep t or reject his reque sts since 
they a re priva te bus iness and under no c omnulsion, within the 
limi ts of l ega l controls , to r espect the de mande of anyone. 
Of c ourse, if t he police and t he pre ss a re onerating a t cross-
23-Long v. Tribune Printing Com~any, 107 Mich . 207, 65 N.W. 
108 , 1895 . 
purpos e s , t h i s ca nnot facilit a te har monious re la tions . 
Primarily, crime or police news is a ma tt er of importa nt 
r evenue for nev.rspap er s . Neverth eless , thi s may a lso b e a 
ma tter of human rela tions which requires pa tience, diu lomacy, 
per s e ver ance and t a ct by t he uolice. But, even this cannot 
ensure uos i tive resul t s age.i ns t a newspaper who 1 s stee l-,: in 
trade i s s ensati onal depiction of crime and nolice news. 
However, if t h e police deuartment purcha s es newsnauer s ua ce 
like any advertiser, which they should on occasions , then 
t h ey can expect r igid reproduction of al l submitted copy. 
Here, aga in, t h e newspaners ca n re j ect paid copy if t he y so 
choos e, al though s uch a nol icy would b e an excen tion to the 
genera l rule. The following s ugge s ti ons have bee n di s c uss ed 
and s up ) Ortecl in Cha ·oter III, a nd are here segre gated as t he 
more i m.)ortant copy ) Ol icies to purs ue. 
It i s s uggested t ha t mo s t uolice p re ss re l eases s hould 
not gain front page headline s or front page i m~ortance unless 
t h e news value of t he s tory is of na ti onal im~ortance or 
in t ri ns ic to the s ociologica l informat ion of t he co mmunity. 
Genera l l y, poli ce or crime news should b e publi shed i n the 
i nter ior l)ag es of a ne-v1 spa :9er 1•T i th sma ll cap i t e.l letter 
hea dlines. Also, t here shoul d b e a check again s t headlines 
t ha t do not reveal the f acts and tenor of t he s tory beca us e 
the writing a nd edit i ng of headline s and copy i s more oft en 
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the wor k of t he copy de sk as di s tingui s hed fro m t hose renorters 
wh o write or submit t he s t ories. It is nreferabl e t hat all 
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headlines and copy be free from editorializing and f actually 
and objectively presented and continue to con t ribute to the 
police press program. Usually reporters are apt to embellish 
their copy, intentionally or otherwise, with adjectives and 
descrintive terminology that insinuate general conclus i ons. 
Also, sordid details of crime s are not neces sary to t h e 
accurate 9resenta tion of stories. Editorializing end inter-
preta tion in crime renorts may ha ve the tendency of obstructing 
the readers opportunity towards independent thought. 
Whenever possible, there should be no nublica tion of 
court room evidence until the criminal nroceedings terminate. 
Such publica tion can hamper the course of justice by the 
imputa tion of guilt or innocence of the ctefendan t in the minds 
of the public, the jury, or the officials involved in the case. 
Moreover, consta nt repetition of stories should not be enc our~ 
a ged when a criminal trial is nending or in proces s . Further-
more, it is suggested tha t the names of innocent member s of 
the offender~ family, relatives, friends and acquaintances 
are not published and t hereby gue_rd against the ino.iviclual 
rigbt of nrivacy. 
It is s uggested that criminal techniaues that may serve 
to educate ~otential violators should not apuear in print. 
For exam-ole, the -0ortrayal of t he methoc1s that other criminals 
ha ve successfully used on a recent bank holdu"J may :r,:> roYe 
helpful to an individual who is in need of cash. The tyn es 
and us e of weapons and the method of approach towards a 
particular illega l act can helu supply information to a 
potential violator. 
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A clear conception of hereditary, environmenta l, social 
and economic forces should be carefully analyzed before a 
crime story is releaseo_ to the nress. There are many variables 
involved in the commis s ion of an illegal act tha_t ma.y be ex-
p lained by a social agency. With the collaboration of t hese 
and other agencie s and institutions, a more meaningful pres-
entation of the violator and viola tion may be nroduced in 
press copy. Perhau s, a better understanding of some of the 
forces opera ting on criminals will Dresent a fair apnraisal 
of their pligh t in s torie s as -vrell as sunnort their rehab i li-
tation . 
Premature newspaper reuort s of violators still a t l a rge 
s hould be termina ted if it may stifle t he efforts of law 
enforcement. Actually, newspapers have genera.lly complied 
with the re quests of the nolice department when a particular 
case re quired secrecy. Nevertheless, there are noted instances 
where law enforcement officials were frustrated by newspaper 
presenta tion of the myriad movements of the nolice while in 
their attemp t to apprehend a violator. 
There may be injurious ef fects resulting from the 
glorification of criminals through stories ano_ nhotogre.phs 
by the presentation of an unrealistic phas e of the viola tor's 
life. Careful editing of copy and photogranhs to e l iminate 
any i mplica tions t ha t may engender hero worship from juveniles, 
or by adults who have a distorted sense of the dramatic, is 
suggested. 
The names of juvenile criminals and victims may b e 
published after a thorough screening of the copy. Of course, 
this depends u:oon their degree of maturity and age. Hany 
juvenile viola tors are exonera ted from crimes sometimes 
because of their a ge. However, many juveniles are aware of 
t he consequence of t h e injurious acts which they inf l ict and 
some res nons ibi l ity must be undertaken by t h em as well as 
their parents. 
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As a re s ult of the findings from newspaper con t ent 
analy s es of crime news, it is suggested that the publica tion 
of crime news be reduced to less than one-half the column 
space presently in use by mo s t newsua ners . Reueated em~ha s is 
on crime news, day in and day out, will establi sh an an e thetic 
a ttitude 1•!i thin t he public ,.;h ich ma y ta ke a -oarticularly 
disastrous act to arouse public indignation. 
a. RAPE STORIES 
Names of rape victims may be published: if they were 
murdered, when the woman is legally convicted as an offender, 
when it leads to public trial, when the woman becomes a 
comolainant or a vol untary 1.vi tness, "~ilhen it ~rill as s i s t the 
police, and when incom;:J lete identification of the vJO man re-
f l ects up on an innocent party. i:!hen a court fincls a man in-
nocen t of a rap e charge, the press re l ease should give t his 
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fact urominence. Hov-rever, s ome sta tes pr ohibit the ·oublica tion 
of names of rap e victims under any circumstance. The u olice 
press relat ion officer must take a firm uos ition on rap e cas es 
s ince many la •rs orovi O..e fe mal es t he opportunity to issue 
unjus tifiable charges. England , S ~;qi tzerland and t he Scandinavian 
democracies have overhauled t heir s ex laws to a~ply t o modern 
conditions. 
b. STORIES OF CRI MINAL PROSTITUTI ON 
Stories of crimi na l nrostitution may conta in the names 
of the women involved al though t hey may b e l es s tha n eighte~n 
years of age. Names and a ddre ss es of patrons and operators, 
as well as t he address of the houses us ed, may be included . 
Thus , re ~orts on vice may be nre sented in t he l i ght of 
s ociological phenomenon in order t ha t t hese forces ar e a tta cked 
by t h e j oi nt ef f orts of the u olice and the citi zens of t he 
co mmunity since vice i s a community re sponsibility and mus t 
be s o a cknowledged. 
c. STEADY FL0\1T OF I NFORMATION 
The pol ice pres s relat ion officer shoulo .. ah--Tays have a 
s teady f lmv of information available f or t he newsua.n ere vlh ich 
would thereby gua r antee t he pronaga tion of ·the urogra m and 
ma \.e an a ttem:9 t to divert the repor ter fro m ~:>rivate i nves ti-
ga tions, s ensa tional expl oita t ions or fabricated human i nterest 
news. Police uress releasee must fo l l ow a line of con tinuity 
so that a process of day by day development takes form. 
Pre sently, news values are often s uperficia l, trivial and 
exploited by the dictates of the day 1 s event s . Cognizance 
must be shown to the reader by a follow through and comDlete 
account of what is happening . 
25. THE NEED FOR A POLICE-PRESS CONFERENCE 
It is conceded tha t the success of the P?lice press 
program is not a thing apart from t he community, but in an 
age of controlled economics, control l ed s ociology, controlled 
a lmo s t everything , some beli eve t here should be re s i dent in 
s ome agency of s oci ety the po~r er to compel publi shers not to 
overplay crime news. As a lready indi cate d , legal c ensorshi p 
is not t he answer. Better understanding shoul d_ grot-J fr om 
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mutual association and informal conferences betwe en the nolice 
and the press. The police pres s re la tion officer, like the 
edi tor of a newspap er , mu s t se lect what is be lieved to be 
the news of imoortance for community reading. They mu s t 
refine and edit the copy until the fina l nroduct is de ei r able 
for c ons umDt i on for all asnect s of a. progre s sive society. 
Therefore, t here is t he need for a r egula r police ,nress 
conference. 
a. THE POLI CE PRESS CONFEREN CE 
Succe s s or failure of t he public off icials• rela tion-
ship with t he press, esnecially in recent years, has had an 
important bearing on their abi l ity to shape public oninion in 
the United States and even throughout the world. The use of 
the nress conference need not be limitea. to Federal scenes or 
national levels, but can be incoruorated into the adminis-
trative machinery of the state, city or deuartment. The 
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successful police administrator should use the nress conference 
as a valuable tool in his administration. Moreover, the exact 
details of the procedure and functions of the nress conference 
must be governed by t he local standards, habits and circumstances 
of ea ch community or area. It is suggested that the ~1ress 
rela tion officer direct most of the nres s c onferences. On 
important occasions, the police a dministrator should uresent 
himself before the conference so that the lin~s of policy can 
be affirmed from t he highest authority. Also, on othe r oc-
ca s i ons, the yolice a dministrator can stimula.te a. friendly and 
coope~ative atmo sphere between reporters and the uolice 
deya rtment by fre quenting the press conference with brief 
appearances. 
Essentia lly, t here should be a clearly defined nolicy 
that i s known to all personnel in the police ~apartment and 
all repre s enta ti ves of the new~papers. Although the ent ire 
policy cannot be nr ln ted in f orm, some imnortant noints could. 
be di stributed amona the reuorters. A co ny could be ~osted 
~ " 
on the bulletin b oard for the information of uolice pers onne l. 
Regular weekly c onferences could be arranged, and if t he oc-
ca s ion de mands it, an emergency conference could be helc. upon 
immedia te notification of all the newspapers. A sneaking and 
i nformal acquaintance vJi th the city editors and publ ishers of 
all the local newspapers is a neces sary part of a successful 
press program. 11 Some Government press of f icers have their 
calls monitored 11 ~4 but t his pr actice is here condemned. Every 
renorter represented in the n ress c onference must be treated 
informally, impa rtiall y ano. as an equal. The attitude must 
b e established tha t the police denartment will not go ahead 
on any yroposal without the approval of t he press. 
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Coopera tion from all reuorters must be unders tood , and 
if certa in ne1•Js is publishecl con t rary to t he announceo_ request, 
this should be brought to the attention of the reporter. The 
uress rela tion officer should not reprimand a delinquent 
reporter unless the re~orter continues to take matters in his 
ovm hands . An unc1erstand.ing bet\-Jeen the editor or publi sher 
may prevent a renor ter 1 s abuse of the conference' s urivil eges. 
Moreover, if t h is is not successful, then general disaupr ova l 
should be developed through the aid of the re ma i ning newsuauers 
in order tha t they oppose those r e1Jor ters among t hem that will 
abuse the confidence they all should s hare . All r euorts should 
be o_esigned for easy r eading . Clarity, sim:.; licity and. an 
understanding fo r the welfare of t he community must n r evail 
in a ll s tories. All s tories should require a formal v ritten 
re lease from t h e nolice ures s office. Written s ta tements a re 
24-New York Times , Sa turday, April 24, 1954 , u . 1. 
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less aut to be misunderstood, and for the sake of accuracy, 
thi s procedure is ureferred. But every story or feature should 
not be cornoletely })reparecl by the 90lice press officer since 
re ·8orters a re anxious to use their m•:n sl·dlls in nreparing 
copy for their paper. Of course, in all dealings with the 
press, the police must realize tha t reoorters are usua l l y 
intelligent men and women a ttempting to make a living and a 
little sympathy and understanding i s more apt to gai n t he ir 
conficlence than a clominant au thoritarian d.is:,>osition. Im,Jor-
tant to the progress and harmony of the p ress conference is 
soliciting the suggestions of the newspaper representatives. 
From time to time, the advice they may offer could be valuable 
as well as urovide a sense of need. and imuortance on the part 
of the press. The entire atrnosohere of the nress c onference 
should be friendly, informal and wi th a family type association. 
I f the press rela tion officer finds tha t too many questi ons 
are s ubmitted f or his reply, he can require such questions be 
presented in writing pr ior to the r egular conference so that 
sufficient time can be foun d to urovide an answer. This s hould 
not ~rohibit a free flow of conversation and exchange of 
questions a nd re olies s ince some i ssues can be dealt with 
suontaneously . If the Dolice ~ress officer refuses to answer 
any questions, he should give an adequate exulanation for 
the denial. Mos t nlausible reasons will be understood by the 
re~orters. Some questions may be of such a nature t hat nei ther 
the -)ress officer nor the police a.dministra tor knoviS t h e ans't•Jer. 
- -
If t h is oc curs , both officers should either admi t they do not 
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knovl e.nything ab out it or refer them to someone 'lflho can s up:ply 
the right information. Some questi ons mi ght require indeuendent 
research by the press r ela ti on officer. If t his be t h e occasion, 
the press rela tion officer should inform the reuorter t ha t the 
a nswer will be forthc oming but delayed . Direct quotations 
should not be ap~roved ·unle ss the statement was originally 
submitted to the reporters in the form of a auotation in 
writing . All so-called background infor ma tioni which is 
me_ terial tha t re!Jo.rters use to sup:9ort a s tory, should_ be 
ap··;roved by the press rela tion officer before ne\..,spauer pub-
lication. Moreover, all off-the-record informat ion t ha t is 
sup·oosed to rema in confiden tia l among the reuorters should_ 
never be repeated outs i de the conferences. Wherever possible, 
off-the-record informa tion should be elimina ted. 
b. CHANGE T~~OUGH TI ME 
1:Thile t his thesis attem-ot s to uroy ose a police-pres s 
b left untouched. Certain sections program, many phases have een 
1 and other ~arts have been have been investiga ted extens ive y, 
treated l i ght l y. li 
re s~ u_rogr am may have _ Actuall y, a 1') 0 ce-p ·-
g inni ng . 
. for ma tion and knov;rledge Gr adually, as more ln · 
ahould grovJ into a 
th ol ice-ures s program~- ~ a c cumulated , ·~ e P - - \'Ji t h the for p_olic e administra tion. 
more positive asset -
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growth of technology, new problems will confr ont the police. 
Com-y lete changes in methods for dealing 1·Ti th them must, neces-
sarily, occur. Any rigid instrument of police administration 
will lose its value "ll'ii t h the change t J:1..rough time. Consequently, 
in order for more lasting ~esults, t here must be fle xi b ility 
in t he police-press ~)rogram to meet t h e neit'r innovations changing 
the environment. 
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ABSTRACT 
Problems which confront the uolice in the last few 
decades have given ri se to a com~lete change in t he methods 
developed for dealing with them. The pres s , as an ins trument 
of DOlice administra tion, should stand in t he front rank , 
along with the use of two-way radio, teletyp e~ firea rms 
identification, fingerprints, and photography , among others. 
The development of a comprehens ive -oolice-press program, 
therefore, is t he uroblem and ta sk of this the s is. Mo s t 
police c1epartmen ts cto not have a uress program. In t hose 
police deuartments that do have some kind of a police-pre ss 
re la tion, t here i s little organiza tion, informe tion _and 
knowledge from which beneficial results can emanate. Written 
pol ice-press releases and constructive newspauer portrayal 
of oolice and crime news will give the public information as 
a bas is for cooper a tion "Ti th t he nolic e. The benefits that 
can be reaped_ from sound •)olice--press re lations cte-oeno_ l a rgely 
on t he ingenuit y and skill of the p olice administrator in 
adapting -police-pres s techniques to his own ·oeculiar ~nviron­
ment. To elucidate t he police and crime news urobl em, this 
study attempts to shm·r tha t h i s torica l, traditiona l and 
contern~orary nractices of t h e press in their de9iction of 
police and crime news through various techniques may tend 
to stimulate and develop i n t ereet in criminal activity 't,Jhich 
hamper l aw enforcement and crime pr evention. 
Success of t he police-press -pro gram may mean the 
reduction in government expencU tures and a lov:er cr i me rate 
tha t i s gratifying t o t he esteem of the community, the well-
being of its citizens, and the ~romotion of a more wholesome 
environment. 
Suppression of police and crime news is not ao.vocated 
b y t h is study becaus e freedom of the pre ss is essential to a 
free society. The police-press relat ionship should bear an 
infor mal affinity. In es sence, it is joint coop eration that 
i s inspired by public s niri t a.nd publ ic vJelfare. 
There i s no single all-embracing source of inforn'a t ion 
available on the his torical develonment of uolice and crime 
news . Huch of the rna terial has been derived. from j ourna.li sm 
textbook s. Fr ank Luther Mott i s a c omure hensive writer in 
thi s fi eld. Because, at present, t here i s no abso l ute 
s t a tistical method of arriving at t h e number of uers ons who 
enter criminal ac ti vi ty through "tvha t they read in t he ne1\l' S-
papers, the treatmen t of content analyses of police and crime 
news is brie f . The effects of nolice and crime news on the 
criminal, the publ ic, t he policeman, and upon pol ice adminis-
tration has been ~)rimarily investigated b y sociologists and 
cr iminologi s t s . A comprehen s ive coverage of this s ubject is, 
presently, not available. Furthermore, there i s a l a ck of 
published knowledge i n t he field of police administra t ion 
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and press rela tions. Information t ha t is available freque ntly 
trea ts police-press r ela tions superficially or genera lly or 
presents only some of t he problems a DOlice-nres s program 
-e 
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must attacl{ . 
Police conta ct vi i th the uress through the years has 
prlmarily centerec1 arouno. t he police blotter, ·0olice mB,gis trate 
proceedings or p olice-court and police news . The development 
of police and c r i me news has run abreast \vi t h im"9rovements 
in mass communication and technology , and not indeuendent of 
social, DOlitical and economic forces. The development has 
been made uoss ible by recognition of g rea ter pre s s liberty. 
This news has fre quently been uerverted to stimulate uublic 
interest and the sa le of newspap ers. The uublic, in turn, by 
purchasing newspauer s , has encoura~ed the press. 
Those who support t he publica tion of police and crime 
news s ay t he pres s sp irit of crusade to exuose abuses in 
churches, courts, banks and stockmarkets, to treat all social 
and economic classes as equal s , to sup )ly informa ti on on 
crime for self-regulation a nd self-protection, ano. to indulge 
in l ocal hurnc::m interest ne\·Js vJill ben efit society. Those "Jho 
oppos e t he publica tion of nolice and crime news at temu t to 
show how information about crime incites ootential delinquents, 
lowe rs public mora l, influences jucU cial of ~ icials, jurors 
and the public s urrouncling a crimina.l trial, creates fictitious 
crime 't·Javes or charges of inefficiency and corruption, 
educates t he criminal with t echnica l inf ormat ion, a ids t he 
escape of off ender s , p revent s a return to hone s t l ife of 
cr iminals , juveniles , or t hos e exoner a ted of c rime, e s t ablishes 
public attitudes tovm.rd t he police anc1 the mora l e of the o ol ice 
--
depa.r t ment a nd. towa r d. cri me. 
To many nolice of fici a l s and. p ers onnel, nel·rs:·;a::oermen 
a re irrespons i b l e pers ons v.1ho cons t ant ly pur sue ma teria l that 
me.y cr ea te s ensa tional heacUines and copy. Moreover, many 
re porters con t ain a s uspicious att itude towar d s t he uolice. 
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In order t o he lp a dvance an unders ta nd ing of the prob l ems and 
policies of t he police t o the pres s , and t he pre ss t o t he 
po lic e , there should be a qua lif ied ~oli c e pres s rela tion 
officer i n every police deuar t ment. If t here is a l a r ge 
p olice depar t ment , he should ha ve hi s m:m staff. I n ad.o ition 
to a n ac e:urate a nd c omplete r ecor ds sy s te m i n t he police press 
of f ice, t here shoulc1 be a re search o.epar t men t t ha t a c c umul a tes 
f eature ma ter ial. For be t t er public unders tand i ng , the pollee-
press of f ice ca n clar ify laws, t o eliminate, where uos Ei ble, 
c onfu s ing lega l termino l ogy. St a ti s tica l a na lys e s of 
crimi na l viola ti ons , with t he aid of the Uni fo rm Crime 
Re,)orts, ca n b e r eleae ed to the ure s s i n a t ypogr a ryhica lly 
a.r r a ng ed 11 box- s cor e 11 • Thi s can provide a n i nce ntive a.s ·v.rell 
as weapon of deroga tion to t h e community , uol ice deuartmen t, 
cit i zens, political office holders and t o t he adminis t ra tive 
s t af f of t he town or city . Al s o, s ince pres s pho togr au hy 
con t i nue s to exert i ncreas i ng i nfl uence over s ources of 
i nf or mat i on, it may be used t o develop a ne't·r spa;Jer 11 rogues " 
pictur e ga llery , enha nce p olice nrestige, illus trate police 
functions , a nd a s a t hreat to ga i n nar enta l coopera tion. The 
police may i nstitu te in nev.r spcroers , uu on an·oroval of the 
• 
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publisher, a police 11 letters to t he eo.itor 11 column and traffic 
column . Here, the flm-1 of opinion bet""'veen t he uublic and 
t he 0olice can provide mass ~artlcipation in community and 
p ol ice a ffairs. Police n ress releases should orovide sig-
nificant ma terial on the annual l)Olice report, :police pub-
licat i ons, and organiza tion and personne l informa tion. 
Further mor e, the program ca n furni sh slogans and t he mes, 
shm'r the availability of i nstructive pamphlets for the publ~c, 
hell:> mitigate unfavorab le ·oolice publicity in l a.bor stories, 
abate race and minority group problems, and plan and afmi n-
i s ter to community d isasters. A s teady flow of information 
should be mao.e ava.ilable to the press. I"li no.fulnes s of the 
centra l theme of the crime pr evention program should be 
followed . Thi s involves ri gi d copy and edit~ng ~olicie s with 
proper choice and selection of words in raue , nro s titution 
and other crime a.nd police s tories, car eful typogra-ohica l 
arrangements of articles, and appropriate ill ustra tions. 
The success of the program rests, to a grea t extent, on a 
r egul a r 1olice press conference where mutual association 
can help 'Jrepere copy for c ons umotion for moet asnects of 
a progressive s ociety • 
